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The homogenized stiffness and permeability of geomaterials that are highly variable at 
the micro-scale has long been of interest to geotechnical engineers. This is especially true in 
petroleum geomechanics, where there has been a rapid growth of interest in the mechanics of 
unconventional resource extraction. The purpose of this study is to investigate the influence of 
porosity and void size on the equivalent or effective properties of geomaterials. The effective 
value is defined as the property that would have led to the same response if the geomaterial had 
been homogeneous. A random finite element method (RFEM) has been developed involving an 
ideal block of material leading to direct evaluation of the effective properties. The approach 
involves a combination of finite element analysis, random field theory and Monte-Carlo 
simulation. The random field theory is used to generate models of geomaterials containing 
spatially random voids with controlled porosity and void size. Following Monte-Carlo 
simulations, the mean and standard deviation of the effective property can be estimated leading 
to a probabilistic interpretation involving flow or deformations. The methodology is tested in 
geotechnical problems involving foundation settlement and seepage in materials containing 
voids, enabling estimates to be made of the probability of excessive design values. The thesis 
also includes an investigation of the size of the representative volume element (RVE), and a 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
Over millions of years, various kinds of microscopic creatures have died, piled up at the 
bottom of the sea and become part of the sediment that eventually turns into shale. The heat from 
deep inside the earth then turns their bodies into hydrocarbons, i.e. oil and natural gas. With the 
intense pressure of the earth, the oil and gas are squeezed out of the shale and gather together and 
may literally drift. Finally, they may become trapped in rock such as sandstone or limestone. 
 
Limestone is a kind of sedimentary rock, derived from the composition of plants and 
animals that secrete calcium to form their skeletons; thus limestone is a type of rock made up 
mainly of calcium carbonate. Limestone is a rock that has a large economic value; for example, it 
is used as gravel for construction. More importantly, it is a reservoir of petroleum and 
groundwater. Half to one-third of the amount of oil comes from these limestone and dolomite. 
Despite the hard and solid macroscopic appearance of sandstone or limestone, it is in fact porous, 
hence, trapping fluids such as oil or natural gas. 
 
Porosity and permeability are properties of any rock or loose sediment. Porosity is a 
normalized measure of the volume of void spaces where the oil or gas may be held; thus the 
rock’s ability to hold a fluid. Permeability is a characteristic that allows the oil and gas to flow 
through the rock. The permeability of a rock refers to the rock’s resistance to fluid flow. A rock 
is said to have “low permeability” when it is harder for fluid to pass through it. If fluid passes 
through the rock easily, it is said that the rock has “high permeability”. The movement of 
petroleum is similar to the movement of groundwater. In the form of crude oil and/or natural gas, 
petroleum moves through the spaces within the rock and gathers in region with higher porosity. 
Since natural gas and oil are lighter than water, they separate themselves from water, then rise 
and accumulate above the water. The movement of the gas and oil stops when the gas and oil 
reach a non-permeable layer. Thus, porosity and permeability are absolutely necessary for good-




Even if the expected porosity of the site can be conservatively estimated, void locations 
may be unknown, creating the possibility at a probabilistic analysis. In addition, two sites with 
the same porosity may have quite different void sizes, where one has numerous small voids and 
the other fewer large voids. To facilitate the modeling of boundary value problems, the goal of 
this work is to determine the effective properties of such materials. In this research the properties 
of interest are Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and the permeability and the effective 
properties are defined as those properties that would have led to the same response if the material 
had been homogeneous. 
 
The behavior of a heterogeneous material with a micro-structure, consisting of varying 
properties, has been studied by a number of investigators in experimental tests, using analytical 
estimates and numerical methods. The macro-scale of a homogeneous material, which has a 
heterogeneous micro-structure on the micro-scale level, is investigated in order to address the 
issue of how the microstructure affects the material on the macro-scale. Figure 1.1 shows 
examples of the micro-structure of materials, such as limestone and sandstone.  
 
1a   1b   1c  
2a   2b  
 
Figure 1.1   Micro-structure (1a) limestone, partly dolomitized; (1b) sandstone altered by 
compaction; (1c) limestone, dense matrix and vuggy porosity (Robinson 1966); 




Homogenization is the micro to macro transition proceeded formally with the appropriate 
averaging process. The goal of homogenization is to obtain the overall (effective or equivalent) 
properties to represent the macro-scale properties. An important objective of micro-mechanics is 
to link mechanical relations going from finer to coarser length scales. A useful concept in this 
homogenization process is the representative volume element or RVE. An RVE is an element of 
the heterogeneous material that is large enough to capture the effective properties in a 
reproducible way. From a modeling point of view, the smallest RVE that can achieve this is of 
particular interest (e.g. Liu 2005). The process of homogenization is illustrated in Figure 1.2. 
 
 
Figure 1.2  Homogenization process. 
Although there are many theoretical and numerical approaches, the results are rather 
unsatisfactory because of the uncertainties in the characterization of the geometry changing from 
place to place, horizontally and vertically. The random finite element method (RFEM) first 
developed by Griffiths and Fenton (1993) and Fenton and Griffiths (1993) is used in this 
research. In this method, conventional finite element analysis (e.g. Smith and Griffiths 2004) is 
combined with random field generation (e.g. Fenton and Vanmarcke 1990, Fenton and Griffiths 
2008) and Monte-Carlo method (e.g. Buslenko et al., 1966) to develop the output statistics of 
quantities such as effective elastic properties and effective permeability. Through control of the 
spatial correlation length, both the volume and size of voids can be considered using RFEM. The 
parametric studies reported in this work also provide insight into the relationship between the 
representative volume element (RVE) for a material containing voids and the number of Monte-





• The RFEM is adapted as a potentially powerful new tool to generate models of 
geomaterials containing spatially random voids of more complex shape than previously.  
Macroscopic engineering properties of the geomaterials can then be estimated through a 
limited number of test results to develop the output statistics of quantities such as 
effective elastic properties and effective permeability. Not only can the volume of the 
voids and the varying void shapes be considered by RFEM, but also the size of the voids 
through control of the spatial correlation length and the uncertainties of underground void 
locations. Although many numerical approaches have been conducted to determine the 
effective properties of materials with randomly distributed voids, the results are limited to 
the spatial unpredictability of the underground void locations. The nature of random 
fields is such that it is only the average porosity that is under user control. The porosity of 
each individual simulation such as those shown in Figure 1.3 throughout the Monte-Carlo 
process will vary. This is particularly noticeable when modeling random fields with 
higher spatial correlation length, in which some individual simulations may display 
significantly higher or lower porosities than the target value. 
• The source codes are developed by author. The finite element and random field software 
used in this work were adapted from the public-domain free software described in texts 
by Smith and Griffiths (2004) and Fenton Griffiths (2008). Generally, in the RFEM, the 
methodology is used in the generation of random fields of soil or rock properties. The 
spatial distribution of properties is mapped onto refined finite element meshes taking 
proper account of local averaging over each element. A finite element analysis is then 
performed relating to the particular application under investigation. Later, Monte Carlo 
simulations are applied by repeating the finite element analysis numerous times. Each 
simulation, the underlying statistics of soil or rock properties remain the same, but the 
spatial locations across the finite element mesh differ. Figure 1.4 shows an elastic 
stiffness analysis. One of the Monte-Carlo simulations may have a zone of weak material 








Figure 1.3  Method for generating random fields. Only average porosity is under user 
control. The porosity of each individual simulation will vary. Dark and 
light regions indicate to void and material elements respectively. 
  
  
Figure 1.4  Typical elastic stiffness analysis in RFEM with influence of scale of 
fluctuation (θ ) 
 
In this research, a useful idea in the excursion statistics (Fenton and Vanmarcke, 
1998) is combined to the RFEM to control a target mean porosity and spatial correlation 
length θ  of random voids in Fortran 95. Once the standard normal random field values 
have been assigned to the mesh, cumulative distribution tables are then used to estimate 
the value of the target porosity. There are only two different materials of intact material 
and void elements modeled in the finite element analysis. Each void is modeled explicitly 
as a material with significant lower stiffness than the intact material. A small value of θ  
will imply to smaller and more frequent voids, while a larger value of θ  will imply to 
larger and less frequent voids as shown in Figure 1.5 
 
10% porosity and  
low scale of fluctuation 
10% porosity and  




 Figure 1.5  Typical simulation showing generation of voids at low and high θ   
( 0.2n =  in both cases). 
 
• A novel “tied freedom” approach has been used to model an idealized block of 2D and 
3D models leading to predictions of the effective Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as 
function of porosity and void size. 
• The thesis also includes an investigation of the size of the representative volume element 
(RVE), and interpretation of RVE using the mean and standard deviation of the effective 
property. In general, other approaches have selected the size of RVE from the effective 
properties but the RFEM user can select the size of RVE through the mean and standard 
deviation of effective properties and the number of Monte-Carlo simulations leading to 
the probabilistic interpretation. 
• The emphasis of the thesis is to present an original modeling framework for geomaterials, 
rather than focus on any specific type of rock or lithology. The thesis addresses a 
necessary first step towards modeling porous geo-materials based on random fields, 
where the porosity, void size and shape can be varied via the spatial correlation length. In 
future studies, the random field parameters will be based on experimentally obtained data 
relating to fracture and/or pore shape and distribution within the actual material. The new 
methodology adds a specific and potentially useful tool, based on the Random Finite 
Element Method (RFEM), for simulating porous networks in solid materials, and 
calculating statistically based effective properties from materials simulations. 
 
The thesis is divided into eight distinct chapters which are summarized below:  
• Chapter 2, entitled “Literature review and previous work”, presents a summary of 
previous investigations on homogenization methods and the representative volume 
element (RVE) to achieve effective elastic properties and effective permeability via 
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theoretical and numerical methods, which are alternative methods. The chapter concludes 
with the background of the random finite element method (RFEM), which will be 
developed further in this study. 
• Chapter 3, entitled “Random voids model”, describes the random field and local 
averaging methods which are combined in the RFEM to generate porosity models. The 
spatial correlation length θ  offers some quantitative control of void size θ . The Monte 
Carlo method has been used to develop output statistics for the study. The chapter 
concludes with a comparison of other porosity models used in this study. 
• Chapter 4, entitled “Numerical analysis of effective elastic properties of geomaterials 
containing voids using 2D RFEM”, presents the 2D RFEM to examine the influences of 
voids on the parameters of an elastic material. The objective is to determine the effective 
elastic properties of materials with randomly distributed voids to generate charts giving 
guidance on the statistical distribution (mean, standard deviation and PDF) of effective 
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as a function of porosity and void size. The 
influence of block size and representative volume elements (RVE) are discussed. The use 
of random fields and Monte-Carlo simulations deliver a mean and standard deviation of 
the elastic parameters that lead naturally to a probabilistic interpretation. The 
methodology is extended to a foundation problem involving a footing on an elastic 
foundation containing voids. The approach enables estimates to be made of the 
probability of excessive settlement. The chapter concludes with an analysis of anisotropic 
geomaterials containing voids. 
• Chapter 5, entitled “Numerical analysis of effective permeability of geomaterials 
containing voids using 2D RFEM”, presents the 2D RFEM to examine the influences of 
voids on the parameters of a permeability material. The objective is to determine the 
effective permeability of materials with randomly distributed voids to generate charts that 
provide guidance on the statistical distribution (mean, standard deviation and PDF) of 
effective permeability as a function of porosity and void size. The influence of block size 
and RVE are presented. The use of random fields and Monte-Carlo simulations deliver a 
mean and standard deviation of the permeability parameter that lead naturally to a 
probabilistic interpretation. The methodology is extended to a steady seepage problem. 
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The approach enables estimates to be made of the probability of given flow ranges. The 
chapter concludes with an analysis of anisotropic geomaterials containing voids. 
• Chapter 6, entitled “Numerical analysis of effective elastic properties of geomaterials 
containing voids using 3D RFEM”, presents the 3D RFEM in order to examine the 
influences of voids on the parameters of an elastic material. The first part of the work 
investigates the statistics of the effective Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio in 3D as a 
function of porosity and void size, and compares the results with numerical and analytical 
studies of investigators. Effective properties in 3D are also compared with the 2D results 
obtained in chapter 4. The second part of the work investigates the size of the RVE for 
different input void properties. 
• Chapter 7, entitled “Numerical analysis of effective permeability of geomaterials 
containing voids using 3D RFEM”, presents the 3D RFEM in order to examine the 
influences of voids on the parameters of a permeability material. The work investigates 
the statistics of the effective permeability in 3D as a function of porosity and void size, 
and compares the results with other investigators. The second part of the work 
investigates the size of the RVE for different input void properties. Effective permeability 
in 3D is also compared with the 2D results obtained in chapter 5 and the results of the 3D 
anisotropic.  
• Chapter 8, the final chapter of this thesis, presents concluding remarks and 




CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Effective Elastic Property with Homogenization 
Classical homogenization techniques of the effective elastic properties have long been of 
practical interest in mechanical engineering and material science. The macro-scale response of a 
homogeneous material which has a heterogeneous micro-structure has been studied by a number of 
investigators. The goal has been to obtain effective or equivalent properties at the macro-scale. 
An important objective of homogenization is to link mechanical relations at different length 
scales, ranging from finer to coarser length scales. A useful concept in this homogenization 
process is the representative volume element or RVE. An RVE is an element of the 
heterogeneous material that is large enough to capture the effective properties in a reproducible 
way. From a modeling point of view, the smallest RVE that can achieve this is of particular 
interest (e.g. Liu, 2005; Zeleniakiene et al., 2005). 
 
The concept of the RVE was first introduced by Hill (1963), and since then there have 
been many numerical simulations developed and applied to determine RVE size (e.g. Berryman 
and Milton, 1985; Kulatilake, 1985; Kanit et al., 2003; Nemat-Nasser and Hori, 1999; Torquato, 
2002; Ning et al., 2008; Esmaieli et al., 2010). A number of theoretical models have also been 
proposed for dealing with scale effects ranging from micro to macro levels. The Differential 
Method (Roscoe, 1952) has been one of the most effective and widely used methods. The 
Composite Spheres Model (Hashin, 1962) considered only a single inclusion and led to simple 
closed-form expressions. The Self-Consistent Method (Budiansky, 1965; Hill, 1965) and the 
Generalized Self-Consistent Method, formalized by Christensen and Lo (1979), involved 
embedding an inclusion phase directly into an infinite medium of effective properties. 
Christensen and Lo (1979) explained that the final form of this method can solve the spherical 





Generalized Self-Consistent Method for materials with multi-phase inclusions and micro-cracks. 
The Mori-Tanaka Method as described by Mori and Tanaka (1973), Taya and Chou (1979), 
Weng (1984) has been developed by Benveniste (1987). This method has attracted a lot of 
interest and involves quite complex manipulations of the field variables, along with special 
concepts of strain and stress. Finally, the Effective Self-Consistent method has been proposed 
recently by Zheng and Du (2001). This micromechanical model has three phases corresponding 
to the Generalized Self-Consistent method.  
 
Most of the methods were based on two steps to predict the macroscopic response. In the 
first step, a local problem for a single inclusion is solved in order to obtain approximations for 
the local field behavior as outlined by Eshelby for elastic fields of an ellipsoidal inclusion 
(Eshelby, 1957). The second step consists of averaging the local fields to obtain global ones (e.g. 
Mercier and Molinari, 2009). Although there are many analytical methods for estimating the 
effective elastic properties of a material containing voids, they are often limited to voids with 
simple shapes. For the case of holes, there are obvious differences in the results obtained from 
various theoretical approaches when the volume fractions of holes are high. For instance, the 
effective Young's modulus predicted by the Mori-Tanaka Method is higher than the result of the 
Generalized Self-Consistent Method. In application, many reports have covered most of the 
developments in this area and most of the research is based on theoretical review. See also the 
review of Christensen (1990) and Klusemann (2009). 
 
Numerical methods such as the finite element method (FEM) or the boundary element 
method (BEM) have been used to validate some of the theoretical approaches. Two major 
variables can be investigated in a realistic representation of a defective material; namely, the 
volume and size of the voids or inclusions.  
 
Isida and Igawa (1991) considered several kinds of periodic arrays of holes. The 
numerical results of this problem depend on the ratio of transverse tension and longitudinal 
tension. The computer program is valid only when there are fewer than 20 holes or cracks. The 







   
 
                
 Figure 2.1 Doubly-periodic zig-zag array of circular holes in an infinite solid 
(Isida and Igawa, 1991) 
 
Day et al. (1992) presented a spring force modeling by considering a sheet containing 
some circular holes arranged as triangular and hexagonal arrays. A model with random circular 
holes, which has no restrictions on the circles overlapping, was also analyzed. All circular hole 
models were analyzed by the Digital-Image-Based Model (1979), as shown in Figure 2.2.  
 
(a) (b) (c)  
 
 Figure 2.2  (a) Periodically centered circular holes on hexagonal arrays  
  (b) Periodically centered circular holes on a triangular array    
  (c) Randomly centered circular holes (Day et al., 1992) 
 
The results of the simulation for Young’s modulus, in various values of the Poisson’s 
ratio, have been fitted to an empirical form in order to facilitate comparison between the 
simulations and the experiments. The model with randomly centered circular holes was 
compared to the results of an effective-medium theory (1985), which predicts that the Poisson’s 
ratio tends to be 0.3. These results were also compared to recent experimental results.  
 
Triangular Square 




Hu et al. (2000) presented a numerical model based on the BEM to estimate the effective 
elastic properties of a material containing voids in terms of the effective Young’s modulus, the 
bulk modulus and the shear modulus. The influence of the distance between holes with random 
circular and volume of holes was first investigated in this method. Another consideration was to 
investigate the interaction among holes by analyzing the sheet with normally distributed holes. 
Both the results were compared with the theoretical solutions, such as the Composite Cylinder 
Model (CCM), the Generalized Self-Confident Method (GSCM), the Mori-Tanaka Method (M-
T), and the Interaction Direct Derivation (IDD). 
 
Their program was analyzed to verify the accuracy and converged results with the sheet, 
which consisted of up to 100 holes and 16 quadratic three-node elements from the FEM mesh in 
the computation of the ABAQUS program. When the number of holes was set at 100, the volume 
fraction of the holes was adjusted by changing the radius of the identical holes with random 
distributed holes. The results of porosity at 20%, 40%, and 60% were close to those obtained by 
Day et al. (1992) for triangular and hexagonal arrays; however, the results were much higher 
compared to the overlapped holes. The investigators also found that the results were located 
between the triangular and square arrays results obtained by Isida and Igawa, and that the shear 
modulus was very close to the GSCM and CCM solutions. However, the M-T and IDD solution 
tended to underestimate the interaction among holes. Figure 2.3 shows a performed model and 
the typical models with randomly distributed holes in different porosities. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Model for numerical computation of the effective Young’s modulus  






Cosmi (2004) presented a new numerical model using the Cell Method (CM) to 
investigate the effect of randomly located voids on a material. The model consisted of a 
homogeneous matrix of cells which contained random voids. The beam lattice model from Day 
(1992) was employed to access the effective elastic properties of an elastic sheet with circular 
voids. The elastic and plastic fields were presented in different void densities as shown in Figure 




Figure 2.4   Randomly distributed void cell in homogeneous matrix (Cosmi, 2004) 
 
Li et al. (2010) presented a numerical model based on FEM for porous materials which 
had random features in both the size and position of the voids. A double random distribution in 
void size and position was introduced to calculate the elastic properties of the porous materials. 
First, during normal distribution, the porosities of the model were selected at 20%, 30%, 40% 
and 55%, and the total number of voids consequently depended on the average size of the void. 
For instance, choosing larger-size voids led to fewer voids. The results indicated that a larger 
number of small voids showed better convergence and the model set the void size at 3 units for 
calculation. The second normal distribution had two controlling parameters: the mean and the 
standard deviation. The first scenario was conducted by setting the void size length at 3 units and 
changing the statistic feature of the average shortest distance between the neighboring voids by 
using values of the 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 units, while fixing standard deviation of the void position at 
0.2. In the second scenario, the void side length was set to 3 units and standard deviation was 
taken as 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25, while the average shortest distance between the voids was kept at 3.2 
units. The results studied by Isida and Igawa (1991), Day (1992) and Hu et al. (2000) were also 





Moreover, since the concept of the RVE was first introduced by Hill (1963), there have 
been many 2D and 3D models developed to investigate the effective properties and the size of 
the RVE (e.g., Hazanov and Huet, 1994; Hazanov and Amieur 1995; Garboczi and Day, 1995; 
Hazanov, 1998; Zohdi and Wriggers, 2001; Meille and Garboczi, 2001; Roberts and Garboczi, 
2002; Kanit et al., 2003; Khisaeva and Ostoja-Starzewski, 2006; Ostoja-Starzewski, 2006; Geers 
et al., 2010; Griffiths et al., 2011; Griffiths et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2013). 
2.2 Effective Permeability with Homogenization 
The homogenization approaches based on theoretical and numerical methods have been 
developed for dealing with the RVE size. Several reviews have been proposed for describing 
different homogenization approaches (e.g., Mura, 1987; Nemat-Nassar and Hori 1993; Qin and 
Yang, 2008; Wang and Pan, 2008; Klusemann, 2009; Mercier et al., 2012). There are mainly two 
different theoretical approaches. First, the homogenization follows the idea of the equivalent 
inclusion method based on the Eshelby scheme. Different methods have been developed, such as 
the Self-Consistent Method (Budiansky, 1965; Hill, 1965) and the Mori-Tanaka Method (Mori 
and Tanaka, 1973). Second, the homogenization follows the lower and upper bounds for the 
effective properties (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963). Many investigators have applied 
homogenization theory to estimate effective permeability. Bourgeat (1984) considered the 
behavior of two-phase flow in a periodically fractured porous medium. Saez el at. (1989) 
proposed the macroscopic equations to the processes of one and two phase flow though 
heterogeneous porous media. Auriault (1991) applied the homogenization process with double 
scale asymptotic developments to answer the question of whether on an equivalent macroscopic 
description is possible. The Self-Consistent approach (Pozdniakov and Tsang, 2004) involved 
estimating the effective hydraulic conductivity of a heterogenous medium. The method was 
applied to a fractured porous based on the Self-Consistent approach. Moreover, there have been 
many theoretical approaches developed to the effective permeability (e.g., Hashin and 
Shtrikman, 1963; Bensoussan et al., 1978; Durlofsky and Chung, 1990; Zhikov et al., 1994; 




Starzewski et al., 2007; Pouya and Vu, 2012). Many reports have covered most of the 
developments in this area and most of the researches have been based on theoretical review. See 
also the review of Papanicolaou (1995). 
 
Numerical methods of homogenization have been used to validate some of the theoretical 
approaches. Holden and Lia (1992), for example, proposed an estimator for an effective 
permeability tensor based on a one-phase incompressible flow. The estimator worked for all 
kinds of heterogeneous reservoirs. Waki et al. (2005) considered the magnetic interaction 
between inclusions to estimate the effective permeability of magnetic composite materials. Held 
el at. (2005) presented numerical results of the effective flow and transport parameters in 
heterogeneous formations. Szymkiewicz (2005) presented an approach to calculate the effective 
conductivity of a heterogeneous soil for periodic media with inclusions of various shapes. Muc 
and Barski (2008) presented an introduction on the prediction of the effective permeability. Popov et al. 
(2008) applied the Stokes-Brinkman equation as a fine-scale model for flow in vuggy, fractured 
karst reservoirs. Barski and Muc (2011) considered the possibility of theoretical predictions of 
effective properties for smart materials in 2D and 3D. Then, a numerical method of 
homogenization was compared with the theoretical results.  
2.3 Alternative modeling and experimental approaches 
Several different approaches have been used in the past for studying the porosity-
permeability relationships in various reservoir rocks. The porosity and pore size distribution are 
both important factors in determining fluid flow characteristics through porous media (Kate and 
Gokhale, 2006) and there are various approaches for estimating pore size distribution. For 
example, Jiru et al. (2010) considered the pore size distribution of rocks and soils with a 
scanning electron microscope and Abedini et al. (2011) proposed a statistical approach to the 
pore size distribution with reservoir rock. The Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is a versatile 
method for simulating flow in porous media. Direct LB simulation on micro scale 3D image data 
offers a potential for understanding fluid flow processes in a material with complex 




permeability functions derived from two-phase Lattice Boltzmann simulations on X-ray 
microtomography pore space images of sandstone. Many theoretical and numerical studies of the 
LBM are becoming an accepted approach in the fluid flow of porous material. (e.g., Bosl et al., 
1998; Guo and Zhao, 2002; Zhang, 2011 and Grucelski and Pozorsky, 2012). The Nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR  imaging) is an advanced approach to imaging pore space in a 
saturated rock with a nuclear magnetic moment. A limitation of the NMR is that if the porosity is 
not very large, the amount of water present in a saturated porous rock is small, which results in 
weak signal intensity. (Edie et al., 1999). Hidajat et al. (2001) considered the permeability of 
spatially correlated porous media computed by the LBM and the formation factors of  generated 
porous media is solved by Laplace’s equation. There are studies relating to the characterization 
of fluid flow in porous media by NMR approaches. (e.g., Liaw et al., 1996; Kimmich, 2001; 
Sørland et al. 2007; Jin et al. 2009).  
 
The X-ray computed tomography (Micro-CT) creates a representation of rock 
microstructure. The approach involves three main processes; 3D imaging at the required 
resolution, segmention of  the 3D imaging and computer simulations of fluid flow for 
permeability (Sharp et al., 2009). The resolution is limited to a few microns which exclude small 
pores in tight sandstones and carbonates and samples are correspondingly small, approaching 
millimeters in diametric dimensions for optimal image resolution. This limitation has led to the 
development of statistical methods based on high resolution of 2D and 3D images (Talabi, 2008). 
The Micro-CT has become an important technique for characterizing porous materials. (See also 
Zhang et al. 2009; Kalem, 2012). The discrete element method (DEM) can handle cases where 
the effects of joints and contacts are important and the response cannot be represented 
conveniently by the FEM (Onah, 2012). The DEM is restricted by computer time to a limited 
number of elements, especially in 3D, and the contact models become very complex for irregular 
shapes. Boutt et al. (2007) presented a direct simulation of fluid-solid mechanics in porous media 
using the DEM and LBM. Donzé et al. (2009) proposed the DEM to investigate mechanical 
properties of geomaterials such as soil, rock and concrete materials for comparison with real 
experimental data. Several other studies have reported the use DEM and porous media (see e.g. 




2.4 Effective Properties with the Random Finite Element Method  
Although there have been many theoretical and numerical approaches, the results are 
rather unsatisfactory because of the uncertainties in the characterization of the geometry 
changing from place to place, horizontally and vertically. The RFEM is an alternative approach 
for modeling the mechanical influence of inclusions and voids in geomaterials. This method was 
used to estimate the effective properties of materials with randomly distributed voids. The RFEM 
first developed by Griffiths and Fenton (1993) and Fenton and Griffiths (1993), has been applied 
in studies of geotechnical engineering including: seepage analysis (Griffiths and Fenton, 1993, 
1997, 1998 and 2007), foundation stability (Fenton and Griffiths, 2002 and 2005; Fenton et al., 
2007, 2008, 2011; Griffiths et al., accepted for publication), and slope stability (Griffiths and 
Fenton, 2004; Griffiths et al., 2011). In this research, conventional finite element analysis (e.g. 
Smith and Griffiths 2004) was combined with random field generation (e.g. Fenton and 
Vanmarcke 1990, Fenton and Griffiths 2008) and Monte-Carlo simulations to develop output 
statistics of quantities such as effective elastic properties and effective permeability. The RFEM 
and the stochastic or probabilistic finite element method (SFEM or PFEM) (e.g. Baecher and 
Ingra, 1981; Vanmarcke and Grigoriu, 1983; Ghanem and Spanos, 1991; Haldar and Mahadevan, 
2000; and Sudret and Der Kiureghian, 2002) lead to estimates of the mean and standard 
deviation of output. A difference of the SFEM based on First Order Second Moment (FOSM) 
approximations and the RFEM with the Monte-Carlo simulations is that the SFEM is unable to 
directly model the influence of a spatially distributed over the region of the structure (Griffiths 
and Fenton 2009). There have been other approaches (e.g. Fannjiang and Komorowski, 1977; 
Oelschlager, 1988; Quintanilla, 1999; Kaminski and Kleiber, 2000; Lombardo et al., 2008; Bal, 
2008; Soize, 2008; Ostoja-Starzewski, 2011) Through control of the spatial correlation length, 
both the volume and size of voids could be considered by the RFEM. Griffiths et al. (2012) 




CHAPTER 3  
RANDOM VOIDS MODEL 
In this chapter, the random voids model which controls the void volume and size within 
the specimen, will be explained. The method begins with a conventional finite element model of 
a material block, after which a random field of values is generated taking account of local 
averaging (e.g. Fenton and Vanmarcke, 1990) and mapped onto the mesh. The random field is 
used to generate a material containing intact material and voids with controlled porosity and size. 
This method can vary the size of the voids through control of the spatial correlation length. For 
each simulation of the Monte-Carlo process, the elements in the mesh are assigned either an 
intact stiffness value or a much lower stiffness value corresponding to a void.  
3.1 Spatial Correlation Length and Local Averaging 
Generally in the stochastic analysis of engineering field, the mean and standard deviation 
of a variable are common concepts. However, the spatial correlation length of a random property 
is also an important property worth being considered in this research. The property, called the 
“scale of fluctuation” or “spatial correlation length”, has units of length, and is given the symbol
θ . The value of θ  represents the distance over which the soil or rock property is reasonably 
correlated to its neighbors. In this research, a “Markovian” correlation function is used where the 
spatial correlation is assumed to decay exponentially with distance between points in the random 
field (Vanmarcke 1984). 
 
This correlation function is a way of representing the field observation that soil or rock 
samples taken close together are more likely to have similar properties than samples taken from 
far apart. Griffiths and Fenton (2000) show the influence of θ  on a wide range of geotechnical 
systems assessed through parametric studies. It also has a significant influence on probabilistic 




borehole logging, the data are more likely to describe correlation in the vertical direction than 
horizontal direction. In particular, there is strong evidence of a “worst case” correlation length 
(Griffiths et al. 2006, 2007) in some geotechnical problems that could be used for design in the 
absence of good site specific data. 
 
The spatial correlation length in a random field and its ability to model pore size and 
shape is one of the central themes of this dissertation. Voids generated in conjunction with a 
refined finite element mesh, can have a variety of degrees of connectedness, that may be 
elongated and potentially even fracture-like “flattened” in shape through adjustment of an 
anisotropic correlation length as shown in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 The potential physical applicability of modeling by changing the value of θ  
 
 
The finite element and random field software used in the current work were adapted from 
the public-domain free software described in the texts by Smith and Griffiths (2004) and Fenton 
and Griffiths (2008). The software can apply for anisotropic spatial correlation lengths of 
material and void properties. The spatial correlation lengths selected properly depend on scales 
of problem being analyzed to estimate realistic ranges of site specific conditions. This is likely to 
be an important feature in some shale-hosted hydrocarbons (e.g. Boak et al., 2011; Boak et al., 
2012) where shale reservoir indicates horizontal spatial correlation lengths that are considerably 
higher than vertical spatial correlation length. 
Changing of θ  Physical interpretation 
low
x y
θ θ= =  Small void volume 
highx yθ θ= =  Large void volume 
x y
θ θ>  Elongated void volume in horizontal direction 
x yθ θ<  Elongated void volume in vertical direction 
x y
θ θ  Fracture-like very flattened void volume  in horizontal direction 
x y




There are many theoretical studies on the nature of random fields to quantify uncertainty 
and variability in geotechnical engineering designs (See e.g., Adler, 1981; and Vanmarcke, 
1984). Those studies have been developed by applying the concepts to practice. One of the 
methods of random field generation, called the Local Average Subdivision Method (LAS), 
proposed by Fenton and Vanmarcke (1990), has been shown to be accurate and competitive with 
other approaches (Fenton, 1994). The LAS has an advantage of producing a local average 
process which is easily mapped onto elements of a finite element mesh, where each element is 
assigned a property representing an average over a domain of the element. Combined with the 
finite element method, the random field technique provides a useful tool for probabilistic 
assessment of engineering designs. 
 
Using random fields together with finite element analyses, it is important that the level of 
mesh discretization is properly accounted for in the generation of statistical properties. If each 
element is given a constant property (i.e. no property variation is assumed across an individual 
element), a proper local averaging strategy will have to take this into account. In the current 
performance of 2D and 3D probabilistic geotechnical studies, square or cubical elements have 
been used throughout the generation of meshes. The regular shapes of these elements simplify 
the local averaging and the mapping of the random field onto the mesh (e.g. Fenton and 
Griffiths, 2008). There is a disadvantage of the uniform mesh discretization approach in 
boundary value problems—some areas of the problem that would typically be assigned larger 
elements tend to be “over-refined”. Saving is possible by adopting different averaging scales 
(e.g. Der Kiureghian and Zhang, 1999); however for simplicity, this will not be taken into 
consideration in the current work. These efficiency considerations may become essential in 3D 
analysis. 
 
Input into the analysis consists of the target porosity n  and spatial correlation length θ , 
with the latter offering some control over the void size. A standard normal random variable Z  
(mean zero and standard deviation of unity at the point level) is assigned to the mesh, with each 
element receiving a constant value (i.e. there is no variation assumed within an individual 
element). Generally in stochastic method, the mean and standard deviation of a variable are 




property is be considered in this research. The property, called the “scale of fluctuation” or 
“spatial correlation length”, has units of length and is given the symbolθ . The spatial correlation 
length θ  is the distance over which values of Z  tend to have similar values. The random field 
generation used in this work properly accounts for local averaging, which is to say that the unit 
point variance of the random field is reduced as a function of the ratio /x θ∆  prior to mapping 
onto the mesh. After local averaging, the variance of the standard normal distribution actually 
mapped onto the mesh will inevitably be less than unity. 
 
When dealing with a normal distribution, local averaging leaves the mean ( )µ  
unchanged, but causes the variance 
2( )σ  to fall. The larger the finite element size ( )x∆  relative 
to the spatial correlation length ( )θ , the greater the reduction in the variance. A further 
consideration is the nature of the correlation ( )ρ  between values at any two points in a random 
field, which reduces as they move further apart. In the current study, a Markov spatial correlation 
function has been assumed given by 
 
( )( ) exp 2ρ τ τ θ= −         3.1 
 
where τ  = absolute distance between points in the field, the differences between the xand y 












σ  is the locally averaged variance across the area ( )A  of the finite element.  
 
It can be shown (Vanmarcke, 1984) that for a 1D isotropic spatial correlation field acting 
over a line finite element of side length 
 




where θ  is the spatial correlation length of the random field and is correlated to void size. α  is a 
measure of the relationship between element size and θ  
 













− = − 
 ∫
      3.4 
 
For a square finite element of side length 
 
x y αθ∆ = ∆ =           3.5 
 














 − + 
= − − 
  
∫ ∫    3.6 
 
which can be evaluated by numerical integration. This was also explained in detail by Griffiths 
and Fenton (2004). 
 
For a cubic finite element of side length 
 
x y z αθ∆ = ∆ = ∆ =          3.7 







exp ( )( )( )
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x y z dxdydz
αθ αθ αθ
γ αθ αθ αθ
αθ θ
 − + + 
= − − − 
  
∫ ∫ ∫  3.8 
 




For example, a square element of side length θ ( 1α = ) will result in significant variance 
reduction due to local averaging from Equation 3.4 of γ ≈ 0.3965. If the element is much smaller 
than θ ( 0α → ), there will be virtually no variance reduction ( 1γ → ). Conversely, if the element 
size is much bigger than θ (α→∞), there will be very significant variance reduction ( 0γ → ). 
Clearly, modeling of small scales of fluctuation will benefit from correspondingly refined finite 
element meshes. In parametric studies performed in 2D models, α ≤ 0.2, so the maximum 
variance reduction due to local averaging should be less than 20% (see e.g. Griffiths and Fenton, 
2004). A similar relationship can be generated for 3D elements, where local averaging is more 
significant. For a cubic element of side length θ ( 1α = ) will result in significant variance 
reduction due to local averaging from Equation 3.8 of γ ≈ 0.3008. In parametric studies 
performed in 3D models, α ≤ 0.1, the maximum variance reduction due to local averaging 
should be less than 13%. Numerical integration of equations 3.6 and 3.8 leads to the variance 
reduction given in Figure 3.1, and Table 3.2. 
 
 
 Figure 3.1  Variance reduction function over line, square and cubic elements 



















γ = 0.3965 (2D) 
γ = 0.3008 (3D) 















α  = element of side length θ , γ  = variance reduction due to local averaging. 
3.2 Porosity Model 
Once the standard normal random field values have been assigned to the mesh, 
cumulative distribution tables (suitably digitized in the software) are then used to estimate the 
value of the standard normal variable /2nz  , for which 
 
/2 /2( ) ( )n n n nz z n+ −Φ −Φ =        3.9 
 
as shown in Figure 3.2. Thereafter, any element assigned a random field value in the range 
/ 2n
Z z>  is treated as intact material with material properties, while any element where 
/2n
Z z≤  
is treated as a void element. 
3.3 Void Size Model 
As mentioned previously, the random field spatial correlation length θ  offers some 
quantitative control of void size. By changing the value of θ  in the parametric studies, the 
degree to which void elements with random values in the range 
/2nZ z≤  tend to be clustered 
together can be influenced. A small value of θ  will imply fewer adjacent elements meeting the 
α  γ  (1D) γ  (2D) γ  (3D) 
0.01 0.9934 0.9896 0.9869 
0.05 0.9675 0.9495 0.9363 
0.1 0.9365 0.9021 0.8771 
0.5 0.7358 0.6119 0.5321 
1 0.5677 0.3965 0.3008 
5 0.18 0.0480 0.0156 




criterion at a given location, and hence smaller and more frequent voids, while a large value of θ  








Figure 3.3  Typical simulations in 2D models showing the generation of voids at low and 
high spatial correlation lengths with different porosities. Dark and light regions 










Figure 3.4  Typical simulations in 3D models showing the generation of voids at low θ = 5 
with different porosities: (a) the solid material, (b) the voids, and (c) the combined 























Figure 3.5  Typical simulations in 3D models showing the generation of voids at high θ = 50 
with different porosities: (a) the solid material, (b) the voids, and (c) the combined 



















3.4 Monte-Carlo Simulations 
A “Monte-Carlo” process means that analyses are repeated numerous times until the 
statistical properties of the output parameters become acceptably reproducible. In this study, each 
Monte-Carlo simulation involves the generation of a random field and void distribution, as 
explained previously. It should be emphasized that the nature of random fields is such that it is 
only the average porosity that is under user control. The porosity of each individual simulation, 
such as those shown in Figure 3.6, throughout the Monte-Carlo will vary. This is particularly 
noticeable when modeling random fields with higher spatial correlation length, in which some 
individual simulations may display significantly higher or lower porosities than the target value. 
3.5 Comparison with other porosity models 
As mentioned in section 3.2, in order to select the best shaded area of target porosity 
within the standard normal distribution, different types of porosity models with different shaded 
areas, ranging from the center to the tail of the standard normal distribution, were conducted, as 
shown in Figure 3.7. Table 3.3 shows that range of the target porosity in standard normal random 
field, where target porosity 0.1n =  and 0.2θ =  is used for all models. 
 
Table 3.3 Range of target porosity in standard normal random field ( 0.1n = ) 
Figure 3.3 /2( )n nz +Φ  ( )nzΦ  /2( )n nz −Φ  Normal distribution at nz  
a 0.12566 0.0 -0.12566 50% 
b 0.38532 0.25335 0.12566 60% 
c 0.67449 0.52442 0.38532 70% 
d 1.03643 0.84162 0.67449 80% 
e 1.64485 1.28155 1.03643 90% 
f 4.0000 1.64485 1.28155 95% 






Figure 3.6 The porosity of each individual simulation with a target porosity 0.2n =  and 


































Figure 3.7 Different types of porosity models with different shaded areas ranging from the 
centre to the tail of standard normal random field. 
 
Following 1000 simulations, as can be seen in figure 3.8(a), the mean porosity derived 
from each porosity model was the same regardless of the shaded areas under the standard normal 
distribution. However, as shown in Figure 3.8(b), the standard deviation of porosity increases 
significantly according to the center point of the porosity zone in the standard space. Since one 
of the objectives of the research was stochastic analysis related to the probability of failure 
design, the best porosity model that should be used in this research is at 50%nZ =   where the 
porosity model generates a lower standard deviation. 
 
A comparison between the mean and standard deviation of porosity at the center and those at the 
tail was made to ensure that the best shaded area of the porosity model as the center of the 
standard normal random field. Both porosity models were assigned with target porosity at 0.16 
and θ , ranging from 0.1 to 128. Following 1000 simulations, it can be seen in Figure 3.9 (a) that 





difference. However, the shaded area at the tail tends to give higher values of the standard 





Figure 3.8 The mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of porosity vs. the center point of 
porosity zone ( 0.1n =  and 0.2θ =  for all porosity models) 
 
It was expected that a small value of θ  would imply smaller and more frequent voids in 
the finite element mesh. Figure 3.10 (a) shows that the porosity model with the shaded area at the 
center of the standard normal random field generated voids which were dispersed in the finite 
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standard normal random field, voids tended to be clustered together regardless of the small θ , as 
can be seen in Figure 3.10 (b). It might be possible to presume that values of random number 
under the standard normal random field are concentrated in the middle but disperse on the left 
and right. In addition, the process which the values of random number are applied to each finite 
element mesh contributes to such result. In conclusion, the shaded area at the center gives the 
lowest values of the standard deviation of porosity and generates dispersed voids in the finite 
element mesh for a low θ . Therefore, the shaded area at the center of the standard normal 




Figure 3.9 Comparing the porosity zone with nZ  at the center and tail of the standard normal 
random field: (a) mean, (b) standard deviation of porosity vs. θ   








































Figure 3.10 Finite element model with voids generated with the shaded area at (a) center and 







CHAPTER 4  
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVE ELASTIC PROPERTIES  
OF GEOMATERIALS CONTAINING VOIDS USING 2D RFEM 
This chapter presents the random finite element method (RFEM) (e.g. Fenton and 
Griffiths, 2008) to examine the influences of voids on the parameters of an elastic material. The 
method begins with a conventional plane strain FE model of an elastic block of material, and 
later a random field of values is generated taking account of local averaging (e.g. Fenton and 
Vanmarcke, 1990) and mapped onto the mesh. The goal of the study is to generate results that 
provide guidance on the mean and standard deviation of the effective Young’s modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio as a function of porosity and void size. The parametric studies reported in this 
chapter also give insight into the relationship between the representative volume element (RVE) 
for a material containing voids and the number of Monte-Carlo simulations needed to reach 
statistical convergence. The void volume and size within the specimen that was controlled 
through parameters of the random field was explained in Chapter 3. Having established the 
statistical distributions of the effective properties, as mentioned above, the information could 
then be applied to more practical boundary value problems. This research considers the influence 
of voids on the settlement of a strip footing, leading to an estimate of the probability of excessive 
settlement. Later in this chapter, the RFEM is applied to generate the spatially random properties 
of Young’s modulus. Furthermore, an additional analysis of the anisotropic geomaterials 
containing voids will be presented in the final part. 
4.1 Finite Element Model 
Assuming consistent units, the initial finite element mesh for this study (e.g. Smith and 
Griffiths, 2004) considers a square plane strain block of material modeled by 50x50  8-node 
square elements of unit side length ( 1x y∆ = ∆ = ) as shown in Figure 4.1. The boundary 
conditions allow vertical movement only of the nodes on the left side, horizontal movement only 
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of the nodes on the bottom side, with the bottom-left corner node fixed. The vertical components 
of all nodal freedoms on the top loaded side are “tied”, as are the horizontal components of all 
nodal freedoms on the right. Tied freedoms are forced to move by the same amount in the 
analysis because they are assigned the same freedom number during stiffness assembly. The tied 
freedom approach offers an elegant way of modeling a heterogeneous medium as an ideal 
element of material. The tied freedom approach ensures that the square deforms into a rectangle. 
Other methods employing stress or strain control may give similar outcomes, but the proposed 
tied freedom approach, while resulting in neither uniform stresses nor strains within the block, 
allows an exact back-calculation of the effective elastic parameters, as will be described. 
 
A vertical force shown as 50Q = in the figure is applied to the tied vertical freedom on 
the top of the square imposing an average unit vertical pressure of / 1Q L = . The boundary 
conditions ensure that no matter what degree of heterogeneity is introduced, such as the dark 
region in Figure 4.1 indicating voids, the mesh will always deform as an ideal element, with the 
top surface remaining horizontal and the right side remaining vertical. From these vertical and 
horizontal movements under the application of a vertical pressure, the effective Young’s 
modulus and Poisson’s ratio can be easily back-figured from linear elastic theory. These specific 
boundary conditions enable a more direct comparison with the experimental results, where 
displacements may be applied without friction on all sides of the specimen. It is recognized that 
periodic boundary conditions are often used in the homogenization of heterogeneous media, but 
this is not necessary unless the microstructures are also periodic (e.g. Garboczi and Day, 1995). 
The finite element and random field software used in the current study were adapted from the 
public-domain free software described in texts by Smith and Griffiths (2004) and Fenton and 
Griffiths (2008) to be the RFEM. 
4.2 Porosity Model 
Once the standard normal random field values have been assigned to the mesh, 
cumulative distribution tables (suitably digitized in the software) are then used to estimate the 




/2( ) (0) / 2nz nΦ −Φ =         4.1 
 
as shown in Figure 4.2. Thereafter, any element assigned a random field value in range /2nZ z>  
is treated as intact material with Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 0 1E =  and 0 0.3υ = , 
respectively, while any element where /2nZ z≤  is treated as a void element with an assigned 
Young’s modulus of 0.01E =  (100 times smaller than the surrounding intact material). The 
Poisson’s ratio of voids is maintained at 0.3, although it has been shown that this value has little 




Figure 4.1 Tied freedom model with random voids portrayed by darker zones 
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Figure 4.2 Target porosity area in 2D standard normal random field 
4.3 Void Size Model 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the random field spatial correction length θ  offers 
some quantitative control of void size. By changing the value of θ  in the parametric studies, the 
degree to which void elements with random values in the range /2nZ z≤  tend to be clustered 
together can be influenced. A small value of θ  will imply fewer adjacent elements meeting the 
criterion at a given location, and hence smaller and more frequent voids, while a large value of θ  
will imply larger and less frequent voids, as shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
It should be emphasized that the nature of random fields is, such that it is, only the 
average porosity that is under user control. The porosity of each individual simulation such as 
those shown in Figure 4.3, throughout the Monte-Carlo will vary. This is particularly noticeable 
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when modeling random fields with higher spatial correlation length, in which some individual 
simulations may display significantly higher or lower porosities than the target value. In this 





Θ =           4.2 
 




Figure 4.3  Typical simulations showing the generation of voids at low and high 
spatial correlation lengths with different porosities 
4.4 Monte-Carlo Simulations 
A “Monte-Carlo” process means that analyses are repeated numerous times until the 
statistical properties of the output parameters become acceptably reproducible. In this study, each 
Monte-Carlo simulation involves the generation of a random field and void distribution, as 
explained previously. This is followed by an elastic analysis of the block, such as that shown in 
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Figure 4.1. The primary outputs from each elastic analysis are the vertical and horizontal 
deformations of the block, yδ  and xδ , respectively. Although each simulation uses the same θ  
and n , the spatial location of the void will be located in a different form. In some cases the voids 
may be located just below the top of the block, leading to a relatively high yδ . While in others, 
the voids may be buried in the middle of the block leading to a relatively low yδ . Following 
each simulation, the computed displacements yδ  and xδ  are converted into the “effective” 
values of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as follows. From Hook’s Law, where x  and y  
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Assuming plane strain conditions where 0zε = , 
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For the unconfined axially loaded unit square shown in Figure 4.1, /x x Lε δ= , 
/
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=          4.7 
 
Each Monte-Carlo simulation leads to different block deformations xδ  and yδ , and 
hence different values of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio from Equation 4.6 and 4.7. The 
Young’s modulus E  computed at each simulation can be normalized as 0/E E  by dividing by 
the intact material Young’s modulus ( 0 1E = ).  
4.5 Results of RFEM 
The number of Monte-Carlo simulations needed to achieve reasonably reproducible 
output statistics without excessive computational effort was studied by observing the value of the 
mean effective Young’s modulus over an ever increasing number of simulations, as shown in 
Figure 4.4. Following this study, it was decided that 1000 simulations for each parametric 
combination would be a reasonable compromise. 
 
The mean and standard deviation of the normalized Young’s modulus was computed for 
a range of parametric variations of n  and Θ , with the results shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6, 
respectively. It was noted that very similar plots to those shown in Figure 4.5 would be obtained 
if the shear or bulk modulus had been plotted instead of Young’s modulus. As might be expected 
from Figure 4.5, the mean effective Young’s modulus drops towards zero with increasing 
porosity n . It also appears that Θ  does not have much influence on 
0/E E
µ . Figure 4.6 shows that 
Θ  has more influence on the standard deviation of the effective Young’s modulus 
0/E E
σ . The 
standard deviation curves exhibit zero variance for 0n ≈  and 1n ≈  since these correspond, 
respectively, to materials with essentially intact stiffness or zero stiffness. As expected therefore, 





Figure 4.4  Influence of the number of simulations on the computed value of the mean 
effective stiffness for 0.3n =  and 0.1Θ= . Runs repeated three times 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Mean effective stiffness vs. porosity 
 





























































The mean and standard deviation of Poisson’s ratio for the same parametric variations of  
n  and Θ  are shown in Figure 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. It can be noted from Figure 4.7 that the 
mean Poisson’s ratio υµ  remains quite constant with a small reduction at the intermediate values 
of n . As shown in Figure 4.8, the standard deviation of Poisson’s ratio is quite small for all 
porosities, but again exhibits a maxima, this time, at around 0.5n ≈ . 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Mean Poisson’s ratio vs. porosity 
 
Figure 4.8 Standard deviation of Poisson’s ratio vs. porosity 
 
The Results of Figure 4.5 to 4.8 can be explained from Figure 4.9 that only the average 
porosity is under control in the nature of random field. Porosity of each individual simulation 
will be changed by θ . If the value of θ  is low, the porosity of each simulation will lead to be the 
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of θ  is high, the porosity of each simulation will lead to fluctuate and the standard deviation of 




Figure 4.9  Nature of random fields, only the average porosity is under control. Each 
calculation is repeated with the same input properties leading to stable output 
statistics. 
 
A key observation from Figure 4.5 is that while Young’s modulus is obviously reduced 
by increasing the porosity, the mean Young’s modulus following Monte-Carlo is rather 
insensitive to the void size, i.e. a material with many small voids has a similar mean Young’s 
modulus as a similar material with fewer large voids. On the other hand the standard deviation 
shown in Figure 4.6  is certainly affected by void size, so the spread of effective Young’s 
modulus values generated by Monte-Carlo simulations is significantly greater if the voids are 
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large than if they are small (at the same porosity). Similar conclusions can be drawn for 
Poisson’s ratio (Figures 4.7, 4.8) although the parameter is generally less sensitive to random 
voids characteristics than Young’s modulus. In physical interpretation, the mean effective 
Young’s modulus decreases with increasing target porosity. Although the void volume will 
influence the effective Young’ s modulus at the same porosity, the statistic results from Monte-
Carlo simulation show no significant difference on the mean effective Young’s modulus. 
4.6 Computer Resources and Timings 
All results presented in this work were performed on a 50x50  mesh using an Intel Core 
i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40 GHz RAM: 8 GM laptop. Timings for 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations are 
shown in Figure 4.10 for 2D meshes with up to 100 elements on each side (total number of 
10,000 elements). The CPU time for a 50x50  mesh was about 1.6 hours, while a 100x100  mesh 
took 23.2 hours. The results of sensitivity studies with two different levels of mesh refinement 
are shown in Figure 4.11 (a) and 4.11 (b) for the case when 1.0Θ= . The results show a small 
influence due to mesh refinement, however, the difference does not justify the additional 

































Figure 4.11 (a) Influence of mesh refinement on mean effective stiffness at 1.0Θ= . 
(b) Influence of mesh refinement on standard deviation of  
effective stiffness at 1.0Θ=  
4.7 Comparison with Other Solutions 
The current results using the 0.5Θ=  data from the block analyses given in Figure 4.5 are 
now compared with existing theoretical and numerical approaches. From Figure 4.12, it can be 
observed that the current method tends to give lower values of the effective Young’s modulus 
than the theoretical methods of Roscoe (1952), Mori and Tanaka (1973) and Christensen and Lo 
(1979) described previously. Figure 4.13 shows a comparison between the current method and 
numerical results of Isida and Igawa (1991) and Day et al. (1992). Once more, the current 








































Figure 4.12  Comparison of 
0/E E
µ  and different theoretical models 
 
 
Figure 4.13  Comparison of 
0/E E
µ  and different numerical models 
 
The lower values generated by the RFEM results suggest that the existing methods may 
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Square array, Isida and Igawa (1991)
Triangular array, Isida and Igawa (1991)
Hexagonal superlattice, Day et al. (1992)
Triangular superlattice, Day et al. (1992)




investigation, but it should be noted that the current method includes control of void size through 
the random field spatial correlation length, a feature that has not been properly accounted for in 
earlier methods. The better way to compare the RFEM results is to conduct a 3D model which 
will clearly be more realistic because the shape of voids in 2D model has infinite depth although 
the results of 2D can suggest greater conservatism in design. 
4.8 Representative Volume Element (RVE) 
Although the block analyses presented earlier used a 50 50×  block of material, it may be 
asked whether this can be considered a representative volume element (RVE). Is there a smaller 
block of material that could also deliver an acceptable value of the effective Young’s modulus? 
It may also be expected that a smaller block of material containing voids will require more 
Monte-Carlo simulations to achieve a stable output than a larger block with the same average 
void structure. Figure 4.14 shows a sequence of blocks within a parent block of 100 100×  square 
elements of unit side length. The 50 50×  block considered earlier in this work was a subset of 
the parent block.  
 
Tied freedom analyses on a range of block sizes were performed on a material with 
0.2n =  and 20θ = . The number of Monte-Carlo simulations was maintained at 1000 in each 
case. For the smallest 1 1× , block model in which each block is the size of a single element, the 

















σ = .  
As the block size increases, it can be noted that the mean Young’s modulus falls rapidly at first 
and then more gradually, and has become essentially constant for block sizes ≥  30 30× . 
Similarly the standard deviation tends to move toward zero as the block size gets bigger. One 
could expect that if the block is large enough, each simulation would give an almost identical 
result. This effect is shown in Figure 4.15, where the variation of mean Young’s modulus is 
plotted against the number of Monte-Carlo simulations corresponding to 30 30×  and 50 50×  
blocks for the three repeated analyses. 
 
Figure 4.14 Different block sizes under consideration for estimating the 
elastic properties of a material with random voids
` 0.2n =
 
For the smaller 30 30×
least 500 simulations to stabilize, while the larger 
at around 100. As expected from Figure 4.16, the larger block gives a slightly smaller value of 
the effective stiffness. This is because the larger block can 
heterogeneous material containing voids more than the smaller block can. 
should be put in the context of the application being considered and the accuracy required. It was 
also observed that material with voids based on larger spatial correlation lengths 




 and 20θ =  
 block in Figure 4.16(a) the effective Young’s modulus takes at 
100 100×  block in Figure 4.16(b) settles down 












Figure 4.15 Effective Young’s modulus a) mean and b) standard deviation 
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of the number of simulations for convergence with different 
block sizes: a)30x30  and b)100x100  with 0.2n =  and 5θ =  
 
In Figure 4.17 (a), in case of a low θ , as the block size increases, the mean effective 
Young’s modulus falls rapidly at first and then more gradually, and has become essentially 
constant for block sizes 30 30≥ × . In the case of a high θ , a larger RVE size which 50 50≥ ×  is 
required for the mean effective Young’s modulus to become essentially constant. Similarly, in 
Figure 4.17 (b), for all cases of high and low θ , the standard deviation tends to move toward 




σ . Therefore, it can be noted that the RVE size is independent of the porosity in the 


































Dimension (L x L)
θ = 5 θ = 50
θ = 5 θ = 50
n = 0.2 
 
n = 0.7 
(b) 
(a) 
Figure 4.17 Effective Young’s modulus (a) mean and (b) 
 following 1000 simulations for different block sizes of high 
and low 
4.9 Foundation Settlement 
The described methodology is now used to study the influence of voids on the settlement 






















θ at n = 0.2 and 0.7 
 and properties shown in Figure 4.18.  
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Figure 4.18 Loaded strip footing supported by a material with (a)
with no voids
 
The foundation sub-soil was modeled using 
of unit side length with Young’s modulus 
footing at the ground surface 
0.2 MNQ = . The vertical and horizontal freedoms of the 21 nodes under the footing were tied, 
ensuring translational movement 
interface. For a uniform foundation with no voids, the computed vertical displacement of 
0.0432 mvδ =  was in good agreement 
Kiureghian 2000). It may be noted that the vertical displacement of a rigid footing 
approximately the same as the average settlement of the centre and edge of a flexible footing 
carrying the same total load (Davis and Taylor 1962, Poulos and Davis 1974). From the 
validation example and assuming a deterministic Poisson’s ratio






δ =    




 and (b) 0.2n =  and 1Θ=  
50 30×  square planar 
0 50 MPaE = and Poisson’s ratio 
had a width of 10 mB =  and was loaded with a force of 
only (no rotation), and was equivalent to a rough rigid 
with an independent solution (e.g. Sudret and Der 
, the constant of proportionality 
the vertical footing displacement 





 uniform foundation 
8-node finite elements 






This constant was then used during Monte-Carlo simulations to compute the effective 




using the relationship  
 







= =         4.9 
 
As in the block tests presented earlier, the spatial correlation length did not have much 
influence on the mean effective stiffness in the settlement analyses. In Figure 4.19, the results 
from the settlement and block analyses with 50 50×  are compared for the case of 10 mθ =  (or 
1BθΘ= = ), and are in good agreement across a range of porosities. 
 
 
Figure 4.19 Comparison of results from settlement and 50x50  RVE block analyses with 
1Θ=  
4.10 Probabilistic Interpretation 
In order to make probabilistic interpretations from a Monte-Carlo analysis, we can count 
the number of simulations that exceed an allowable designed value as a proportion of the total 























histogram shown in the figure indicates the frequency distribution of effective Young’s modulus 
values following a suite of 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations of the footing settlement problem. The 




E E E E
µ σ= = ). 
 
Let us assume that the design of a footing is inadequate if the settlement exceeds some 
critical value corresponding to 
0 0.3E E < . For the particular analysis shown in Figure 4.20, 
there are 116 simulations that satisfy this criterion. Hence with 1000 simulations, we can 
conclude that [ ]0P 0.3 0.116E E < ≈ . The normal probability density function shown in Figure 
4.20 is seen to be a reasonable fit to the data and can also be used to predict 





Figure 4.20 Histogram of effective Young’s modulus values from a settlement analysis 
following a suit of 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations together with a fitted 




















1)  From Monte-Carlo simulations,   
0 0
0.426, 0.104
E E E E
µ σ= =  
2)  Probability of design “failure” 0
0.3 0.426
P[ / 0.3] 11%
0.104
E E
− < =Φ ≈    
 
 where [.]Φ  is the standard cumulative distribution function. 
 
The result is close to the result obtained by counting, as expected, namely that there is an 11% 
probability of excessive settlement. 
4.11 RFEM with Spatially Random Properties of Young’s Modulus 
In this section, the RFEM is applied by the random field to generate spatially random 
properties of Young’s modulus. The material properties in this study are assumed to follow a 
lognormal distribution in order to avoid negative values of the property. This is because the 
negative value of the material properties is physically meaningless and is neglected in the 
mapping process. Therefore, a lognormal distribution is considered more rational than a normal 
distribution. To support the above-mentioned rational, there is sufficient evidence to support the 
lognormal distribution for many geotechnical properties (e.g. Duncan 2000). There is some 
evidence from the field to support the lognomal distribution for some soil properties (e.g. 
Hoeksema and Kitanidis 1985, and Sudicky 1986). The random field of material properties will 
treat the intact material as a random variable but keep the Poisson’s ratio constant. Therefore, 
this model represents various conditions of real physical rock and typical soil. The random field 
is mapped onto the mesh taking full account of local averaging. Each element is assigned an E  
value which varies from one element to the next.  
 
The random field is defined by three parameters, the mean ( Eµ ), the standard deviation  
( Eσ ), and the spatial correlation length ( ln Eθ ). A convenient dimensionless measure of the 
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variability of data is given by the coefficient of variation, defined as /E E EV σ µ= . The spatial 
correlation length is the distance over which the properties tend to be spatially correlated. A 
small spatial correlation length implies rapidly varying properties, while a large spatial 
correlation length implies gradually varying properties. Two random fields with the same mean 
and standard deviations could have quite different spatial correlation lengths.  
 
As mentioned earlier, the Young’s modulus E  is assumed to be lognormally distributed, 
so the spatial correlation length is defined with respect to the underlying normal distribution of 
ln E . Figure 4.21 shows a typical random field and random voids model (RFRV) where dark and 





Figure 4.21  Tied freedom model with random voids and random field of Young’s modulus 




In this study, 1000 simulations are enough to give statistically repeatable results. 
Following each set of Monte-Carlo simulations, the mean and standard deviation of the 
normalized Young’s modulus were computed for a range of parametric variations of n  and Θ . 
The results are then compared with the previous results of the random voids model. The spatial 
correlation lengths of void ( voidθ ) and E  ( ln Eθ ) have been expressed in dimensionless form 
 
   voidvoid
L
θ





Θ =     (13) 
 
where L  is the width of the loaded element in Figure 4.21. 
 
 The results of the Random Field and Random Voids (RFRV) are now presented, based on 
a range of parametric variations of EV  and lnEΘ . Table 4.1 shows the parameters of each case 
study which will be used as RFRV input in the Monte-Carlo simulations analysis. In all cases, 
the mean is fixed at 1.0Eµ = . Figure 4.22 shows the comparisons of the random voids models 
and RFRV.  
 
Table 4.1 The parameters of each case study 
 
Case study EV  lnEΘ  voidsΘ  
A 0.1 0.1 0.1 
B 0.5 0.5 0.1 
C 1.0 1.0 0.1 
D 0.1 0.1 1.0 
E 0.5 0.5 1.0 
F 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
EV  = coefficient of variation (permeability), lnEΘ  = spatial correlation length of ln E ,  






































































(A)  =1.0  =0.1  =0.1E E EVµ Θ
(B)  =1.0  =0.5  =0.5E E EVµ Θ






Figure 4.22  Comparison of the effective Young’s modulus obtained from RFEM and RFRV 





























































(F)  =1.0  =1.0  =1.0E E EVµ Θ
(E)  =1.0  =0.5  =0.5E E EVµ Θ
(D)  =1.0  =0.1  =0.1E E EVµ Θ
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From the comparisons, it can be seen that the random voids have more influence on the 
results of effective Young’s modulus than the random properties. It can be observed that the 
RFRV method tends to give slightly lower values of the effective Young’s modulus in the case 
of the intact material with high spatially random properties of Young’s modulus, especially for 
0.1 to 0.3n≈ . 
4.12 Comparison of Different Methods Computing Effective Young’s Modulus   
In this section, the results from the tied freedom are compared with two other different 
methods to compute the effective Young’s modulus. Assuming consistent units, the finite 
element meshes consider a square plane strain block of material modeled by 50x50  8-node 
square elements of unit side length ( 1x y∆ = ∆ = ) in all models as shown in Figure 4.23.  
 
Figure 4.23(a) shows the tied freedoms for the vertical and horizontal deformations. The 
mesh will always deform as an ideal element with the top surface remaining horizontal and the 
right side remaining vertical. From these vertical and horizontal movements under the 
application of a vertical force ( 50Q = ), the effective Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio can 
be easily back-figured from linear elastic theory. Figure 4.23(b) shows a model which has a 
vertical force ( 50Q = ) applied to the tied vertical freedom on the top of the square imposing an 
average unit vertical pressure of / 1Q L = . The right of the square is not applied to the tied 
horizontal freedom. The horizontal components of all nodal freedoms on the right are free to 
move. The primary outputs from each elastic analysis are the vertical and horizontal 
deformations of the block, yδ  and xδ , respectively. Since the horizontal deformations of the 
block xδ  are different from the top to the bottom, the average deformations will be used to 
compute the effective values of Young’s modulus in each simulation. Figure 4.23(c) shows the 
block model without any tied freedom but controlled by a vertical force as 50Q =  at the top 
side. The vertical and horizontal components of all nodal freedoms on the top and right, 
respectively, are free to move. Thus, the average deformations of vertical and horizontal 
deformations are used to compute the effective values of Young’s modulus in each simulation. 
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For all methods in Figure 4.23, the boundary conditions allow vertical movement only of nodes 
on the left side, horizontal movement only of nodes on the bottom side, with the bottom-left 




Figure 4.23  The different methods to compute the effective Young’s modulus; a) the method 
of tied freedoms for vertical and horizontal deformations; b) the method of tied 
freedoms for vertical deformations only; c) no tied freedoms, stress controlled.  
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Following the Monte-Carlo simulation, 1000 simulations for each parametric 
combination are used for all methods and the comparison of the values of mean effective 
Young’s modulus is shown in Figure 4.24. It is noted that using other methods employing stress 
control (no tied freedoms) and strain control (tied freedoms only vertical deformation) gives 
similar outcomes. According to the methods presented earlier, values of xσ  and yσ  are 
investigated inside the test blocks to find the influence of voids. In Figure 4.25, the y −
coordinate are selected at 19.5 and 39.5. The values of xσ  and yσ  are computed at each y −









 In Figure 4.26, the values of xσ  and yσ  fluctuate where void elements exist. Similarly, in 
Figure 4.27, xσ  and yσ  move in the same direction, as in Figure 4.26. In this section, the 
analysis is focused on the effective Young’s modulus resulting from other methods to prove that 
x
σ  and yσ  are equal in the block tests; further results relating to the influence of the voids in xσ  




Figure 4.26  Comparison of the values of xσ  and yσ  obtained from different methods. ( y −
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Figure 4.27  Comparison of the values of xσ  and yσ  obtained from different methods. ( y −
coordinate = 39.5) 
4.13 Anisotropic 
The work now focuses on a block test containing voids with an anisotropic system. 
Theoretical and numerical models have been proposed for dealing with the effective properties 
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Thorpe and Sen 1985, Jasiuk et al. 1994). Although there are many theoretical and numerical 
approaches, the results are inadequate due to the uncertain characterization of the geometry. 
However, they are often limited to voids with a simple shape such as an elliptical hole. In this 
section, the RFEM will be employed, as mentioned before, to analyze the effective elastic 
Young’s modulus while controlling horizontally and vertically elongated voids from the spatial 




Figure 4.28  Typical simulations showing the generation of voids at low and high 
spatial correlation lengths for 0.2n =  
 
As mentioned earlier, the random field spatial correlation length θ  offers some 
quantitative control of void size. By changing the value of θ  in the parametric studies, it can 
provide an influence on the degree to which void elements tend to be clustered together. A small 
value of θ  will imply fewer adjacent elements meeting the criterion at a given location, and 
hence, it means smaller and more frequent voids, while a large value of θ  will imply larger and 
less frequent voids. In the isotropic case, the spatially correlation length is set as x yθ θ=  (aspect 
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ratio :x yθ θ  = 1:1). For the anisotropic cases, the spatially correlation lengths are set at ranges of 
: 1:10
x y
θ θ =  to : 10 :1x yθ θ = . In this study, the results have been expressed in term of a 
dimensionless spatial correlation length / LθΘ= , where L  is the width of the loaded block. 
 
Figure 4.28 shows the void shapes for different aspect ratios of xΘ  and yΘ , xΘ  are set 
as 0.1 in the left column, and then increase to 0.5 and 1.0 in the middle column and the right 
column, respectively. The values of yΘ  are increased from bottom to top, in which 0.1, 0.5, and 
1.0 are set at the bottom, the middle, and on the top, respectively. It can be seen from the results 
that the voids are vertically and horizontally elongated voids. The vertically elongated void is 
clearly shown in the top-left picture when xΘ  is at 0.1 and yΘ  is at 1.0. On the other hand, in 
the bottom-right picture, xΘ  and yΘ  are set at 1.0 and 0.1, where the voids are shown in 
horizontally elongated shape.  
 
 












































Figure 4.30 Standard deviation of effective stiffness obtained from xΘ vs. yΘ . ( 0.2n = ) 
 
Following 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations, the mean and standard deviation of the 
normalized Young’s modulus were computed for a range of parametric variations of xΘ  and 
yΘ  at the porosity 0.2n =  for all cases, and the results are shown in Figure 4.29 and 4.30, 
respectively. The different circle diameters are the proportional to the 
0/E E
µ . Since the effective 
Young’s modulus of anisotropic system depends on the directions of voids, from the simulation, 
it is found that when applying vertical force on the top of the model, the effective Young’s 
modulus of the voids in vertically elongated shapes as higher than that in horizontally elongated 
shapes. As might be expected, according to Figure 4.29, the mean effective Young’s modulus 
gives the same results in which the strongest vertically elongated void is at 0.549 when 0.1xΘ =  
and 0.9yΘ = , and the lowest number is at 0.320 when 0.9xΘ =  and 0.1yΘ = . Figure 4.30 
shows that the standard deviation of the effective Young’s modulus will increase as xΘ  and yΘ












































value of 0.181 in which both xΘ  and yΘ  are at 0.90. In Figure 4.31, under the 1000 Monte-
Carlo simulations, the mean and standard deviation of the normalized Young’s modulus were 
computed for a range of parametric variations of xΘ  and yΘ ; however the porosity is now set at 
0.7n = , instead of 0.2, for all cases. The results are shown in Figure 4.32 and 4.33, respectively. 
As shown in Figure 4.32, the mean effective Young’s modulus gives the same results in which 
the strongest void is at 0.0666 when 0.1xΘ =  and 0.9yΘ = , and the lowest number is at 0.0206 




Figure 4.31.  Typical simulations showing the generation of voids at low and high 
spatial correlation lengths for 0.7n = . 
 
Figure 4.33 shows that the standard deviation of the effective Young’s modulus will 
increase as xΘ  and yΘ increase. The maximum value occurs when the standard deviation is at 
the value of 0.084, in which both xΘ  and yΘ  are at 0.90. We can conclude that the results of the 
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porosity at 0.7 are similar to the results of the porosity at 0.2. The vertically elongated voids will 
be stiffer than the horizontally elongated voids when the block test with the vertical force is 
applied on the top. 
 
 
Figure 4.32 Mean effective stiffness obtained from xΘ  vs. yΘ  at 0.7n =  
 





















































































CHAPTER 5  
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVE PERMEABILITY OF  
GEOMATERIALS CONTAINING VOIDS USING 2D RFEM 
This chapter presents the RFEM in order to examine the influences of voids on an 
effective permeability analysis. The definition of the effective permeability used in this study is 
defined in the classical geotechnical sense as the effective hydraulic conductivity with units of 
length/time. A seepage model through two-dimensional soil or rock with spatially random 
permeability and random voids is investigated with a simple FE model of a permeability block. 
A random field of values is generated taking account of local averaging and mapped onto the 
mesh of an FE model. The goal of the study is to generate results that provide guidance on the 
mean and standard deviation of effective permeability as a function of porosity and void size. 
The parametric studies reported in this chapter also give insight into the relationship between the 
representative volume element (RVE) for the permeability block of material containing voids 
and the number of Monte-Carlo simulations needed to reach statistical convergence as discussed 
in the previous chapter. Later in the chapter, this research considers the influence of voids on the 
problem of steady seepage beneath a single sheet pile wall, leading to estimating the probability 
of excessive design values. An additional analysis of anisotropic geomaterials containing voids 
will also be presented. 
5.1 Finite Element Model 
The finite element model chosen for this study is taken from a simple boundary value 
problem of steady seepage considered by Fenton and Griffiths (1993). For the simple block 
permeability, the initial finite element mesh (e.g. Smith and Griffiths, 2004) considers a square 
plane permeability block of material modeled by 100x100  4-node square elements of unit side 
length ( 0.01x y∆ = ∆ = ) as shown in Figure 5.1. Each node has one degree of freedom (the fluid 
potential at that position). The nodes to the right are fixed to zero (free surface). A constant head 
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( 1H = ) or fluid potential is applied to the left boundary. The top and bottom boundaries are both 
impermeable. No internal sources or sinks are considered. The finite element method can then 
solve the equation to obtain the fluid potentials across the ideal permeability block. The finite 
element code is used to solve Laplace’s equation. The element conductivity matrices are 
assembled into a global matrix and the global conductivity relationship after assembly becomes 
 
' ' '




K  is the global permeability matrix after assembly. 'Φ  is the global vector of fluid 
potential. 
'
Q  is the global vector of net inflow and outflow. 
 
Once the output quantities relating to flow rates are calculated by the global conductivity 
equations, the results of the total flow rates will then be back-calculated to an effective 
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        5.2 
where H  is the head difference between upstream and downstream faces. Q  is the total flow 
rate. LX and LY  are the dimensions of the block.  
 
In the current study, the finite element method is combined with random field theory and 
Monte-Carlo simulations to be the RFEM. Figure 5.1 shows a particular simulation of the 
RFEM, indicating the red zones as voids and the darker zones representing regions of lower 
permeability. It can be obviously seen that the flow lines or streamlines which are passed from 
left to right boundaries diverge in the regions of low permeability (darker zones) and converge in 
the void regions of high permeability (red zones). Similarly with the equipotential lines (the lines 
from top to bottom of block), the lower flow rate will be at the area of the closer equipotential 
lines. The finite element and random field software used in the current study are adapted from 
the public-domain free software described in the texts by Smith and Griffiths (2004) and Fenton 





Figure 5.1  Permeability block model with random permeability and voids portrayed  
by darker and red zones respectively. A constant head ( 1H = ) is applied to the 
left boundary. The top and bottom boundaries are both impermeable 
5.2 Local Averaging  
The RFEM takes full account of element size in the random field generation and the 
method delivers statistically consistent values of the locally averaged properties. It is assumed 
that the input statistics are provided at the point. For a square finite element of length ln kαθ  and a 
Markov correlation function given by 
2 /
e
τ θρ −=  , it can be shown that the local averaging 













( ) /Aγ σ σ=  and 
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 It should be noted that local averaging affects both the mean and standard deviation of 
the lognormal parameter of random permeability. The lognormal distribution has an advantage of 
avoiding negative values of the property. This negative value of random permeability is 
physically meaningless and is neglected in the mapping process. For the case of random voids, 
the normal distribution can be used to assign the void properties into the finite element mesh. 
5.3 Porosity and Void Size Models  
In the case of random voids, once the values of the standard normal random field have 
been assigned to the mesh, cumulative distribution tables (suitably digitized in the software) are 
then used to estimate the value of the standard normal variable /2nz  for which 
 
/2( ) (0) / 2nz nΦ −Φ =         5.4 
 
Thereafter, any element assigned a random field value in the range /2nZ z>  is treated as 
material with permeability of 1xk =  and 1yk =  (isotopic), and any element in the range of  
/2nZ z≤  is treated as a void element with an assigned permeability of 100x yk k= =  (100 times 
larger than the surrounding material). In the case of random permeability, the lognormal 
distribution is used to control the random permeability values in the element which is assigned to 
be the material. Once the values of the lognormal random field have been assigned to the mesh, 
the material element assigned a random field value of permeability is treated from low to high 
permeability in each element following the input data of mean ln kµ , standard deviation ln kσ  and 
spatial correlation length ln kθ . In the current study, the model has expressed the spatial 











Θ =        5.5 
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The random field spatial correlation length voidsΘ  and ln kΘ  offer some quantitative 
control of void size and spatially random permeability, respectively. By changing the value of 
voids
Θ  in the parametric studies, the degree to which the void elements with random values in the 
range /2nZ z≤  tend to be clustered together can be influenced. A small value of voidsΘ  will 
imply smaller and more common voids, whereas a large value of voidsΘ  will imply larger and less 
common voids. By changing the value of ln kΘ  in the parametric studies, the spatial correlation 
length of random permeability ln kΘ  is the distance over which the properties tend to be spatially 
correlated. A small spatial correlation length implies rapidly varying properties, while a large 
spatial correlation length implies gradually varying properties. Two random fields of 
permeability with the same mean and standard deviations could have quite different spatial 
correlation lengths. It should be noted that in this study, the permeability k  is assumed to be 
lognormally distributed, so the spatial correlation length is defined with respect to the underlying 
normal distribution of ln k .  
 
Figures 5.2 to 5.4 show the typical random field and random voids model (RFRV), where 
dark and light regions depict low and high permeability of k  values respectively and red region 
represents void. Table 5.1 shows the parameters of each model which will be used for the RFRV 




Figure 5.2  Typical simulations showing the generation of voids and permeability  





Figure 5.3  Typical simulations showing the generation of voids and permeability  
ln ln1.0,  1.0k kµ σ= =  and ln 1.0kΘ =  in all cases. ( voidsΘ = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0) 
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Figure 5.4. Typical simulations showing the generation of voids and permeability 
  in different cases of porosity and random input parameters 
5.4 Monte-Carlo Simulations 
In this study, each Monte-Carlo simulation involves a generation of random field and 
void distribution. The analyses are repeated numerous times until the statistical properties of the 
output parameters start to stabilize. The primary outputs from each analysis are the total flow rate 
Q. Although each simulation uses the same voidsΘ , ln kΘ  and n, the spatial location of the voids 
and permeability will be located in different forms. Thus, in some cases, the voids may include 
numerous large volume voids leading to high Q , while the others could include many frequent 
smaller volume voids leading to a relatively low Q . Following each simulation, the computed 
flow rate Q is converted into “effective” values of permeability as shown in the Equation 5.2. 
Each effective permeability value is then normalized as 0/K K  by dividing by the permeability 
of the material 0K .  
 
It is decided that 1000 simulations are sufficient to achieve statistically repeatable results, 
as shown in Figure 5.5. Although 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations are enough to analyze the 
results, the results of RFRV analyses with 2000 Monte-Carlo simulations will be presented for 
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Figure 5.5  The accuracy of the estimated finite element statistics depends on the number of 
simulations for 0.2n =  and ln 1.0k voidsΘ =Θ =  
5.5 Results of RFRV 
The random field of permeability is defined by three parameters, the mean ( )kµ , the 
standard deviation ( )kσ  and the spatial correlation length ln( )kΘ . A convenient dimensionless 
measure of the variability of data is given by the coefficient of variation, defined as /k k kV σ µ= . 
Table 5.1 shows the parameters of each case study which will be used as the RFRV input in the 
Monte-Carlo simulations analysis. In all cases, the mean is fixed at 1.0k =  for each simulation. 
The mean and standard deviation of the normalized permeability were computed for the range of 
parametric variations of ln kΘ , voidsΘ  and n , and the results are shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.7, 
respectively. 
 
By increasing porosity, Figure 5.6 shows that the mean effective permeability in each 
case is increased to different levels. The mean effective permeability of case 1 to 3 increase from 



















be noted that the mean effective permeability of low kV  is obviously higher than those which 
have high value of kV  from the range of porosity 0.5n > . It also appears that voidsΘ  does not 




Table 5.1 The parameters for each case study 
 
Case study kV  ln kΘ  voidsΘ  
1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
2 0.1 0.1 0.5 
3 0.1 0.1 1.0 
4 0.5 0.5 0.1 
5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
6 0.5 0.5 1.0 
7 1.0 1.0 0.1 
8 1.0 1.0 0.5 
9 1.0 1.0 1.0 
k
V  = coefficient of variation (permeability), ln kΘ  = spatial correlation length of permeability, 
voids







































Figure 5.7  Standard deviation of effective permeability vs. porosity: (a) case 1, 2 and 3 (b) 




















































Figure 5.7 shows that voidsΘ  has more influence on the standard deviation of effective 
permeability 
0/K K
σ . In the case of 1, 2 and 3, the standard deviation curves exhibit zero variance 
for 0n ≈  and 1n ≈  since these correspond, respectively, to materials with essentially one or zero 
permeability. As expected therefore, maxima occurs in the standard deviation plots at the 
intermediate values of porosity ( 0.8n ≈ ). It can be noted that the standard deviation of effective 
permeability with high value of voidsΘ  is always higher than the standard deviation of effective 
permeability at low voidsΘ  because the larger and less frequent voids have more influence on the 
random field than the smaller and more frequent voids after being repeated with Monte-Carlo 
simulation many times. In the case of low voidsΘ , the location of voids will spread equally around 
the mesh, and therefore the result is not much different in each simulation. 
 
The cases of 4, 5 and 6 use the same voidsΘ  as in case 1, 2, and 3, respectively; however, 
the value of kV  and ln kΘ  were increased from 0.1 to 0.5 instead. As a result, case 4 is the only 
simulation where the higher value of kV  and ln kΘ  tend to increase the standard deviation of 
effective permeability. It can also be shown from porosity n  = 0.0 to 0.9 that the influence of 
high voidsΘ  for case 5 and 6 tend to give similar results as the standard deviation of effective 
permeability in case 2 and 3, respectively.  
 
The case 7, 8 and 9 use the same voidsΘ  as in case 1, 2, and 3, respectively; however, the 
value of kV  and ln kΘ  are assumed at 1.0 instead. For the case of high values of kV  and ln kΘ = 
1.0, the standard deviation of effective permeability increases from 0 toward 40 for all cases. It 
might be noted that the high value of kV  and ln kΘ  has an influence on the standard deviation of 
effective permeability. 
 
The current results of case 1, 2 and 3 given in Figure 5.6 and 5.7(a) are now compared 
with RFRV without random permeability, as shown in Figure 5.8. It can be observed from Figure 
5.9 and 5.10 that the current method tends to give the same values of the effective permeability 





Figure 5.8  Comparison of RFRV for case 1 with RFRV without random k  
   
 




























Figure 5.10  Standard deviation of effective permeability vs. RFRV without random k  
5.6 Representative Volume Element (RVE) 
An RVE of an element of heterogenous material must be large enough to represent the 
microstructure and small enough to achieve efficient computational modeling (e.g. Liu, 2005; 
Zeleniakiene et al., 2005). The results presented earlier are used to determine the RVE sizes of 
the effective permeability. The statistical results following each set of Monte-Carlo simulations 
are computed with 2000 simulations for all different sizes of materials. In order to deliver an 
acceptable value of the effective permeability, it may also be expected that a smaller block of 
material containing voids will require more Monte-Carlo simulations to achieve a stable output 
than a larger block with the same average void structure. Figure 5.11 shows a sequence of blocks 
within a parent block of 100 100×  square elements of side length ( 0.01x y∆ = ∆ = ). 
 
The permeability blocks of case 1, 2 and 3 are used to analyze the RVE size for low 
random permeability with different values of random voids. In the cases of 7, 8 and 9, the RVE 
size will be analyzed for high random permeability as shown in Figure 5.12. The size of RVE is 
decided when the standard deviation reduces toward zero and the mean effective permeability 






















Cases 1 and 7 from Figure 5.12 show that the mean permeability falls rapidly at first and 
then more gradually, and has become essentially constant for block sizes ≥  0.4 0.4×  as the 
block size increases. Similarly, the standard deviation tends to be constant as the block size gets 
bigger. The RVE size considered for case 2 and 8 are sufficient to deliver an acceptable value of 
the effective permeability at block sizes ≥  0.6 0.6×  because the influence of random 
permeability and random voids will generate a larger area of high permeability and voids. As 
shown in case 3 and 9, the RVE sizes are decided at the block sizes approaches to the parent 




Figure 5.11. Different block sizes under consideration for estimating the effective 
permeability of a material with random permeability  








Figure 5.12 Effective permeability a) mean and b) standard deviation 
 
According to the 2000 simulations of different block sizes at 0.3n = , it could be 
expected that if the block is large enough, each simulation would give an almost identical result. 
For example, the variation of mean permeability is plotted against the number of Monte-Carlo 
simulations corresponding to 0.4 0.4×  block of case 1 for three repeated analyses. For the 
smaller 0.4 0.4×  block in Figure 5.13 (a) the effective permeability takes at least 2000 
simulations to stabilize, while the larger 100 100×  block in Figure 5.13 (b) settles down at 
around 500. As expected from Figure 5.13, the larger block gives a slightly smaller value of the 
effective permeability because it can capture the essential properties of a heterogeneous material 











































Figure 5.13 Comparison of the number of simulations for convergence with different 
block sizes. a) 0.4x0.4  and b)1x1 with 0.3n =  of case 1 
5.7 Seepage Problem 
The described methodology is now used to study the influence of random permeability 
and voids on seepage under a sheet pile wall using the finite element mesh and properties shown 
in Figure 5.14. 
 
The finite element mesh used in this study contains 7200 elements, and represents a 
model of two dimensional flow with a cut-off wall in the middle. The upstream and downstream 
potential values are fixed at 100 and zero meters, respectively. The cut-off wall is assumed to 

































the right and left sides of the wall. For the uniform seepage in Figure 5.14, an important quantity 
such as flow rate needs to be calculated by the finite element code (Smith and Griffiths, 2004). In 
order to assume a simple equation of a reciprocal of the effective permeability, the Method of 
Fragment (Griffiths 1984) is employed to compare the result of flow rate with the finite element 
solution. The computed total flow rate of 346.29 m /s/m  was in good agreement with the Method 





         5.6 
 
where H  is the head difference between upstream and downstream faces. Q  is the total flow 





Figure 5.14 Seepage problem with the FE mesh 120x60: all elements are 
0.01m x 0.01m  squares   
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From the uniform validation example and assuming deterministic values of the total head 
( 100H = ) and form factor of fragment ( 2.16Φ = ), the constant of proportionality relating the 
reciprocal of the effective permeability to total flow rate given 
 
Q KC=          5.7 
 
was found to be 46.29 mC = . 
 
This constant was then used during the Monte-Carlo simulations to compute the effective 
permeability based on the total flow rate using the relationship  
 




= =         5.8 
As in the permeability block tests presented earlier, case 1 and 9 are employed to design the 
seepage models as shown in Figure 5.15. The results from the seepage and block analyses with 
100 100×  mesh are compared for both cases as shown in Figure 5.16, and are in good agreement 










Figure 5.15 A typical simulation of the seepage problem at 0.2n =  following the 
parameters of (a) case 1 ( ln0.1,  0.1,  0.1k k voidsV = Θ = Θ = ) and (b) case 9  



























Figure 5.16 Comparison of results from seepage problem (a) and (b) with 100x100 
RVE block analyses of case 1 and 9 
5.8 Influence of Void Regions 
As mentioned in the previous section, in order to find the influence of the voids on 
permeability regions with flow lines and equipotentials, investigation of the seepage problem 
with one wall is further examined. The flownet showed in the seepage problem consists of two 
main lines which represent the flow lines and equipotentials. The flow moves from top left to top 
right. The flow lines are the lines that pass from the top-left boundary to the top-right boundary. 
The routes in between the flow lines are the flow channels. The flow lines converge in the 
regions of high permeability (lighter greys) and diverge in the regions of low permeability 
(darker greys). From the nature of the flow lines, it can be seen that higher levels of flow occur 
within the higher permeability regions since the flow channels are narrower than those in the 
lower permeability regions. Similar to equipotentials (perpendicular from the left and right sides 
of the wall to the impermeable left, bottom and right boundaries), when the equipotentials are 
closer together, it is more difficult for the flow to pass through the domain because of its greater 
resistance to fluid of lower permeability (darker greys) regions. The fluid flow in the high 






















equipotentials. On the other hand, the fluid flow in the low permeability regions (darker greys) is 
characterized by the equipotentials moving closer together, and the flow lines moving further 
apart. The flownet in Figure 5.17(a) shows that the regions of higher permeability (lighter greys) 
begin at the left, and then extend to below, and finally move to the right of the wall, thus, there is 
a clear path to the least resistance. The flow lines are clustering in the higher permeability 
regions (lighter greys), and are attempting to avoid the lower permeability regions (darker greys) 
of the left boundary. Once the seepage problem is combined with the region of voids as shown in 
Figure 5.17(b), the path of flow lines tends to be extended toward the low permeability regions at 
the left boundary. Therefore, it can be noted that the void region dominates the flow lines 
regardless of its low permeability.   
 
 
Figure 5.17 The seepage with flownet. (a) most of the flow lines occur in the high 
permeability region indicated by the lighter grey. (b) the seepage is applied with 








Figure 5.18 The seepage with flownet: (a) the flow lines show only three flow channel in the 
flownet and all of the equipotentials occur in the low permeability region 
indicated by the darker grey. (b) the seepage is applied with random voids where 
1.0kV = , ln 1.0kΘ = , 1.0voidsΘ =  and 0.2 n =  
 
The flownet in Figure 5.18(a) shows that only three flow channels in the flownet and all 
of equipotentials occur in the low permeability regions (darker greys), which are located in the 
region of the sheet pile wall. The clustering of the equipotentials in the lower permeability 
regions (darker greys) signifies a greater potential loss within those regions due to the resistance 
generated towards the passage of the fluid by the low permeability. Thus, in the regions of low 
permeability (darker greys), the flow lines move further apart, and the equipotentials move closer 
together. Once the seepage problem is combined to the region of voids, as shown in Figure 





permeability regions at the right side of the wall. Therefore, it can be noted that the void region 
dominates the flow lines even though the region has high permeability. 
5.9 Computer Resources and Timings 
All results presented in this paper were performed on a 100x100  mesh using an Intel 
Core i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40 GHz RAM: 8 GM laptop. Timings for 2000 Monte-Carlo simulations 
are shown in Figure 5.19 for 2D meshes from 10 elements to 100 elements on each side (total 
number of 10,000 elements). The CPU time for a 50x50  mesh was about 2 minutes, while a 




Figure 5.19  CPU timings for 2000 Monte-Carlo simulations for different element 
refinements 
5.10 Probabilistic Interpretation 
In order to make probabilistic interpretations from a Monte-Carlo analysis, we can count 
the number of simulations that exceed an allowable design value as a proportion of the total 
number of simulations, and/or fit a probability density function to the data, as in Figure 5.20. The 






















Number of elements per side
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values following a suite of 2000 Monte-Carlo simulations of the seepage problem of case 1. The 
smooth line is a fitted normal distribution based on the computed mean and standard deviation 
values (
0 0
2.249, 0.270K K K Kµ σ= = ). 
 
Assume that the design of a seepage is inadequate if the permeability exceeds some 
critical value corresponding to 
0
2.8K Kµ > . For the particular analysis, there are 41 simulations 
that satisfy this criterion, hence with 2000 simulations we can conclude that 
[ ]0P 2.8 2.05%K K > ≈ . The normal probability density function shown in Figure 5.20 seems to 




Figure 5.20 Histogram of effective permeability values from a seepage analysis 
following a suit of 2000 Monte-Carlo simulations together with a fitted 
normal distribution. ( ln0.1,  0.1,  0.1k k voidsV = Θ = Θ =  and 0.2n = ) 
 
Normal distribution 
µK/K0 = 2.249 




1)  From Monte-Carlo simulations, 
0 0
2.249, 0.270
K K K K
µ σ= = . 
2)  Probability of design “failure” 0
2.8 2.249
P[ / 2.8] 2.068%
0.270
K K
− > = Φ ≈  
. 
 where [.]Φ  is the standard cumulative distribution function. 
 
The result is a good agreement to the result obtained by counting as expected, namely that there 
is 2.068% probability of excessive seepage design. 
5.11 Anisotropic Permeability 
The work now considers cases of a block test containing voids within an anisotropic 
system. The theoretical, numerical and experimental models have been proposed for an analysis 
of the effective permeability of geomaterials containing the anisotropy of voids (Hashin and 
Shtrikman, 1962a-b; Rice et al., 1970; Payne et al., 2001; Meyer, 2002; Meyer and Krause, 2006; 
Gao et al., 2012). Since the relation between the voids in the domain is difficult to evaluate the 
complexity of the void geometry, the effective permeability obtained from the earlier work is 
usually estimated by the simple shape of voids. In this section, the RFEM mentioned earlier will 
be used to analyze the effective permeability while controlling the shape of the voids from the 
spatial correlation length. The random field spatial correlation length θ  offers some quantitative 
control of void size. The degree to which void elements tends to be clustered together is 
influenced by changing the value of θ  in the parametric studies. A small values of θ  will imply 
fewer adjacent element meeting the criterion at a given location, hence, smaller and more 
frequent voids, while a large value of θ  will imply larger and less frequent voids. In the isotropic 
case, the spatially correlation length is set as x yθ θ=  (aspect ratio :x yθ θ  = 1:1). For the 
anisotropic cases, the spatial correlation lengths are set in ranges of : 1:10x yθ θ =  to 
: 10 :1
x y
θ θ = . In this study, results have been expressed in term of a dimensionless spatial 




Figure 4.28 shows void shapes in different aspect ratios of xΘ  and yΘ , xΘ  are set as 
0.1 in the left column, and then increase to 0.5 and 1.0 in the middle column and the right 
column, respectively. The values of yΘ  are increased from bottom to top, in which 0.1, 0.5, and 
1.0 are set at the bottom, the middle, and on the top, respectively. It can be seen from the results 
that the voids are vertically and horizontally elongated voids. The vertically elongated void is 
clearly shown in the top-left picture when xΘ  is at 0.1 and yΘ  is at 1.0. On the other hand, in 
the bottom-right picture, xΘ  and yΘ  are set at 1.0 and 0.1, and voids are shown in a 
horizontally elongated shape. It can be observed from the three bottom cases of Figure 5.21 that 
when 0.1
y
Θ =  in all cases and xΘ  are 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0, the flow lines move closer together and 
converge in void regions. On the other hand, the three left cases, in which 0.1xΘ =  in all cases 
and 
y
Θ  are 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0, the path of the flow lines tends to move from left to right boundaries 
and diverge in different directions as the voids are changed to vertically elongated voids. From 
the rest of the cases, it can be noted that when high xΘ  and yΘ   are assumed either at 0.5 or 1.0, 
the size of voids is larger and less common in those void regions. Therefore, most of the flow 
lines pass through the void regions.   
 
Following the 2000 Monte-Carlo simulations, the mean and standard deviation of the 
normalized permeability were computed for a range of parametric variations of xΘ  and yΘ  at 
the porosity 0.2n =  for all cases, and the results are shown in Figure 5.22 and 5.23, respectively. 
Since the effective permeability with an anisotropic system depends on the directions of voids, 
from the simulation, it is found that when the flow moves from the left to the right, the effective 
permeability of the voids in horizontally elongated voids is higher than in vertically elongated 
voids. As might be expected, from Figure 5.22, the mean effective permeability gives the same 
results. The higher values of effective permeability occur at the cases of 1.0xΘ = . On the other 
hand, the lower effective permeability occurs at 0.1xΘ = . It can be noted that the effective 
permeability will not have much influence when the values of 
y
Θ  are increased for high xΘ . 





Θ increase. The maximum value is reached when 0.7xΘ =  and later the value tends to 
decrease when 0.9xΘ = . The highest standard deviation of the effective permeability is 
exhibited at 1.317, when 0.7xΘ =  and 0.5yΘ = . 
 
 
 Θx = 0.1 Θy = 1.0 Θx = 0.5 Θy = 1.0 Θx = 1.0 Θy = 1.0 
 
 Θx = 0.1 Θy = 0.5 Θx = 0.5 Θy = 0.5 Θx = 1.0 Θy = 0.5 
 
 Θx = 0.1 Θy = 0.1 Θx = 0.5 Θy = 0.1 Θx = 1.0 Θy = 0.1 
 
Figure 5.21  Typical simulations showing the generation of voids at low and high 

































































































n = 0.2 




 Θx = 0.1 Θy = 1.0 Θx = 0.5 Θy = 1.0 Θx = 1.0 Θy = 1.0 
 
 
 Θx = 0.1 Θy = 0.5 Θx = 0.5 Θy = 0.5 Θx = 1.0 Θy = 0.5 
 
 
 Θx = 0.1 Θy = 0.1 Θx = 0.5 Θy = 0.1 Θx = 1.0 Θy = 0.1 
 
 
Figure 5.24  Typical simulations showing generation of voids at low and high 








Figure 5.25 Mean effective permeability obtained from xΘ  vs. yΘ  
 
 
























































































n = 0.7 
n = 0.7 
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For all cases in Figure 5.24, the porosity is now set at 0.7n =  instead of 0.2. In Figure 
5.24, it can be observed from the three left cases that when 0.1xΘ =  and yΘ  are increased from 
0.1 to 1.0, the equipotential will obviously occur in the materials as shown in the vertical lines at 
1.0
y
Θ = . On the other hand, in the three bottom cases, in which 0.1
y
Θ =  and xΘ  are 0.1, 0.5 
and 1.0, the equipotential can rarely be seen because the shape of the voids is changed to a 
horizontal position. For the rest of the four cases, when higher xΘ  and yΘ  are assumed either at 
0.5 or 1.0, the size of the voids is larger and less frequent in those void regions. The flow lines 
tend to cluster in the void regions but avoid the material regions as the flow lines are absent in 
the material regions. In conclusion, the voids play a role in dominating the flow to pass only 
through certain areas. 
 
In Figure 5.25 and 5.26, the mean and standard deviation of the normalized permeability 
were computed for a range of parametric variations of xΘ  and yΘ with 2000 Monte-Carlo 
simulations. The higher values of the mean effective permeability occur in the cases of 1.0xΘ = . 
On the other hand, the lower mean effective permeability occurs at 0.1xΘ = . It can be noted that 
the mean effective permeability will not have much influence when the values of 
y
Θ  are 
increased for high xΘ . Figure 5.26 shows that the standard deviation of the effective 
permeability will be higher as xΘ  and yΘ increase. The maximum value is reached when 
0.7
x
Θ =  and the value tends to decrease when 0.9xΘ = . The highest standard deviation of the 
effective permeability is exhibited at 19.494, when 0.7xΘ =  and 1.0yΘ = . It can be concluded 
that the results of the porosity at 0.7 are similar to the results of the porosity at 0.2. The 
horizontally elongated voids give higher mean effective permeability than the vertically 




CHAPTER 6  
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF  
GEOMATERIALS CONTAINING VOIDS USING 3D RFEM. 
The work presented in this chapter is developed from a study of 2D model 
homogenization of geomaterials containing voids by random fields and finite elements (Griffiths 
et al., 2012) and a 3D model of the random finite element method (Fenton and Griffiths, 2005). 
In this work, the random finite element method (RFEM) (e.g. Fenton and Griffiths, 2008), which 
combines finite element analysis with random field theory, will be used in conjunction with 
Monte-Carlo simulations to examine the effective elastic properties of materials with randomly 
distributed voids.  
 
A 3D cube of material, discretized into a relatively fine mesh of 8-node hexahedron 
elements, forms the basis of the model. Random field theory will be used to generate a material 
containing intact material and voids with controlled porosity and size. The RFEM can vary the 
size of the voids through control of the spatial correlation length, and takes full account of 
element size in the random field, thus delivering statistically consistent values of the locally 
averaged properties (e.g. Fenton and Vanmarcke, 1990). For each simulation of the Monte-Carlo 
process, elements in the mesh are assigned either an intact stiffness value or a much lower 
stiffness value corresponding to a void. A deterministic analysis follows leading to effective 
values of the elastic parameters E  and υ . Monte-Carlo analyses are typically repeated numerous 
times until the output statistics of the effective elastic properties stabilize.  
 
The first part of the work investigates the statistics of the effective Young’s modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio in 3D as a function of porosity and void size, and compares the results with 
numerical and analytical studies by other investigators. Effective properties in 3D are also 
compared with the 2D results obtained in previous work (Griffiths et al., 2012). The second part 
of the work investigates the size of the RVE for different input void properties. 
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6.1 Finite Element Model 
The random finite element method (RFEM) (Fenton and Griffiths 2008) combines finite 
element methods and random field theory. In this work, finite element analysis of a 3D cube of 
elastic material using 8 nodes hexahedron elements is combined with random field generation 
and Monte-Carlo simulations to model an elastic material containing voids. The goal is to 
develop output statistics of the effective Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for different void 
sizes and porosity. Examples of the model which combines elastic material and voids are shown 
in Figure 6.1. 
(a)    (b)
(c) 
 
Figure 6.1 The 3D finite element model of ideal cubic blocks: (a) the solid material, (b) the 
voids, and (c) the combined model which show dark and light regions indicating 







Figure 6.2 Analysis of tied freedom in a “cubic element test” model with voids. A vertical 
force is applied on the top side. Rollers are fixed at the bottom and two back 
sides. The top and the two front sides are tied. Referring once more to Figure 6.2, 
the dark and grey elements represent, respectively, voids and in-tact solid elastic 
material 
 
The finite element mesh for this study consists of a cubic block of material of side length 
50L =  modeled by 50×50×50  8-node cubic elements of side length 1.0x y z∆ = ∆ = ∆ = . Any 
consistent system of units could be combined with the dimensions and properties described in 
this work. Since a mesh such as this involves rather large global matrices, the equation solution 
in the runs described in this paper will be performed using a preconditioned conjugate gradient 
(PCG) technique with element-by-element products as described by Smith and Griffiths (2004) 
which avoids entirely the need to assemble the global stiffness matrix.  
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The model in Figure 6.2 is subjected to a vertical force Q L L= ×  on the top face leading 
to an average unit pressure on the top face of 1.0. The boundary conditions of the block involve 
the use of “tied freedom” that allow analysis of an “ideal” block and direct evaluation of the 
effective Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Tied freedoms are forced to move by the same 
amount in the analysis. The boundary conditions are such that the cubic block remains a regular 
hexahedron after deformation. Other methods may give similar outcomes (see the effects of tied 
freedom boundary condition from Huang et al., 2013). From this idea, the effective Young’s 
modulus and Poisson’s ratio easily be back-figured as will be described. 
 
In particular, the boundary conditions are such that the nodes on the base of the block can 
move only in the x y−  plane. The back left and back right faces are constrained to move only in 
the y z−  and z x−  planes respectively. All z − freedoms on the top plane are tied, as are the y −
freedoms on the front left plane and the x − freedoms on the front right plane. A consequence of 
these constraints is that the top surface remaining horizontal and the two front sides remaining 
vertical following deformation. 
6.2 Local Averaging 
The random field generator in the RFEM model known as the Local Average Subdivision 
method (LAS) (Fenton and Vanmarcke, 1990) is used to model spatially varying voids 
properties. The targeted mean of porosity n  is based on the standard normal distribution and 
spatial correlation length θ  to control the void size and is identified by the shaded area, as shown 
in Figure 6.3.  
 
The RFEM takes a full account of element size in the random field generation and the 
method delivers statistically consistent values of the locally averaged properties. A single value 
of the random variable Z  then will be generated for each element of the finite element mesh. The 
local averaging is needed because the standard normal distribution is defined initially at the 




3D standard normal random field  
 
 
Figure 6.3 Target porosity area in 3D standard normal distribution of random field 
 
For a cubic finite element of side length x y z αθ∆ = ∆ = ∆ = , it can be shown 
(Vanmarcke, 1984) that for an 3D isotropic spatial correlation field, the variance reduction factor 






exp ( )( )( )
( )
x y z
x y z dxdydz
αθ αθ αθ
γ αθ αθ αθ
αθ θ
 − + + 
= − − − 
  
∫ ∫ ∫  6.1 
 
which can be evaluated by numerical integration. 
 
It can be shown for example, that a cubic element of side length θ  ( 1α = ) will result in a 
variance reduction of 0.3008γ = . Clearly, a model of small spatial correlation lengths will 
benefit from correspondingly refined finite element meshes. In the parametric studies performed 
in this paper, meshes were use in which  0.1α ≤ , so the variance reduction due to local 
averaging would be quite small, at less than 13% (see e.g. Griffiths and Fenton 2004). Once the 
standard normal random field values are assigned to the mesh, cumulative distribution tables 
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(suitably digitized in the software) are then used to estimate the value of the standard normal 
variable 2nz  for which 
 
( ) ( )2 2n nz z n−Φ −Φ =         6.2 
 
as shown in Figure 6.3. Thereafter, any element assigned a random field value in the range 
2nZ z> is treated as intact material a Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio given by 0 1E = and 
0 0.3υ = , respectively, while any element where 2nZ z≤  is treated as a void element with an 
assigned Young’s modulus of 0.01E =  (100 times smaller than the surrounding intact material). 
 
The nature of random fields is that the mean porosity is under the user’s control, but the 
porosity of each individual simulation, such as those shown in Figure 4 processed by the Monte-
Carlo method, will vary between the simulations. This is particularly noticeable when modeling 
random fields with higher spatial correlation length, in which some individual simulations may 
display significantly higher or lower porosities than the target value. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 A single simulation of the random field assigned to the mesh 
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6.3 Controlling of Void Size 
As mentioned previously, two materials with the same average porosity could have quite 
different void sizes. One model could have frequent small voids, while the other could have less 
frequent larger voids. The void size in this study is controlled by the random field spatial 
correlation length θ , which incorporates a “Markov” spatial correlation structure as follows 
 
( )( ) exp 2ρ τ τ θ= −         6.3 
 
where ρ  = the correlation coefficient; τ  = absolute distance between points in the field; and θ  
= scale of fluctuation or spatial correlation length.  Larger values of θ  will lead to larger voids 
and vice versa. 
 
 The Markov equation delivers a spatial correlation that reduces exponentially with 
distance. For example, from Equation 6.3, τ θ< , the correlation coefficient 0.13ρ > . In the 
current study, the range of ρ varies from 0 to 1. Points close together are strongly correlated and 
therefore are likely to belong to the same void. In the limiting case of 0θ → , the random field 
value changes rapidly from point to point, delivering numerous small voids. At the other extreme 
asθ → ∞ , the random field value on each simulation becomes increasingly uniform, with some 
simulations representing entirely in-tact material and other consisting entirely of voids. For 
example, as shown in Figure 6.5, the models show typical simulations of different void 







Figure 6.5 Typical simulations showing generation of voids at low (a) and high (b) spatial 
correlation lengths θ ( 0.1n = in both cases) 
6.4 Monte-Carlo Simulations 
A “Monte-Carlo” process is combined with the RFEM and repeated until stable output 
statistics are achieved. The primary outputs from each elastic analysis are the vertical and 
horizontal deformations of the block 
zδ , xδ and yδ . Although each simulation uses the same θ  
and n, the spatial location of the voids will be located in different places. In some cases, the 
voids may be located just below the top of the block leading to a relatively high 
zδ . While in 
others, the voids may be buried in the middle of the block leading to a relatively low 
zδ . 
Following each simulation, the computed displacements 
zδ , xδ  and yδ  are converted into the 
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Given that  L  is the side length of cubic block, and assume stress boundary conditions 
 
20.0,  0.0 , /
x y z






ε ε ε= = =        6.6 
 





















=          6.9 
 
where E = the effective elastic Young’s modulus, Q = loading at the top side, xυ  and xυ = the 
effective Poisson’s ratios based on the displacement in the x −  and y −  directions respectively. 
 
In each simulation, the effective Young’s modulus is normalized as 0E E  by dividing by 
the intact Young’s modulus 0E . In the current study, following some numerical experiments as 
shown in Figure 6.6, it was decided that 1000 simulations for each parametric combination 
would deliver reasonably repeatable results.  
 




Θ =           6.10 
 





Figure 6.6  Sensitivity of the mean effective Young’s modulus as a function of the number of 
simulations for n = 0.2 and Θ  = 0.4 
6.5 Results of RFEM 
Following each set of 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations, the mean and standard deviation of 
the normalized effective Young’s modulus were computed for a range of parametric variations of 
n  and Θ , with results shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, respectively. 
 
It can be noted from Figure 6.7 that the mean normalized effective Young’s modulus 
drops towards zero with increasing porosity n  and that Θ  does not have much influence. Figure 
6.8 shows that Θ  has more influence on the standard deviation of the effective Young’s modulus 
0E E
σ . The standard deviation values as 0n→  (intact stiffness material) and 1n →  (zero 
stiffness material) show very low variance since almost all simulations are the same and model 
essentially uniform material. The standard deviation was observed to reach a maximum value at  
around 0.4n ≈ . The result obtained from Equations 6.8 and 6.9 for the effective Poisson’s ratio 
were in good agreement as expected for the range of n  and Θ  considered. The plots shown in 
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 give the mean and standard deviation of the effective Poisson’s ratio. Figure 
9 shows that the mean effective Poisson’s ratio υµ  displays a minimum at around 0.5n = . On 
the other hand, as shown in Figure 6.10, the standard deviation values of Poisson’s ratio υσ
displays a maximum at 0.7n = . For all values of Θ considered however, the standard deviations 
























σ  vs. n  for 0.2 1.0≤ Θ ≤  
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Figure 6.10. υσ  vs. n  for 0.2 1.0≤ Θ ≤ . 
 
Although this work has focused on Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, other stiffness 
moduli may be of interest depending on the context. Figure 6.11 combines results from Figures 
6.7 and 6.9 to show the variation of the mean effective shear modulus and bulk modulus using 
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where Kµ = the mean effective bulk modulus, Sµ = the mean effective shear modulus. 
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6.6 Representative Volume Element (RVE) 
An RVE is an element of the heterogenous material that is large enough to represent the 
microstructure and it is small enough to achieve the efficient computational modeling, the RVE 
of four cases using the random field 3D finite element model is considered, as follows:  
 
Table 6.1 Different input void properties 
 
Case n  Θ  
1 0.2 0.2 
2 0.2 0.7 
3 0.7 0.2 
4 0.7 0.7 
 
 
The statistical results of each set of Monte-Carlo simulations are shown in Figure 6.12. 
 
 
Figure 6.12 Different block sizes for computing the effective elastic properties of a material 




Figure 6.12 shows a sequence of five blocks contained within and including the largest 
block of 50 50 50× ×  cubic elements. The different block sizes will indicate the optimal RVE for 
the given input conditions. When the RVE is “big enough”, the standard deviation of the 
effective Young’s modulus is expected to be reduced and its mean essentially constant as shown 





Figure 6.13 Effective Young’s modulus (a) mean and (b) standard deviation following 1000 





































While the mean values plotted in Figure 6.13(a) are fairly constant for different block 
sizes, it could be argued that the block size of 20 20 20× ×  led to essentially constant values for 
the low Θ  cases (1 and 3), while a larger block, say 30 30 30× × , would be needed for stable 
mean values with the larger Θ  cases (2 and 4). The standard deviation shown in Figure 6.13(b) 
displays more variability with block size and tends to zero as the blocks get bigger, but at a 
slower rate for higher values of Θ . In both Figures 6.13, it is noted that the influence of Θ  on 
block statistics is greater than that of n . The RVE depends more on spatial correlation length 
than porosity. 
6.7 Computer Resources and Timings 
A desktop with an Inter Core i7-2600 CPU @ 3.4 Ghz Ram: 8 GB was used to obtain all 
results presented in this paper. Figure 6.14 shows the CPU time used for different block sizes. 
The results show that the CPU time depends more on porosity than spatial correlation length. At 
a 50 50 50× ×  mesh, the CPU time for the high porosity case was about 200 hours, while for a 
low porosity it was more like 90 hours. The reason for this discrepancy is thought to be the 
slower convergence observed in the iterative solvers when there is more variability present in the 
stiffness matrices with high void content. 
 
 






















Θ = 0.4, η = 0.2
Θ = 1.0, η = 0.2
Θ = 0.4, η = 0.7
Θ = 1.0, η = 0.7
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6.8 Comparing 3D RFEM and Other Results 
The theoretical results based on the Generalized Self Consistent Method of Christensen 
and Lo (1979) and the numerical results based on the single-cut GRF model of Roberts and 
Garboczi (2002) are compared in Figure 6.15, with results from the current study using 0.6Θ =  
from Figure 6.7. The Generalized Self Consistent Method involved embedding an inclusion 
phase directly into an infinite medium. It was demonstrated that the method could also solve the 
spherical inclusion problem. The single-cut GRF model assigns a random number to each point 
in space. From Figure 6.15, it can be observed that the current method gives similar values of the 
mean effective Young’s modulus to those given by the theoretical and numerical methods for all 
values of n . A modified equivalent inclusion method (MEIM) was proposed by Nemat-Nasser et 
al. (1993) to compare with other approaches such as the generalized self-consistent method 
(GSCM) and experimental results. From the results of the MEIM, the GSCM showed a good 
agreement with the experimental data collected by Eilers (1941) as shown in Figure 6.16. The 
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Figure 6.16  Comparison of the normalized effective shear modulus obtained from 
experimental results and other approaches. (Nemat-Nasser et al., 1993) 
6.9 Comparison of 2D and 3D Porosity Models 
The difference between effective properties of 2D and 3D models have been investigated 
by a number of other researchers (e.g. Meille and Garboczi, 2001; Wiederkehr et al., 2010; 
Bobzin et al., 2012). Their works were based on 2D cross-sectional images created from 3D 
models. In the current work. The 3D results from the current study using 0.6Θ =  are compared 
with 2D (plane strain) for the same spatial correlation length as published previously by Griffiths 
et al., 2012 in Figure 6.17. The mean normalized effective Young’s modulus in 3D is obviously 
higher than in 2D for the same porosity. A direct comparison between 2D and 3D may not be 
justified, however, because voids in 2D (plane strain) are like “tunnels” that continue indefinitely 
into the 3
rd
 dimension, while voids in 3D are isotropic, finite in size, and fully contained within 
the surrounding material. Thus, it might be explained that the 2D model is actually a 3D model 





Figure 6.17  Comparison of the mean effective Young’s modulus obtained from 2D and 3D 
RFEM models. ( 0.6Θ =  for both models) 
 
In order to further investigate the comparison of the 2D and 3D models, 3D anisotropic 
models with different input conditions of spatial correlation lengths are conducted, as shown in 
Figure 6.18. Figure 6.18 (a) shows a model of isotropic spatial correlation length at 
0.6
x y z
Θ =Θ =Θ =  . The voids tend to disperse in all directions within the material. In Figure 
6.18 (b), where 6
x
Θ =  and 6.18 (c) where 6yΘ = , voids are in horizontal shapes along x − axis 
and y−axis, respectively. On the other hand, in Figure 6.18 (d) where 6zΘ = , voids are in 
vertical shape along z − axis. The tied freedom analysis was used in all 3D anisotropic models to 
evaluate the mean effective Young’s modulus in each ideal block material of finite elements. 
Following the 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations for all models in Figure 6.18, the mean of the 
normalized Young’s modulus were computed for a range of n , as shown in Figure 6.19. It was 
noted that very similar plots to those of 3D isotropic shown in Figure 6.17 would be obtained if 
the results of 3D anisotropic with 6xΘ =  and 6yΘ =  had been plotted instead of 3D isotropic. 
For the case of 3D anisotropic with 6zΘ = , the mean effective Young’s modulus is obviously 
higher than other results for the same porosity. This is because the effective Young’s modulus of 
the anisotropic system depends on directions of voids, if a vertical force is applied on the top of 
model, the mean effective Young’s modulus of the models with horizontally elongated voids 






























0.6, 0.6, 0.6x y zΘ = Θ = Θ =
(b) Anisotropic along 
6, 0.6, 0.6x y z
x axis−








Figure 6.18  Analysis of tied freedom in four “cubic element test” models with voids: (a) 
isotropic model, (b) anisotropic model with 6xΘ = , (c) anisotropic model with 
6
y
Θ =  and (d) anisotropic model with 6zΘ =  
(c) Anisotropic along 
0.6, 6, 0.6x y z
y axis−
Θ = Θ = Θ =
(d) Anisotropic along 
0.6, 0.6, 6x y z
z axis−





Figure 6.19  Comparison of the mean effective Young’s modulus obtained from 2D, 3D 
isotropic and 3D anisotropic models 
 
Although the results in Figure 6.19 show that the mean effective Young’s modulus 
obtained from 3D anisotropic with horizontally elongated voids are the same as those from 3D 
isotropic, but the results do not lead to the conclusion that we can compare the mean effective 
Young’s modulus of 2D with 3D isotropic by converting 2D porosity to 3D equivalent porosity. 
The reason is that the Local Average Subdivision method (LAS) naturally allows the generation 
of anisotropic random fields with a limit of aspect ratio to be no more than 10 times, thereafter 
performance deteriorates (Fenton and Griffiths, 2008). Thus, even if the spatial correlation length 
is set to be much high in the 3
rd
 direction, the elongated voids do not close to the infinite 
elongated voids in the 3rd direction, as shown in Figure 6.18. More sophisticated empirical 
relations can be developed, including effects of anisotropy with the infinite spatial correlation 




















3D Anisotropic in x-axis
3D Anisotropic in y-axis
3D Anisotropic in z-axis
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CHAPTER 7  
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVE PERMEABILITY OF  
GEOMATERIALS CONTAINING VOIDS USING 3D RFEM. 
The work presented in this chapter is developed from a study of the 2D model from 
chapter 5 and a 3D model using the random finite element method (Griffiths and Fenton, 1997). 
In this work, the random finite element method (RFEM) (e.g. Fenton and Griffiths, 2008), which 
combines finite element analysis with random field theory, will be used in conjunction with 
Monte-Carlo simulations to examine the effective permeability of materials with randomly 
distributed voids.  
 
A 3D cube of material, discretized into a relatively fine mesh of 8-node cubic elements, 
forms the basis of the model. Random field theory will be used to generate a material containing 
permeability material and voids with controlled porosity and size. The RFEM can vary the size 
of the voids through control of the spatial correlation length, and takes full account of element 
size in the random field, thus delivering statistically consistent values of the locally averaged 
properties (e.g. Fenton and Vanmarcke, 1990). For each simulation of the Monte-Carlo process, 
elements in the mesh are assigned either a permeability value or a much higher permeability 
value corresponding to a void. A deterministic analysis follows leading to effective values of 
permeability parameter K . Monte-Carlo analyses are typically repeated numerous times until the 
output statistics of the effective permeability stabilize.  
 
The first part of the work investigates the statistics of the effective permeability in 3D as 
a function of porosity and void size, and compares the results with other investigators. Effective 
permeability in 3D are also compared with anisotropic results. 
 
The second part of the work investigates the size of the RVE for different input void 
properties. Of particular interest here is the number of Monte-Carlo simulations needed for stable 
results as a function of the size of the RVE under consideration. 
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7.1 Finite Element Model 
The random finite element method (RFEM) (Fenton and Griffiths 2008) combines finite 
element methods and random field theory. In this work, finite element analysis of a 3D cube of 
elastic material using 8 node hexahedron elements is combined with random field generation and 
Monte-Carlo simulations to model an elastic material containing voids. The goal is to develop 
output statistics of the effective permeability for different void sizes and porosity. Examples of 
the model which combines permeability material and voids are shown in Figure 7.1. 
 
The finite element mesh for this study consists of a cubic block of material of side length 
1L =  modeled by 100×100×100  8-node cubic elements of side length 0.01x y z∆ = ∆ = ∆ = . Any 
consistent system of units could be combined with the dimensions and properties described in 
this work. Each node has one degree of freedom (the fluid potential at that position). None of the 
nodes of the back right boundary have any degree of freedom because the potential is equal to 
zero (free surface). A constant head ( 1H = ) or fluid potential is applied to the front left 
boundary. The top, bottom, front right and back left boundaries are impermeable. No internal 
sources or sinks are considered. The finite element method can then solve the equation to obtain 
the fluid potentials across the ideal permeability block. Because a mesh such as this involves 
rather large global matrices, the equation solution in the runs described in this work will be 
performed using a preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) technique with element-by-element 
products as described by Smith and Griffiths (2004) which avoids entirely the need to assemble 
the global permeability matrix. Once the output quantities relating to flow rates are calculated, 
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        7.1 
 
where H  is the head difference between upstream and downstream faces. Q is the total flow 
rate, and 





Figure 7.1 The 3D finite element model of ideal cubic blocks with mesh100×100×100 : (a) the 
material, (b) the voids, and (c) the combined model which show dark and light 
regions indicating voids and material respectively 
 
 
Figure 7.2 A “cubic element test” of the permeability block model with random voids 
portrayed by the dark and grey elements represent, respectively, voids and intact 
permeability material. A constant head ( 1H = ) as applied to the front left 
boundary (blue area). The top, bottom, front right and back left boundaries are 
impermeable 
(b) (a) (c) 
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7.2 Local Averaging 
The random field generator in the RFEM model known as the Local Average Subdivision 
method (LAS) (Fenton and Vanmarcke 1990) is used to model spatially varying void properties. 
The targeted mean of porosity n  is based on the 3D standard normal distribution and spatial 





Figure 7.3 Target porosity area in 3D standard normal distribution of random field 
 
The RFEM takes a full account of element size in the random field generation and the 
method delivers statistically consistent values of the locally averaged properties. A single value 
of the random variable Z  then will be generated for each element of the finite element mesh. 
The local averaging is needed because the standard normal distribution is defined initially at the 
“point” level, but in the random field, each element is given a constant value with no intra-
element variation.  
 
For a cubic finite element of side length x y z αθ∆ =∆ =∆ = , it can be shown 
(Vanmarcke, 1984) that for an 3D isotropic spatial correlation field, the variance reduction factor 
due to local averaging is given by 
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which can be evaluated by numerical integration. 
 
It can be shown, for example, that a cubic element of side length θ  ( 1α = ) will result in a 
variance reduction of 0.3008γ = . Clearly, a model of small spatial correlation lengths will 
benefit from correspondingly refined finite element meshes. In the parametric studies performed 
in this work, meshes were use in which  0.1α ≤ , so the variance reduction due to local averaging 
would be quite small at less than 13% (see e.g. Griffiths and Fenton 2004). Once the standard 
normal random field values have been assigned to the mesh, cumulative distribution tables 
(suitably digitized in the software) are then used to estimate the value of the standard normal 
variable 
2nz , for which 
 
( ) ( )2 2n nz z n−Φ −Φ =         7.3 
 
as shown in Figure 7.3. Thereafter, any element assigned a random field value in the range 
2nZ z> is treated as intact material with a permeability given by 0 1k = , whereas any element 
where 
2nZ z≤  is treated as a void element with an assigned permeability of 100k =  (100 times 
larger than the surrounding intact material). 
7.3 Controlling of Void Size 
The void size in this study is controlled by the random field spatial correlation length θ  
which incorporates a “Markov” spatial correlation structure as follows 
 




where ρ  = the correlation coefficient; τ  = absolute distance between points in the field; and θ  
= scale of fluctuation or spatial correlation length.  Larger values of θ  will lead to larger voids 
and vice versa. 
 
 The Markov equation delivers a spatial correlation that reduces exponentially with 
distance. For example, according to Equation 7.4, τ θ< , the correlation coefficient 0.13ρ > . In 
the current study, the range of ρ varies from 0 to 1. Points close together are strongly correlated 
and therefore likely to belong to the same void. In the limiting case of 0θ → , the random field 
value changes rapidly from point to point, delivering numerous small voids. At the other extreme 
as θ → ∞ , the random field value on each simulation becomes increasingly uniform, with some 
simulations representing entirely intact material and other consisting entirely of voids. For 
example as shown in Figure 7.5, the models show typical simulations of different void clustering 
for two materials with the same mean porosity. In this study, the spatial correlation length is 




Θ=          7.4 
 
where L  is the side length of the permeability block
 ( )1L = . 
7.4 Monte-Carlo Simulations 
A “Monte-Carlo” process is combined with the RFEM and repeated until stable output 
statistics are achieved. The primary outputs from each analysis are the total flow rate Q. 
Although each simulation uses the same Θ  and n, the spatial location of the voids and 
permeability will be located in different forms. Thus, in some cases, the voids may include 
numerous large volume voids leading to high Q, while the others could include many frequent 
smaller volume voids leading to a relatively low Q. Following each simulation, the computed 
flow rate Q is converted into “effective” values of permeability as shown in Equation 7.1. Each 
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effective permeability value is then normalized as 0/K K  by dividing by the permeability of 
material 0K . In the current study, following some numerical experiments, as shown in Figure 
7.6, it was decided that 200 simulations for each parametric combination would deliver 
reasonably repeatable results. 
   
   
   
 
Figure 7.5 Typical simulations showing generation of voids at low (a) and high (b) spatial 






Figure 7.6  Sensitivity of the mean effective permeability as a function of the number of 
simulations for n  = 0.2 and Θ  = 1.0 
7.5 Results of RFEM 
Following each set of 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations, the mean and standard deviation of 
the normalized effective permeability were computed for a range of parametric variations of n  
















































σ  vs. n  for Θ = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 
 
It can be noted from Figure 7.7 that the mean normalized effective permeability increases 
towards one hundred with increasing porosity n  and that Θ  does not have much influence. 
Figure 7.8 shows that Θ  has more influence on the standard deviation of the effective 
permeability 
0K K
σ . The standard deviation values as 0n→  (intact permeability material) and 
1n →  (void material) show very low variance since almost all simulations are the same and 
model essentially uniform material. The standard deviation was observed to reach a maximum 
value at around 0.7n ≈ . 
7.6 Representative Volume Element (RVE) 
An RVE is an element of the heterogenous material is large enough to represent the 
microstructure and it is small enough to achieve the efficient computational modeling, the RVE 
of four cases is considered using the random field 3D finite element model, as shown in Table 
7.1. Figure 7.9 shows a sequence of five blocks contained within and including the largest block 
of 1.0 1.0 1.0× ×  cubic elements. The different block sizes will indicate the optimal RVE for the 


















deviation of the effective permeability would be reduced and its mean essentially constant, as 
shown in Figures 7.10(a) and 7.10(b). 
 
Table 7.1. Different input void properties. 
 
Case n  Θ  
1 0.2 0.1 
2 0.2 1.0 
3 0.7 0.1 
4 0.7 1.0 
 
 









While the mean values plotted in Figure 7.10(a) are fairly constant for different block 
sizes, it could be argued that the block size of 0.1 0.1 0.1× ×  led to essentially constant values  for 
the low Θ  cases (1 and 3), while a larger block, say 0.2 0.2 0.2× ×  would be needed for stable 
mean values with the larger Θ  cases (2 and 4). The standard deviation shown in Figure 7.10(b) 
displays more variability with block size and tends to zero as the blocks get bigger, but at a 
slower rate for higher values of Θ . In both Figures 7.10, it is noted that the influence of Θ  on 






Figure 7.10 Effective permeability (a) mean and (b) standard deviation following 1000 








































7.7 Computer Resources and Timings 
A desktop with an Inter Core i7-2600 CPU @ 3.4 Ghz Ram: 8 GB was used to obtain all 
of the results presented in this research. Figure 7.11 shows the CPU time used for different block 
sizes. The results show that the CPU time depends on porosity and spatial correlation length. At 
a 100 100 100× ×  mesh, the CPU time for the low porosity and high spatial correlation length 
case was about 480 hours, while for a high porosity and low spatial correlation length it was 
more like 150 hours. The reason for this discrepancy is thought to be the slower convergence 
observed in the iterative solvers when there is more variability present in the permeability 




Figure 7.11 CPU timing for different block sizes with 1000 simulations 
7.8 Comparison with 2D, 3D Isotropic and 3D Anisotropic Models 
In this section, 3D anisotropic models are conducted to compare with the 3D RFEM 
results from the current study using 0.1Θ =  and the 2D RFEM results obtained from the chapter 
5. In the 3D isotropic case, the spatial correlation length of voids is set as 0.1x y zΘ = Θ = Θ = . 
For the 3D anisotropic cases, the spatial correlation lengths of voids are set as shown in Table 






















Number of elements per side
Θ = 0.1     = 0.2
Θ = 0.1     = 0.7
Θ = 1.0     = 0.2







the voids are in vertically and horizontally elongated shapes. In case 3 where 
z
Θ  is at 1.0, voids 
are in vertically elongated shape. On the other hand, in the case 1 and 2, voids are in horizontally 
elongated shapes where 
x
Θ  and yΘ  are set as 1.0, respectively. Following 1000 Monte-Carlo 
simulations, the mean of the normalized permeability was computed, and the results are shown in 
Figure 7.13. Since the effective permeability with an anisotropic system depends on the 
directions of voids, when the flow moves from the front left to the back right, the effective 
permeability of case 2, where the shape of voids tends to extend along y−axis, is higher than the 
effective permeability of case 1 and 3. 
 
Table 7.2. Different input void properties for anisotropic systems. 
 
Case xΘ  yΘ  zΘ  
1 1.0 0.1 0.1 
2 0.1 1.0 0.1 













Figure 7.12 Typical simulations showing the generation of voids: (a) anisotropic model with 
1xΘ = , (c) anisotropic model with 1yΘ =  (c) anisotropic model with 1zΘ =  and 




Figure 7.13 Comparison of the effective permeability obtained from 2D RFEM, 3D RFEM 




















3D Anisotropic (High Θvoids_x)
3D Anisotropic (High Θvoids_y)
3D Anisotropic (High Θvoids_z)
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At the same porosity, the mean effective permeability of 3D anisotropic with high 
yΘ  is 
higher than results obtained from 3D isotropic and 3D anisotropic with high 
xΘ  and zΘ . The 
results of 3D anisotropic with high 
x
Θ  and 
z
Θ  are the same but lower than 3D isotropic since 
the void shapes of 3D anisotropic with high 
xΘ  and zΘ  tend to be arranged perpendicularly to 
the flow direction. As the flow can only move along x− and y−axis in 2D case, at the same 
porosity, the mean effective permeability is therefore lower than that in 3D. 
7.9 Comparing with 3D RFEM and Other Results 
The theoretical results based on Bruggeman’s effective medium theory and the 
experimental measurements of Doyen (1988) are compared in Figure 7.14, with the results from 
the current study using 0.1Θ = . The theory is consistent with Kozeny-Carman formulas to 
calculate the permeability of Fontainebleau sandstone. The experiment test of sandstone was 
prepared from cores with porosity ranging from 5 to 22%.  
 
As mentioned in chapter 5, the definition of the effective permeability used in this study 
is defined in the classical geotechnical sense as effective hydraulic conductivity. Therefore, in 
order to convert the current results from effective hydraulic conductivity to effective 
permeability, conversion data based on the Carlile (Hively 1986) is used as follows 
 




=         7.5 
 
where k  is permeability (md), K  is hydraulic conductivity (cm/s), µ  is the dynamic viscosity of 
the fluid (0.0032 g/cm/s), ρ  is the density of the fluid (1 g/cm3), g  is the acceleration due to 
gravity (980 cm/s
2
) and the conversion unit from permeability (cm
2
) to the millidarcy (md) 
120.1013x10≈ . The hydraulic conductivity (
0
K ) value of sandstone found in nature is given by 




In general, the permeability of sandstone ranges from 1 to 10000 md; therefore, any 
element assigned a random field value in the range 
2nZ z> is treated as intact material a 
permeability with 0 1k = , while any element where 2nZ z≤  is treated as a void element with an 
assigned permeability of 10000k =  (10000 times larger than the surrounding intact material) 
instead of 100k = . Following 1000 simulations, the normalized 3D RFEM results with the void 
element assigned 10000k =  were computed for a range of variations of 0 to 0.3n =  and 0.1Θ =
. Thereafter, the results are converted to effective permeability (md) using Equation 7.5 to be 
compared with the theoretical and experimental measurements as shown in Figure 7.14. From 
Figure 7.14, it can be observed that the current method gives similar values of the effective 
permeability to those given by the theoretical and experimental methods for all values of n . 
 
Figure 7.14  Comparison of the effective permeability obtained from 3D RFEM and the 
permeability of Fontainebleau Sandstone as a function of porosity. The solid 
circles represent the experimental measurements. The open circles represent the 
predicted values, based on the effective medium approximation (Doyen 1988). 
The open squares are from RFEM 
 
The current results from Figure 7.14 are also compared with the site data of limestone 

























7.5 based on the hydraulic conductivity (
0
K ) value of limestone and dolostone found in nature = 
810−  cm/s (Bear 1972), it can be observed that the current method gives similar values of the 
effective permeability to those given by the site data for all values of n , as shown in Figure 7.15. 
 
Figure 7.15 Comparison of the effective permeability obtained from 3D RFEM and the 
permeability from the Madison Formation as a function of porosity: (A) 


















































The theoretical results (Mukhopadhyay and Shimi, 2000) based on the effective medium 
approximation (EMA), the position-space renormalization group (PSRG) and Monte-Carlo 
methods (MC) are compared in Figure 7.16, with results from the current study using 0.1Θ = . 
From Figure 7.16, it can be observed that the current method tends to give higher values of the 
effective permeability for nearly all values of n. The higher values generated by the RFEM 
results suggest that the existing methods may be optimistic about the effective permeability. The 
reasons for the differences remain under investigation, but it should be noted that the current 
method includes control of void size through the random field spatial correlation length, a feature 
that has not been properly accounted for in earlier work. 
 
Figure 7.16  Comparison of the effective permeability obtained from 3D RFEM with the 
effective medium approximation (EMA), the position-space renormalizations 
group (PSRG) and the Monte-Carlo (MC). (Mukhopadhyay and Shimi 2000) 
7.10 Additional Parametric Studies 
(1) Influence of void element on effective elastic’s Young modulus 
There are only two different materials modeled in the finite element analysis. Each void 
is modeled explicitly as a material with significant lower stiffness than the intact material 











































. As can be seen in Figure 7.17, for the case when 0.2n = , the results show a small influence due 
to the selected Young’s modulus of void elements. In the current work, a void stiffness which is 
one hundred times less than the intact material gives reasonable (and stable) results. . It can be 
noted that a limited value of void element is equal to 1.0E-13 for the software presented in this 
research. 
 
Figure 7.17 Influence of void element stiffness on the mean effective Young’s modulus.  
Intact material stiffness




µ  vs. n  for 
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void element = 0.001




















Following each set of 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations, the mean of the normalized 
effective Young’s modulus were computed for a range of parametric variations of n  and 
void elementE  , with results shown in Figures 7.18. It can be noted from Figure 7.18 that the mean 
normalized effective Young’s modulus increases towards one with increasing porosity n  and 
that void elementE  does not have much influence. 
(2) Influence of void element on effective permeability 
 
There are only two different materials modeled in the finite element analysis. Each void 
is modeled explicitly as a material with significant higher permeability than the intact material
0 1K = . As can be seen in Figure 7.19, for the case when 0.2n = , the results show a small 
influence due to the selected permeability of void elements. In the current work, a void 
permeability which is one hundred times larger than the intact material gives reasonable (and 
stable) results. It can be noted that a limited value of permeability of void element is equal to 




Figure 7.19 Influence of void element permeability on the normalized mean effective 





















Figure 7.20 *Kµ  vs. n  for vo id elem en t100 1 19K E≤ ≤ +  
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Figure 7.22  Influence of flow net and void element permeability of 10 and 100000  
at a larger scale 
 
Following each set of 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations, the mean of the normalized 
effective permeability were computed for a range of parametric variations of n  and void elementK  , 
with results shown in Figures 7.20. It can be noted from Figure 7.20 that the mean normalized 
effective Young’s modulus increases towards one with increasing porosity n  and that void elementK  
does not have much influence. Figure 7.21 shows an influence of flow net and permeability of 
void element. The shapes of flow net tend to be stable at the permeability of void element of 100. 
Figure 7.22 shows the flow nets for the permeability of void element 100 and 100000 at a larger 
scale. 
 
(3) Influence of mesh refinement on effective elastic Young’s modulus: 
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The results of sensitivity studies with different levels of mesh refinement are shown in 
Figures 7.23 and 7.24 for the case when 0.2Θ= . The results of 50x50x50 mesh provide a 
reasonable mesh density for investigating the role of random voids in this study. 
 
 
Figure 7.23  Influence of mesh refinement on mean effective stiffness using 0.2Θ=  
 
 










































(4) Influence of mesh refinement on effective elastic Young’s modulus: 
 
The results of sensitivity studies with different levels of mesh refinement are shown in 
Figures 7.25 and 7.26 for the case when 0.2Θ= . The results of 100x100x100 mesh provide a 
reasonable mesh density for investigating the role of random voids in this study. 
 
Figure 7.25  Influence of mesh refinement on mean effective permeability using 0.2Θ=  
 
 
Figure 7.26  Influence of mesh refinement on standard deviation of effective permeability 









































CHAPTER 8  
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
8.1 Concluding Remarks 
The random finite element method (RFEM) shows promise as a powerful alternative 
approach for modeling the mechanical influence of inclusions and voids in geomaterials. The 
RFEM together with Monte-Carlo simulations has been used in this study to investigate the 
influence of porosity and void size on the effective stiffness and the effective permeability of 
geomaterials containing random voids. The voids were not restricted to being simple shapes as in 
some of the theoretical methods, and the user could control the volume and size of inclusions 
through changes to the spatial correlation length.  
 
Results of the homogenized stiffness and permeability of geomaterials were presented 
demonstrating the influence of block size and the number of Monte-Carlo simulations needed to 
achieve stable results for a given level of porosity. More simulations were needed for smaller 
blocks, but the mean effective stiffness converged quite rapidly as the block size increased while 
the standard deviation tended to zero. The study also investigated the RVE needed to capture the 
essential properties of a heterogeneous material containing voids. It was found in both stiffness 
and permeability that for the same porosity, the larger the size of the voids, the greater the size of 
the RVE. 
 
(1) Homogenized stiffness of geomaterials 
 
• A novel “tied freedom” approach has been used in 2D and 3D RFEM to model an 
idealized block test leading to predictions of the effective Young’s modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio as function of porosity and void size. It was observed that while porosity 
had a significant effect on both the mean and standard deviation of  and E υ , the void size 
had little influence on the mean but more influence on the standard deviation.  
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• Some preliminary studies of foundation settlement on sub-soils containing voids were 
also presented using a similar RFEM methodology and it was demonstrated how these 
results could be used to deliver probabilistic conclusions regarding foundation settlement. 
• The anisotropic analysis has been investigated. The effective Young’s modulus depended 
more on the direction of elongated voids than porosity. The vertically elongated voids 
would be stiffer than the horizontally elongated voids when the block test with the 
vertical force was applied on the top.  
• In addition, when the 3D results of isotropic and anisotropic were compared with 2D, it 
was found that the effective elastic stiffness was consistently greater in 3D than in 2D. 
• Finally, the work presented favorable comparisons of the effective elastic properties in 
3D with those obtained analytically and numerically by other investigators. 
 
(2) Homogenized permeability of geomaterials 
 
• Both 2D and 3D RFEM of the permeability block models have been used in this study to 
investigate the influence of porosity and void size on homogenized permeability of the 
material. It was observed that while porosity had a significant effect on the effective 
permeability, the void size was less important. 
• Some preliminary studies of steady seepage beneath a single sheet pile wall were also 
presented using a similar RFEM methodology and it was demonstrated how these results 
could be used to deliver probabilistic conclusions regarding design failure.  
• The anisotropic analysis has been investigated. The effective permeability depended 
more on the direction of elongated voids than porosity. When the flow moved from the 
left to the right of the block test, the horizontally elongated voids had higher mean 
effective permeability than the vertically elongated voids. 
• In addition, when the 3D results of isotropy and anisotropy were compared with 2D, it 
was found that the effective permeability was consistently greater in 3D than in 2D. 
• Finally, the paper presented favorable comparisons of the effective permeability in 3D 






• Relationship between θ and void size: 
This thesis has shown that void size can be effectively controlled, anisotropically if 
required, by the spatial correlation length. These relationships remain qualitative 
however. Further work is needed to develop a more mathematical basis for predicting 
void size as a function of spatial correlation. Such studies will implement cluster theory 
as generated by random field excursions (e.g. Fenton and Vanmarcke, 1998). As shown 
in this thesis, different excursion criteria can be used to generate the same porosity levels 
(e.g. using the tails or more centrally located subdivisions of the standard normal as used 
in this work) and more work needs to be done on selecting the optimal excursion criteria.  
• Anisotropy: 
The Local Average Subdivision method (LAS) naturally allows the generation of 
anisotropic random fields with a limit of aspect ratio to be no more than 10 times, 
thereafter performance deteriorates (Fenton and Griffiths, 2008). More sophisticated 
empirical relations should be developed and experimentally validated, including effects 
of anisotropy with an infinite spatial correlation length in the 3
rd
 direction. 
Although there are the limitations of model about the computer timing by using 3D 
models, the user can choose the RVE sizes to reduce the computer timing. For example, at the 
largest block of 1.0 1.0 1.0× ×  cubic elements with mesh 100 100 100× × , the CPU time for the 
low porosity and high spatial correlation length case was about 480 hours, while the RVE size of 
0.2 0.2 0.2× ×  with mesh 20 20 20× × was about 1 hour to give the same mean and standard 
deviation of effective properties. The effective stiffness and permeability presented in this work 
can be developed to investigate the influence of porosity and void size on the effective properties 
of carbonate reservoirs. The RFEM results of effective properties can also be extended to reach 
probabilistic conclusions about stiffness and flow characteristics in unconventional resource 
extraction. There are a few suggestions for future research projects. For example, a comparison 
between results of an image of an actual geomaterial with voids under RFEM model and results 
of the actual measured properties of the geomaterial could be conducted. In addition, using a 
similar element size and mean material properties, a comparison between results of finite 
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element simulations using RVEs and effective material properties could be performed. The 
benefits of RFEM will become more apparent in the analysis of heterogeneous materials 
(including voids) that have no clear analytical alternative. For example, stratified materials in 
which the porosity of each layer is different. 
8.3 Suggested Future Studies 
• The homogenization approach described in this thesis can be extended to studies of 
effective properties such as thermal conductivity and material strength. Preliminary 
studies of slope stability analysis and bearing capacity containing random voids can be 
developed using a similar RFEM methodology to deliver effective properties and 
probabilistic conclusions. 
• Effects of anisotropy with the infinite spatial correlation length in the 3rd direction can be 
investigated to develop empirical relations between 2D and 3D. 
• The effective permeability presented in this paper can be developed to investigate the 
influence of porosity and void size on the effective permeability of carbonate reservoirs. 
The RFEM results of effective permeability can be extended to reach probabilistic 
conclusions about flow characteristics in unconventional resource extraction. 
• The RFEM approach has great potential to develop probabilistic conclusions about 
hydraulic fracture efficiency and resulting effective permeability. 
• The RFEM can be developed to investigate the influence of two phases flow 
• Future work can involve a test of the finalized method using available image datasets to 
show that it can replicate the porous network and the effective properties of a real rock or 
actual experimental information about the fracture shapes or the void distribution. 
Although there are datasets describing the 3-D detailed structure of a rock and its 
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Program: Numerical analysis of effective elastic properties of geomaterials containing voids 





! Program e_v equivalent e and v with random fields and random voids 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 USE main 
 USE geom 
 USE gaf95 
 IMPLICIT NONE 
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER::i,iel,k,ndim=2,nip=4,nn,nod,nodof=2,nr,nst=3,nxe,nye,ip,iq,       & 
   maxfld,j,nlen,loaded_nodes,nels,ndof,neq 
 REAL(iwp)::det,one=1.0_iwp,zero=0.0_iwp,dx1,dy1,small=1.0e-6_iwp,v, & 
   meanqe,sdqe,meanqv,sdqv,ll,ul,three=3.0_iwp,two=2.0_iwp,porosity,pernom, & 




 REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE::bee(:,:),coord(:,:),dee(:,:),der(:,:),deriv(:,:), & 
   eld(:),fun(:),gc(:),g_coord(:,:),jac(:,:),km(:,:),kv(:),loads(:),      & 
   points(:,:),weights(:),x_coords(:),y_coords(:),ee(:),val(:,:),qe(:), & 
   qv(:),perc(:),enom(:) 
 real, allocatable:: nomfld(:),efld(:) 
 real nom(7),vf,e(7) 
 integer kseed,istat,nsim,ns,nseed,iterm,nrfx,nrfy,nfld,jfld,ifld,rseed,kseed2,nseed2,rseed2 
 real dx,dy,thx,thy,ti,ts,xl,yl,thxv,thyv 
 logical verbos,debug,ltanfi,lxfld,dmpfld 
 character sub2*128, job*80, sub1*80,varfnc*6 
 common/dbgrfl/ istat, debug 
 common/lastym/ ti, ts 
 istat = 13  


















!-----------------------input and initialisation-------------------------- 





 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Analysis uses', nod,' noded elements' 
 read(10,*)xl,yl 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Overall element dimensions' 




 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Number of elements used' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I3)')'x-direction =',nxe 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I3)')'y-direction =',nye 
 read(10,*)v 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Stiffness parameters of intact rock' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"Poisson's ratio =",v 
 read(10,*)e 
 WRITE(11,'(A,7F5.2)')"Young's modulus =",e 
 READ(10,*)thx,thy 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Spatial correlation length of voids' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"x-direction =",thx 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"y-direction =",thy 
 READ(10,*)kseed,nsim 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 kseed = iseed(kseed) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Starting seed' 
 WRITE(11,'(I5)')kseed 
 WRITE(11,*) 






 WRITE(11,'(A,7F5.2)')"nom =",nom 
 WRITE(11,'(A,7F5.2)')"voids--x-direction =",thxv 
 WRITE(11,'(A,7F5.2)')"voids--y-direction =",thyv 
 read(10,*)porosity 
 WRITE(11,*) 





 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Limits of porosity zone in standard space' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F7.4)')"lower =",ll 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F7.4)')"upper =",ul 
 call chknxe(istat,iterm,verbos,nxe,nye,nrfx,nrfy) 
 maxfld=5*nrfx*nrfy/4 
 CALL mesh_size(element,nod,nels,nn,nxe,nye) 
 ndof=nod*nodof 
 IF(type_2d=='axisymmetric')nst=4 
 ALLOCATE(nf(nodof,nn),points(nip,ndim),g(ndof),g_coord(ndim,nn),fun(nod),&      
   coord(nod,ndim),jac(ndim,ndim),g_num(nod,nels),der(ndim,nod),          & 
   deriv(ndim,nod),bee(nst,ndof),km(ndof,ndof),eld(ndof),weights(nip),    & 
   g_g(ndof,nels),num(nod),x_coords(nxe+1),y_coords(nye+1),gc(ndim),      & 














 call exca(dx,dy,thxv,thyv,varfnc,vf) 
 call propst(e) 
 call propst(nom) 
 nf=1 
!-----------------------loop the elements to find global arrays sizes----- 
 DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL geom_rect(element,iel,x_coords,y_coords,coord,num,dir) 
   g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord) 
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 END DO 
 do i=1,nn 
  if(abs(g_coord(1,i))<=small)nf(1,i)=0 
  if(abs(yl+g_coord(2,i))<=small)nf(2,i)=0 
  if(abs(g_coord(1,i)-xl)<=small)nf(1,i)=0 




 CALL formnf(nf) 
 do i=1,nn 
  if(abs(g_coord(2,i))<=small)then 
   nf(2,i)=nf(2,1) 
   elseif(abs(xl-g_coord(1,i))<=small)then 
   nf(1,i)=nf(1,2*nxe+1) 
  endif 
 enddo 
 neq=MAXVAL(nf) 




!-----------------------loop the elements to find global arrays sizes----- 
 kdiag=0 
 elements_1: DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL geom_rect(element,iel,x_coords,y_coords,coord,num,dir) 
   CALL num_to_g(num,nf,g) 
   CALL fkdiag(kdiag,g) 
   g_num(:,iel)=num 
   g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord) 
   g_g(:,iel)=g 
 END DO elements_1 
! CALL mesh(g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,12) 
 DO i=2,neq 
   kdiag(i)=kdiag(i)+kdiag(i-1) 
 END DO 
 ALLOCATE(kv(kdiag(neq))) 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(2(A,I7,A,I10))')                                                    & 
   "There are",neq," equations and the skyline storage is",kdiag(neq) 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A)')"Simulation   Young's Modulus    Poisson's ratio   Porosity       seed" 
 loads=zero 
!-----------------------element stiffness integration and assembly-------- 





 nseed2=kseed2  
 do  ns =1, nsim 
 WRITE(*,'(I5)')ns 
 if( ns/=1)nseed = iseed(kseed + ns - 1) 
 if( ns/=1)nseed2 = iseed2(kseed2 + ns - 1) 
 call sim2ep1(istat,iterm,verbos,efld,nrfx,nrfy,e,ltanfi,lxfld,thx,thy,& 
            dx,dy,dmpfld,nfld,jfld,ifld,job,sub1,sub2,varfnc,kseed,debug) 
 call sim2ep2(istat,iterm,verbos,nomfld,nrfx,nrfy,nom,ltanfi,lxfld,thxv,thyv,& 
            dx,dy,dmpfld,nfld,jfld,ifld,job,sub1,sub2,'dlavv2',kseed2,debug) 
!!! ??? What's dlavv2? Why can't we set to varfnc?  
 call permprop (efld,nrfx,nxe,nye,ndim,dir,ee) 





 !set Greyscale for SUBROUTINE dismsh1 (portion). 
 !before smallest of ee(i) will change to be 0.01 (voids).  
  pmax=MAXVAL(ee) 
  pmin=MINVAL(ee) 
  IF(pmax-pmin<=0.0001)THEN 
    scgr=one 
  else 
    scgr=one/(pmax-pmin) 
  ENDIF 
! 
 elements_2: DO iel=1,nels 
   if(enom(iel)/sqrt(vf)>=ll.AND.enom(iel)/sqrt(vf)<ul)then 
    ee(iel)=1/1.0e2_iwp 
    j=j+1 
   else 
    ee(iel)=ee(iel) 
   endif 
  ! write(11,*) 
  ! write(11,'(1f12.6)')ee 
    
   CALL deemat(dee,ee(iel),v) 
   num=g_num(:,iel) 
   g=g_g(:,iel) 
   coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num)) 
   km=zero 
   eld=zero 
   int_pts_1: DO i=1,nip 
     CALL shape_fun(fun,points,i) 
     CALL shape_der(der,points,i) 
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     jac=MATMUL(der,coord) 
     det=determinant(jac) 
     CALL invert(jac) 
     deriv=MATMUL(jac,der) 
     CALL beemat(bee,deriv) 
     IF(type_2d=='axisymmetric')THEN 
       gc=MATMUL(fun,coord) 
       bee(4,1:ndof-1:2)=fun(:)/gc(1) 
     END IF 
     km=km+MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(bee),dee),bee)*det*weights(i)*gc(1) 
   END DO int_pts_1 
   CALL fsparv(kv,km,g,kdiag) 
 END DO elements_2 
 perc(ns)= dble(j)/dble(nxe*nye) 




 rseed=kseed + ns - 1 
 CALL sparin(kv,kdiag) 















 WRITE(11,'(A,8X,F10.4,8X,F10.3,5X,f10.3)')'SDs  ',sdqe,sdqv,sdpo 
CALL vecmsh(loads,nf,0.05_iwp,0.1_iwp,g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,14) 
CALL dismsh1(loads,nf,0.08_iwp,g_coord,g_num,enom,1,argv,nlen,1,0,15,nxe,nye,vf,dir,ll,ul,& 





                    ee,pmax,pmin,scgr) 
! 
! This subroutine produces a PostScript output file "*.dis" displaying 
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! the deformed finite element mesh with random property field shown as grey-scale 
! 






 REAL(iwp)::xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,dmax,zero=0.0_iwp,pt5=0.5_iwp,            & 
   opt5=1.5_iwp,fpt5=5.5_iwp,d8=8.0_iwp,ept5=8.5_iwp,d11=11.0_iwp,pmin,   & 
   pmax,ap,scgr,one=1.0_iwp,gr,small=1.0e-6_iwp,huge=1.0e20_iwp 
 INTEGER::i,ii,j,jj,nn,nel,nod,nxe,nye,iq,ip,nx1,nx2,nx3,ny1,ny2,ny3,ny4,iii 
 real vf 
 character*1  dig(6) 
 data dig/'1','2','3','4','5','6'/ 
 IF(ips>20)THEN 
   OPEN(ips,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'_'//dig(fnum)//'.mgr') 
  ELSE 
   OPEN(ips,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'_'//dig(fnum)//'.dis') 
 ENDIF 
!set Greyscale 
!  DO iel=1,nels 
!   IF (ee(iel)<=0)write(*,'(A)')"c<=0" 
!  END DO 
!  pmax=MAXVAL(ee) 
!  pmin=MINVAL(ee) 
!   
!  IF(pmax-pmin<=0.0001)THEN 
!    scgr=one 
!  else 
!    scgr=one/(pmax-pmin) 












 DO i=2,nn 
   IF(g_coord(1,i)<xmin)xmin=g_coord(1,i)       
   IF(g_coord(1,i)>xmax)xmax=g_coord(1,i)       
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   IF(g_coord(2,i)<ymin)ymin=g_coord(2,i)       
   IF(g_coord(2,i)>ymax)ymax=g_coord(2,i)       







 DO i=1,nn 
   DO j=1,2 
     IF(ABS(loads(nf(j,i)))>vmax)vmax=ABS(loads(nf(j,i))) 
   END DO 










 DO i=1,nn 
   IF(g_coord(1,i)+dismag*loads(nf(1,i))<xmin)                            & 
     xmin=g_coord(1,i)+dismag*loads(nf(1,i)) 
   IF(g_coord(1,i)+dismag*loads(nf(1,i))>xmax)                            & 
     xmax=g_coord(1,i)+dismag*loads(nf(1,i))       
   IF(g_coord(2,i)+dismag*loads(nf(2,i))<ymin)                            & 
     ymin=g_coord(2,i)+dismag*loads(nf(2,i))       
   IF(g_coord(2,i)+dismag*loads(nf(2,i))>ymax)                            & 
     ymax=g_coord(2,i)+dismag*loads(nf(2,i))       
! 
   IF(g_coord(1,i)<xmin)xmin=g_coord(1,i) 
   IF(g_coord(1,i)>xmax)xmax=g_coord(1,i) 
   IF(g_coord(2,i)<ymin)ymin=g_coord(2,i) 
   IF(g_coord(2,i)>ymax)ymax=g_coord(2,i) 
 END DO 
! 
 width =xmax-xmin 
 height=ymax-ymin 
! 
!                       allow 1.5" margin minimum on each side of figure 
! 





!                       height governs the scale 
   sxy=scale*d8/height 
   xo=scale*pt5*(ept5-d8*width/height) 
   yo=scale*opt5 
 ELSE 
!                       width governs the scale 
   sxy=scale*fpt5/width 
   xo=scale*opt5 
   yo=scale*pt5*(d11-fpt5*height/width) 
 END IF 
!                       start PostScript output 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%!PS-Adobe-1.0' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%DocumentFonts: none' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%Pages: 1' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%EndComments' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/m {moveto} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/l {lineto} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/s {stroke} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/c {closepath} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%EndProlog' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%Page: 0 1' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'gsave' 
!                       draw the deformed mesh 
 WRITE(ips,'(2f9.2,a)') xo, yo, ' translate' 






 DO i=1,nel 
   ii=g_num(1,i) 
   IF(ii==0)CYCLE 
   x=sxy*(g_coord(1,ii)+dismag*loads(nf(1,ii))-xmin) 
   y=sxy*(g_coord(2,ii)+dismag*loads(nf(2,ii))-ymin) 
   WRITE(ips,'(2f9.2,a)') x, y,' m' 
   DO j=2,nod 
     jj=g_num(j,i) 
     x=sxy*(g_coord(1,jj)+dismag*loads(nf(1,jj))-xmin) 
     y=sxy*(g_coord(2,jj)+dismag*loads(nf(2,jj))-ymin) 
     WRITE(ips,'(2f9.2,a)') x, y,' l' 
   END DO 
!overlay greyscale of random property 
!darker is stronger and lighter is softer 
!  Black  0.0<gr<1.0   White 
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!                   overlay greyscale of random property? 
          IF(pmax-pmin<=0.0001)THEN 
            gr=0.7 
          else 
            gr=scgr*(pmax-ee(i))             
          ENDIF 
      if(enom(i)/sqrt(vf)>=ll.AND.enom(i)/sqrt(vf)<ul)then 
       WRITE(ips, '(A)')'gsave c 1.0 0.0 0.0 setrgbcolor fill grestore' 
       else 
       WRITE(ips, '(A,F5.3,A)')'gsave c ',gr,' setgray fill grestore' 
      ENDIF        
!   write(11,'(4f12.6,a)')scgr,pmax,ee(i),gr     
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'c s' 






END SUBROUTINE dismsh1 
END PROGRAM pe_v 
 
 
Input data file 
 
  8              ! node 
  1.0 1.0        ! total size of each side 
  50  50         ! nxe  nye 
  0.3            ! Poisson's ratio 
  1.0  0.1  2.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0   ! e (lognormal distribution) 
  0.1  0.1                             ! thx thy of e 
  0   5                                ! seed nsim 
  0.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0   ! voids (standard normal distribution) 
  0.1  0.1                             ! thxv thyv of voids 
  0.3                                  ! porosity 
 
!   a   real array of size at least 7 x m which contains 
!       the parameters of each of the i = 1, 2, ..., m processes. 
!       Notably, 
!          a(1,i) = mean, 
!          a(2,i) = standard deviation, 
!          a(3,i) = distribution type; 
!             = 0.0 if process is deterministic (at mean value) 
!             = 1.0 if process is normally distributed 
!             = 2.0 if process is lognormally distributed (logn) 
!             = 3.0 if process is bounded 
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!             = 
!          a(4,i) = lower bound (bounded), or mean of log-process(logn) 
!          a(5,i) = upper bound (bounded), or sd of log-process (logn) 
!          a(6,i) = m parameter (if bounded) 
!          a(7,i) = s parameter (if bounded) 
!       If process i (i = 1, 2, ..., m) is bounded, then a(1,i) and 
!       a(2,i) are ignored and the parameters a(4,i) through a(7,i) 
!       completely describe the distribution. (input) 
 
 
Output data file 
 
Equivalent elastic properties with random fields and random voids                
Analysis uses 8 node per element 
 
Overall element dimensions 
Width = 1.00 
Height= 1.00 
 
Number of elements used 
x-direction = 50 
y-direction = 50 
 
Stiffness parameters of intact rock 
Poisson's ratio = 0.30 
Young's modulus = 1.00 0.10 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
 
Spatial correlation length of voids 
x-direction = 0.10 





Number of simulations 
    5 
nom = 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
voids--x-direction = 0.10 





Limits of porosity zone in standard space 
lower =-0.3853 




There are  15000 equations and the skyline storage is   6683683 
 
Simulation    Young's Modulus     Poisson's ratio    Porosity      seed 
1             0.2693              0.237            0.274          2710 
2             0.2317              0.241            0.300          2711 
3             0.2195              0.271            0.321          2712 
4             0.2384              0.254            0.300          2713 
5             0.2746              0.244            0.284          2714 
 
Means             0.2467              0.250            0.296 







Figure A-1 Displaced mesh for numerical analysis of effective elastic properties of  
geomaterials containing voids using 2D RFEM. A block model with random 




Program: Numerical analysis of effective elastic properties of geomaterials 





! Program 5.5 Three-dimensional strain of an elastic solid using 
!             8-, 14- or 20-node brick hexahedra. Mesh numbered in x-y 
!             planes then in the z-direction. No global stiffness matrix 
!             assembly. Diagonally preconditioned conjugate gradient solver.+RF 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 USE main 
 USE geom 
 USE gaf95 
 IMPLICIT NONE 
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER::cg_iters,cg_limit,fixed_freedoms,i,iel,k,loaded_nodes,ndim=3,   & 
   ndof,nels,neq,nip,nn,nprops=2,np_types,nod,nodof=3,nr,nst=6,nxe,nye,   & 
   nze,nlen,ii,iii,s 
 INTEGER::ip,iq,maxfld,j 
 REAL(iwp)::alpha,beta,cg_tol,det,one=1.0_iwp,penalty=1.0e20_iwp,up,      & 
   zero=0.0_iwp,xl,yl,zl,dx1,dy1,dz1,small=1.0e-6_iwp    
 REAL(iwp)::ee,ei,vi,meanqe,sdqe,meanqv,meanqv1,sdqv,sdqv1,pernom,porosity,ll,ul, & 
            three=3.0_iwp,two=2.0_iwp,meanpo,sdpo,start_time,end_time 
 CHARACTER(LEN=15)::element='hexahedron',argv,trash 
 LOGICAL::cg_converged  
!-----------------------dynamic arrays------------------------------------ 
 INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE::etype(:),g(:),g_g(:,:),g_num(:,:),nf(:,:),no(:),    & 
   node(:),num(:),sense(:),imap(:)   
 REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE::bee(:,:),coord(:,:),d(:),dee(:,:),der(:,:),       & 
   deriv(:,:),diag_precon(:),eld(:),fun(:),gc(:),g_coord(:,:),jac(:,:),   & 
   km(:,:),loads(:),p(:),points(:,:),prop(:,:),sigma(:),store(:),         & 
   storkm(:,:,:),u(:),value(:),weights(:),x(:),xnew(:),x_coords(:),       & 




!-----------------------input and initialisation-------------------------- 
 integer ieplt(3)  
 real, allocatable:: cfld(:),phifld(:),psifld(:),gamfld(:),efld(:),vfld(:) 
 real  c(7),phi(7),psi(7),gam(7),e(7),v(7),R(6,6) 
 integer kseed,istat,nsim,ns,nseed,iterm,nrfx,nrfy,nrfz,nfld,jfld,ifld 
 real dx,dy,dz,thx,thy,thz,ti,ts 
 logical verbos,debug,lxfld,dmpfld 
 character sub2*128, job*80, sub1*80,varfnc*6 
 common/dbgrfl/ istat, debug 
 common/lastym/ ti, ts 
 istat = 13  












 call flush(6) 
 CALL getname(argv,nlen) 
 OPEN(10,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'.dat') 
 OPEN(11,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'.res') 




















 kseed = iseed(kseed) 
 WRITE(11,'(A)')job 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Analysis uses', nod,' noded elements' 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Overall element dimensions' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')'xl =',xl 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')'yl =',yl 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')'zl =',zl 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Number of elements used' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I3)')'x-direction =',nxe 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I3)')'y-direction =',nye 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I3)')'z-direction =',nze 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Stiffness parameters of intact rock' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"Young's modulus =",ei 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"Poisson's ratio =",vi 
 WRITE(11,*) 
! WRITE(11,'(A)')"c phi psi gam e v prop erties of embankment (mean, SD, dist, L, U, m, 
s)" 








! WRITE(11,'(A)')"Correlation matrix" 
! WRITE(11,'(6f8.2)')r 
! WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Spatial correlation length of voids' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"x-direction =",thx 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"y-direction =",thy 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"z-direction =",thz 
 WRITE(11,*) 





 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Number of simulations' 
 WRITE(11,'(I5)')nsim 
 WRITE(11,*) 




 !  dphinv(x) gives the abscissa that has the area x to its left in a normal distibution 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Limits of porosity zone in standard space' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F7.4)')"lower =",ll 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F7.4)')"upper =",ul 
 CALL chkne3(istat,iterm,verbos,nxe,nye,nze,nrfx,nrfy,nrfz) 
 maxfld=9*nrfx*nrfy*nrfz/8 
! WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'nrfx nrfy nrfz' 
! WRITE(11,*)nrfx,nrfy,nrfz 
! WRITE(11,*) 
 CALL mesh_size(element,nod,nels,nn,nxe,nye,nze) 
 ndof=nod*nodof 
 ALLOCATE(nf(nodof,nn),points(nip,ndim),dee(nst,nst),coord(nod,ndim),     & 
   jac(ndim,ndim),der(ndim,nod),deriv(ndim,nod),fun(nod),gc(ndim),        & 
   bee(nst,ndof),km(ndof,ndof),eld(ndof),sigma(nst),g_coord(ndim,nn),     & 
   g_num(nod,nels),weights(nip),num(nod),g_g(ndof,nels),x_coords(nxe+1),  & 
   g(ndof),y_coords(nye+1),z_coords(nze+1),storkm(ndof,ndof,nels),        & 
   cfld(maxfld),phifld(maxfld),psifld(maxfld),gamfld(maxfld),efld(maxfld),& 





















! call exca(dx,dy,thx,thy,varfnc,vf) 
! 
! prop(1)=c, prop(2)=phi, prop(3)=psi, prop(4)=gamma, prop(5)=e, prop(6)=v 
!                                   
 call propst(c) 
 call propst(phi) 
 call propst(psi) 
 call propst(gam) 
 call propst(e) 
 call propst(v) 
 IF(SUM(ABS(r))>6)lxfld=.TRUE. 
 nf=1 
  !-----------------------loop the elements to find global arrays sizes----- 
 DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL hexahedron_xz(iel,x_coords,y_coords,z_coords,coord,num) 
   g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord) 
 END DO 
do i=1,nn 
  if(abs(zl+g_coord(3,i))<=small)nf(3,i)=0 
  if(abs(g_coord(1,i))<=small)nf(1,i)=0 
  if(abs(g_coord(2,i)-yl)<=small)nf(2,i)=0  
  if(abs(g_coord(3,i))<=small)nf(3,i)=0 
  if(abs(g_coord(2,i))<=small)nf(2,i)=0 

















 WRITE(11,'(A,I5,A)')" There are",neq," equations" 
 ALLOCATE(p(0:neq),x(0:neq),xnew(0:neq),u(0:neq),temp1(ndof),temp2(ndof),     & 
   diag_precon(0:neq),d(0:neq)) 
 diag_precon=zero 
!----------element stiffness integration, storage and preconditioner------  
elements_1: DO iel=1,nels 
  CALL hexahedron_xz(iel,x_coords,y_coords,z_coords,coord,num) 
  CALL num_to_g(num,nf,g) 
  g_num(:,iel)=num 
  g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord) 
  g_g(:,iel)=g 
 END DO elements_1 
 loads=zero 
!-----------------------element stiffness integration and assembly-------- 
 CALL sample(element,points,weights) 
 do ns =1, nsim 
! write(*,*)ns 
 if( ns/=1)nseed = iseed(kseed + ns - 1) 
 CALL simpl3(istat,iterm,verbos,cfld,phifld,psifld,gamfld,efld,           & 
                    vfld,c,phi,psi,gam,e,v,R,lxfld,thx,thy,thz,nrfx,      & 
                       nrfy,nrfz,dx,dy,dz,dmpfld,nfld,jfld,ieplt,         & 
                       ifld,job,sub1,sub2,varfnc,kseed,debug) 
       k = 0 
      do iii=1, nze  
        do s = 1, nxe 
          do i = 1, nye 
            k = k + 1 
            imap(k) = s + (nrfy-i)*nrfx+(nrfz-iii)*nrfx*nrfy 
          enddo 
        enddo 
      enddo 
 j=0  
 elements_2: DO iel=1,nels 
 ii=imap(iel) 
   if(cfld(ii)>=ll.AND.cfld(ii)<=ul)then 
    ee=ei/1.0e2_iwp 
    j=j+1 
   else 
    ee=ei 
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   endif 
   CALL deemat(dee,ee,vi) 
   num=g_num(:,iel) 
   coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num)) 
   g=g_g(:,iel) 
   km=zero 
   eld=zero 
   gauss_pts_1: DO i=1,nip 
     CALL shape_der(der,points,i) 
     jac=MATMUL(der,coord) 
     det=determinant(jac) 
     CALL invert(jac) 
     deriv=MATMUL(jac,der) 
     CALL beemat(bee,deriv) 
     km=km+MATMUL(matmul(transpose(bee),dee),bee)*det*weights(i) 
   END DO gauss_pts_1 
   storkm(:,:,iel)=km 
   DO k=1,ndof 
     diag_precon(g(k))=diag_precon(g(k))+km(k,k) 
   END DO 
 END DO elements_2  
 !-----------------------invert the preconditioner and get starting loads-- 








!-----------------------pcg equation solution----------------------------- 
 x=zero 
 cg_iters=0 
 pcg: DO 
   cg_iters=cg_iters+1 
   u=zero 
   elements_3: DO iel=1,nels 
     g=g_g(:,iel) 
     km=storkm(:,:,iel) 
     !u(g)=u(g)+MATMUL(km,p(g)) 
     DO i=1,ndof 
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      temp1(i)=p(g(i)) 
     ENDDO 
      temp2=MATMUL(km,temp1) 
     DO i=1,ndof 
      u(g(i))=u(g(i))+temp2(i) 
     ENDDO  
   END DO elements_3 
   up=DOT_PRODUCT(loads,d) 
   alpha=up/DOT_PRODUCT(p,u) 
   xnew=x+p*alpha 
   loads=loads-u*alpha 
   d=diag_precon*loads 
   beta=DOT_PRODUCT(loads,d)/up 
   p=d+p*beta 
   CALL checon(xnew,x,cg_tol,cg_converged) 
   IF(cg_converged.OR.cg_iters==cg_limit)EXIT 








  ENDDO 





















 WRITE(11,'(A,8X,F10.4,8X,F10.3,10X,F10.3,5X,f10.3)')'SDs  ',sdqe,sdqv,sdqv1,sdpo 
! write(11,*) 
! WRITE(11,'(A,I5)')" Number of cg iterations to convergence was",cg_iters 
! WRITE(11,'(/A)')"  Node   x-disp      y-disp      z-disp" 
! DO k=1,nn 
!   WRITE(11,'(I5,3f12.4)')k,xnew(nf(:,k)) 




END PROGRAM p55 
 
Input data file 
 
8   8                      !nod nip 
50.0 50.0 50.0      !xl yl zl 
5  5  5                   !nxe nye nze 
1.0  0.3                 !e v 
1.0e-5  5000         !cg_tol cg_limit 
Normal distribution (voids) 
0.0   1.0   1.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0  
0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
Correlation matrix 
1.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
0.0  1.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
0.0  0.0  1.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
0.0  0.0  0.0  1.0  0.0  0.0 
0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  1.0  0.0 
0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  1.0  
50.0  50.0  50.0     !thx thy thz 
0   5                       !seed   nsim 





Output data file 
 
equivalent_3D                                                                    
Analysis uses 8 noded elements 




Number of elements used 
x-direction =  5 
y-direction =  5 
z-direction =  5 
Stiffness parameters of intact rock 
Young's modulus = 1.00 
Poisson's ratio = 0.30 
Normal distribution (voids) 
 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 






Number of simulations 
    5 
Target porosity 
 0.20 
Limits of porosity zone in standard space 
lower =-0.2533 
upper = 0.2533 
There are  435 equations 
Simulation    Young's Modulus   Poisson's ratio(y)    Poisson's ratio(x)   Porosity 
    1             0.5913              0.228                0.237           0.224 
    2             0.7388              0.267                0.276           0.168 
    3             0.8680              0.291                0.292           0.104 
    4             0.7610              0.274                0.266           0.152 
    5             0.5867              0.259                0.259           0.288 
 
Means        0.7092              0.264                0.266           0.187 




Program: Numerical analysis of effective permeability of geomaterials containing 
voids using 2D RFEM. 
Source code (P3-1) 
 
PROGRAM p72              
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Program 7.2 Plane or axisymmetric analysis of steady seepage using 
!             4-node rectangular quadrilaterals. Mesh numbered 
!             in x(r)- or y(z)- direction. RANDOM VOIDS 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 USE gaf95 
 USE main 
 USE geom 
 IMPLICIT NONE 
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER::fixed_freedoms,i,iel,k,loaded_nodes,nci,ndim=2,nels,neq,nip=4,  & 
   nod=4,nn,nxe,nye,nlen,maxfld,j,nseed2,kseed2 
 REAL(iwp)::det,one=1.0_iwp,penalty=1.0e20_iwp,zero=0.0_iwp,pernom,mean,  & 




 REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE::coord(:,:),der(:,:),deriv(:,:),disps(:),fun(:),   & 
   gc(:),g_coord(:,:),jac(:,:),kay(:,:),kc(:,:),kv(:),kvh(:),loads(:),    & 
   points(:,:),value(:),weights(:),x_coords(:),y_coords(:),     & 
   enom(:),myperc(:),ekx(:),eky(:),kk(:) 
!-----------------------input and initialisation-------------------------- 
 real, allocatable:: kxfld(:),kyfld(:),nomfld(:) 
 real nom(7),vf 
 real kx(7),ky(7),R(2,2),rerr 
 integer kseed,istat,nsim,ns,nseed,iterm,nfld,jfld,ifld,nrfx,nrfy 
 real dx,dy,thx,thy,ti,ts,xl,yl,thxv,thyv 
 logical verbos,debug,lxfld,dmpfld,ltanfi 
 character sub2*128, job*80, sub1*80,varfnc*6 
 common/dbgrfl/ istat, debug 
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 common/lastym/ ti, ts 
 istat = 13  

















 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Number of elements used' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I3)')'x-direction =',nxe 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I3)')'y-direction =',nye 
 CALL mesh_size(element,nod,nels,nn,nxe,nye) 
 neq=nn 
 ALLOCATE(points(nip,ndim),g_coord(ndim,nn),coord(nod,ndim),              & 
   jac(ndim,ndim),weights(nip),der(ndim,nod),deriv(ndim,nod),             & 
   kc(nod,nod),num(nod),g_num(nod,nels),kay(ndim,ndim),       & 
   x_coords(nxe+1),y_coords(nye+1),gc(ndim),fun(nod), & 
   kdiag(neq),loads(0:neq),disps(0:neq),ekx(nels),eky(nels),enom(nels)) 






 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Overall element dimensions' 









 do i=2,nxe+1 
 x_coords(i)=x_coords(i-1)+dx 
 enddo 







 WRITE(11,'(A,7F5.2)')"kx =",kx 
 WRITE(11,'(A,7F5.2)')"ky =",ky 
 call propst(kx) 
 call propst(ky) 
 READ(10,*)r 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A)')"Correlation matrix" 
 DO i=1,2 
  WRITE(11,'(6f8.2)')r(i,:) 
 END DO 
 call chol2(R,2,2,rerr) 
 READ(10,*)thx,thy 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Spatial correlation length of k' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"x-direction =",thx 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"y-direction =",thy 
 READ(10,*)nom 
 call propst(nom) 
 READ(10,*)thxv,thyv 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Spatial correlation length of voids' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"x-direction =",thxv 











 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Limits of porosity zone in standard space' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F7.4)')"lower =",ll 








 nseed = iseed(kseed) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Starting seed' 
 WRITE(11,'(I5)')nseed 
 WRITE(11,*) 














! READ(10,*)x_coords,y_coords                                                          
!-----------------------loop the elements to find global arrays sizes----- 
 kdiag=0 
 elements_1: DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL geom_rect(element,iel,x_coords,y_coords,coord,num,dir) 
   g_num(:,iel)=num 
   g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord) 
   CALL fkdiag(kdiag,num) 
 END DO elements_1 
 CALL mesh(g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,12) 
 DO i=2,neq 
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   kdiag(i)=kdiag(i)+kdiag(i-1) 
 END DO 
 ALLOCATE(kv(kdiag(neq)),kvh(kdiag(neq)))  
 WRITE(11,'(2(A,I5))')                                                    & 






















 do  ns = 1, nsim 
 WRITE(*,'(I5)')ns 
 if( ns/=1)nseed = iseed(kseed + ns - 1) 
 if( ns/=1)nseed2 = iseed2(kseed2 + ns - 1) 
 call sim2bc2(istat,iterm,verbos,kxfld,kyfld,                             & 
              nrfx,nrfy,kx,ky,R,lxfld,thx,thy,dx,dy,                      & 
              dmpfld,nfld,jfld,ifld,job,sub1,sub2,                        & 
              varfnc,kseed,debug) 
 call sim2ep2(istat,iterm,verbos,nomfld,nrfx,nrfy,nom,ltanfi,lxfld,thxv,  & 
              thyv,dx,dy,dmpfld,nfld,jfld,ifld,job,sub1,sub2,'dlavv2',    & 
              kseed2,debug) 
 call permprop (nomfld,nrfx,nxe,nye,ndim,'x',enom) 
 call permprop (kxfld,nrfx,nxe,nye,ndim,'x',ekx) 
 call permprop (kyfld,nrfx,nxe,nye,ndim,'x',eky) 
 call pltfld( job, sub1, sub2, enom, nxe, nxe, nye, XL, YL,'Log-Conductivity Field', 31 ) 
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 j=0  
!-----------------------global conductivity matrix assembly--------------- 
 kv=zero 
 gc=one 
 elements_2: DO iel=1,nels 
   kay=zero 
   if(enom(iel)/sqrt(vf)>=ll.AND.enom(iel)/sqrt(vf)<ul)then 
    kay(1,1)=ekx(iel)*1.0e2_iwp 
    kay(2,2)=eky(iel)*1.0e2_iwp 
    j=j+1 
   else 
    kay(1,1)=ekx(iel) 
    kay(2,2)=eky(iel) 
   endif 
   myperc(ns)=dble(j)/dble(nxe*nye) 
   num=g_num(:,iel) 
   coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num)) 
   kc=zero 
   gauss_pts_1: DO i=1,nip 
     CALL shape_der(der,points,i) 
     CALL shape_fun(fun,points,i) 
     jac=MATMUL(der,coord) 
     det=determinant(jac) 
     CALL invert(jac) 
     deriv=MATMUL(jac,der) 
     IF(type_2d=='axisymmetric')gc=MATMUL(fun,coord) 
     kc=kc+MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(deriv),kay),deriv)*det*weights(i)*gc(1) 
   END DO gauss_pts_1 
   CALL fsparv(kv,kc,num,kdiag) 
 END DO elements_2 
 j=0 
 kvh=kv 
!-----------------------specify boundary values--------------------------- 
 loads=zero 
 IF(fixed_freedoms/=0)THEN 
   kv(kdiag(node))=kv(kdiag(node))+penalty 
   loads(node)=kv(kdiag(node))*value 
 END IF 
!-----------------------equation solution--------------------------------- 
 CALL sparin(kv,kdiag) 
 CALL spabac(kv,loads,kdiag)   
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!-----------------------retrieve nodal net flow rates--------------------- 
 CALL linmul_sky(kvh,loads,disps,kdiag) 
! WRITE(11,'(/A)')"  Node Total Head  Flow rate" 
! DO k=1,nn 
!   WRITE(11,'(I5,2E12.4)')k,loads(k),disps(k) 




 WRITE(11,'(/A)')"       Inflow      Outflow" 
 WRITE(11,'(2f12.4)')                                                  & 
    SUM(disps,MASK=disps>zero),SUM(disps,MASK=disps<zero) 
  READ(10,*)nci 
 IF(nod==4) CALL contour(loads,g_coord,g_num,nci,argv,nlen,13) 
 mean=sum(kk)/nsim 
 sd=sqrt(dot_product(kk-mean,kk-mean)/(nsim-1)) 
WRITE(11,'(/A)')"        mean          SD" 
write(11,'(2f12.4)')mean,sd 
WRITE(11,'(/A)')"      Simulation   Random number        max      Simulation   Random 
number        min" 
write(11,'(2I16,f11.2,2I16,f11.2)')MAXLOC(kk,1),nseed-nsim+MAXLOC(kk,1) & 









! This subroutine produces a PostScript output file "*.dis" displaying 
! the deformed finite element mesh with random property field shown as grey-scale 
! 






 REAL(iwp)::xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,dmax,pt5=0.5_iwp,            & 
   opt5=1.5_iwp,fpt5=5.5_iwp,d8=8.0_iwp,ept5=8.5_iwp,d11=11.0_iwp,   & 
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   ap,one=1.0_iwp,gr,huge=1.0e20_iwp,pmin,pmax,scgr 
 INTEGER::i,ii,j,jj,nn,nel,nod,nxe,nye,iq,ip,iii,rvd 
 real vf 
 character*1  dig(6) 










!                   get range in greyscales  
    IF(rvd==1)THEN  
      pmin = dlog(prop(1)) 
      pmax = dlog(prop(1)) 
      DO i = 1, nel 
         ap = dlog(prop(i)) 
         IF( ap .lt. pmin ) pmin = ap 
         IF( ap .gt. pmax ) pmax = ap 
      ENDDO 
     ELSE 
       pmin = prop(1) 
       pmax = prop(1) 
       DO i = 1, nel 
          if( prop(i) .lt. pmin ) pmin = prop(i) 
          if( prop(i) .gt. pmax ) pmax = prop(i) 
       ENDDO 
      ENDIF 
      scgr = one/(pmax-pmin) 
! 
 DO i=2,nn 
   IF(g_coord(1,i)<xmin)xmin=g_coord(1,i)       
   IF(g_coord(1,i)>xmax)xmax=g_coord(1,i)       
   IF(g_coord(2,i)<ymin)ymin=g_coord(2,i)       
   IF(g_coord(2,i)>ymax)ymax=g_coord(2,i)       








!                       height governs the scale 
! 
   sxy=scale*d8/height 
   xo=scale*pt5*(ept5-d8*width/height) 
   yo=scale*opt5 
 ELSE 
! 
!                       width governs the scale 
! 
   sxy=scale*fpt5/width 
   xo=scale*opt5 
   yo=scale*pt5*(d11-fpt5*height/width) 
 END IF 
! 
!                       start PostScript output 
! 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%!PS-Adobe-1.0' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%DocumentFonts: none' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%Pages: 1' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%EndComments' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/m {moveto} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/l {lineto} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/s {stroke} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/c {closepath} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%EndProlog' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%Page: 0 1' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'gsave' 
! 
!                       draw the deformed mesh 
! 
 WRITE(ips,'(2f9.2,a)') xo, yo, ' translate' 




 DO i=1,nel 
 !                  overlay greyscale of random property? 
    IF( rvd==1 ) THEN       ! map large values to black 
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         gr = scgr*(pmax - dlog(prop(i))) 
     ELSE 
         gr = scgr*(pmax - prop(i)) 
    ENDIF 
    if(enom(i)/sqrt(vf)>=ll.AND.enom(i)/sqrt(vf)<ul)then 
    WRITE(ips,'(a)')'1.0 0.0 0.0 setrgbcolor' 
    else 
    WRITE(ips,'(f9.3,a)')1.0-gr,'   setgray' 
    endif 
   ii=g_num(1,i) 
   IF(ii==0)CYCLE 
   x=sxy*(g_coord(1,ii)-xmin) 
   y=sxy*(g_coord(2,ii)-ymin) 
   WRITE(ips,'(2f9.2,a)') x, y,' m' 
   DO j=2,nod 
     jj=g_num(j,i) 
     x=sxy*(g_coord(1,jj)-xmin) 
     y=sxy*(g_coord(2,jj)-ymin) 
     WRITE(ips,'(2f9.2,a)') x, y,' l' 
   END DO 
!                   overlay greyscale of random property? 
      if(enom(i)/sqrt(vf)>=ll.AND.enom(i)/sqrt(vf)<ul)then 
      WRITE(ips, '(A)')'gsave c 1.0 0.0 0.0 setrgbcolor fill grestore' 
       else 
      WRITE(ips, '(A,F5.3,A)')'gsave c ',1.0-gr,' setgray fill grestore' 
      endif 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'c s' 






END SUBROUTINE dismsh1 









Input data file (P3-1) 
 
100  100                              !nxe nye   
1.0  1.0                              !xl  yl 
1.0  0.1  2.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0    !kx 
1.0  0.1  2.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0    !ky 
1.0  0.0    !Correlation matrix 
0.0  1.0 
0.1  0.1                       !thx thy 
0.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  !Normal distribution (voids) 
0.1  0.1                              !thxv thyv 
0.2                                   !porosity  
5434    1                               !seed sims 
dlavx2 
1  2  19 
0 
20      !contour 
 
Output data file of P3-1 
 




Overall element dimensions 




kx = 1.00 0.10 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ky = 1.00 0.10 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
 
Correlation matrix 
    1.00    0.00 
    0.00    1.00 
 
Spatial correlation length of k 
x-direction = 0.10 





Spatial correlation length of voids 
x-direction = 0.10 





Limits of porosity zone in standard space 
lower =-0.2533 





Number of simulations 
    1 
dlavx2 
 1 2 19 
There are10201 equations  
 
       Inflow      Outflow 
      2.0982     -2.0982 
 
        mean          SD 
      2.0982         NaN 
 
      Simulation   Random number        max      Simulation   Random number         min 
















Graphic output from P3-1 
 
 
(a)  (b)  
 
Figure C-1 (a) Displaced mesh from P3-1.dis and (b) contour lines from P3-1.con for 
numerical analysis of effective permeability of geomaterials containing 
voids using 2D RFEM.  
 
 
Source code (P3-2) 
 
PROGRAM p72              
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Program 7.2 Plane or axisymmetric analysis of steady seepage using 
!             4-node rectangular quadrilaterals. Mesh numbered 
!             in x(r)- or y(z)- direction. 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 USE gaf95 
 USE main 
 USE geom 
 IMPLICIT NONE 
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER::fixed_freedoms,i,iel,k,loaded_nodes,nci,ndim=2,nels,neq,nip=4,  & 
   nod=4,nn,nxe,nye,nlen,maxfld,j,nseed2,kseed2 
 REAL(iwp)::det,one=1.0_iwp,penalty=1.0e20_iwp,zero=0.0_iwp,pernom,mean,  & 






 REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE::coord(:,:),der(:,:),deriv(:,:),disps(:),fun(:),   & 
   gc(:),g_coord(:,:),jac(:,:),kay(:,:),kc(:,:),kv(:),kvh(:),loads(:),    & 
   points(:,:),value(:),weights(:),x_coords(:),y_coords(:),     & 
   enom(:),myperc(:),ekx(:),eky(:),kk(:) 
!-----------------------input and initialisation-------------------------- 
 real, allocatable:: kxfld(:),kyfld(:),nomfld(:) 
 real nom(7),vf 
 real kx(7),ky(7),R(2,2),rerr 
 integer kseed,istat,nsim,ns,nseed,iterm,nfld,jfld,ifld,nrfx,nrfy 
 real dx,dy,thx,thy,ti,ts,xl,yl,thxv,thyv 
 logical verbos,debug,lxfld,dmpfld,ltanfi 
 character sub2*128, job*80, sub1*80,varfnc*6 
 common/dbgrfl/ istat, debug 
 common/lastym/ ti, ts 
 istat = 13  






 job ='none' 
 sub1='none' 
 sub2='none' 




 CALL mesh_size(element,nod,nels,nn,nxe,nye) 
 neq=nn 
 ALLOCATE(points(nip,ndim),g_coord(ndim,nn),coord(nod,ndim),              & 
   jac(ndim,ndim),weights(nip),der(ndim,nod),deriv(ndim,nod),             & 
   kc(nod,nod),num(nod),g_num(nod,nels),kay(ndim,ndim),       & 
   x_coords(nxe+1),y_coords(nye+1),gc(ndim),fun(nod), & 
   kdiag(neq),loads(0:neq),disps(0:neq),ekx(nels),eky(nels),enom(nels)) 












 do i=2,nxe+1 
 x_coords(i)=x_coords(i-1)+dx 
 enddo 







 call propst(kx) 
 call propst(ky) 
 READ(10,*)r 
 write(11,*)r 












 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Target porosity' 
 WRITE(11,'(F5.2)')porosity 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Limits of porosity zone in standard space' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F7.4)')"lower =",ll 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F7.4)')"upper =",ul 
  



















! READ(10,*)x_coords,y_coords                                                          
!-----------------------loop the elements to find global arrays sizes----- 
 kdiag=0 
 elements_1: DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL geom_rect(element,iel,x_coords,y_coords,coord,num,dir) 
   g_num(:,iel)=num 
   g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord) 
   CALL fkdiag(kdiag,num) 
 END DO elements_1 
 CALL mesh(g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,12) 
 DO i=2,neq 
   kdiag(i)=kdiag(i)+kdiag(i-1) 
 END DO 
 ALLOCATE(kv(kdiag(neq)),kvh(kdiag(neq)))  
 WRITE(11,'(2(A,I5))')                                                    & 

























 do  ns = 1, nsim 
 if( ns/=1)nseed = iseed(kseed + ns - 1) 
 if( ns/=1)nseed2 = iseed2(kseed2 + ns - 1) 
 call sim2bc2(istat,iterm,verbos,kxfld,kyfld,                             & 
              nrfx,nrfy,kx,ky,R,lxfld,thx,thy,dx,dy,                      & 
              dmpfld,nfld,jfld,ifld,job,sub1,sub2,                        & 
              varfnc,kseed,debug) 
 call sim2ep2(istat,iterm,verbos,nomfld,nrfx,nrfy,nom,ltanfi,lxfld,thxv,  & 
              thyv,dx,dy,dmpfld,nfld,jfld,ifld,job,sub1,sub2,'dlavv2',    & 
              kseed2,debug) 
 call permprop (nomfld,nrfx,nxe,nye,ndim,'x',enom) 
 call permprop (kxfld,nrfx,nxe,nye,ndim,'x',ekx) 
 call permprop (kyfld,nrfx,nxe,nye,ndim,'x',eky) 
 call pltfld( job, sub1, sub2, enom, nxe, nxe, nye, XL, YL,'Log-Conductivity Field', 31 ) 
 j=0  
!-----------------------global conductivity matrix assembly--------------- 
 kv=zero 
 gc=one 
 elements_2: DO iel=1,nels 
   kay=zero 
   if(enom(iel)/sqrt(vf)>=ll.AND.enom(iel)/sqrt(vf)<ul)then 
    kay(1,1)=1.0_iwp/(ekx(iel)*1.0e2_iwp) 
    kay(2,2)=1.0_iwp/(eky(iel)*1.0e2_iwp) 
    j=j+1 
   else 
    kay(1,1)=1.0_iwp/ekx(iel) 
    kay(2,2)=1.0_iwp/eky(iel) 
   endif 
   myperc(ns)=dble(j)/dble(nxe*nye) 
   num=g_num(:,iel) 
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   coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num)) 
   kc=zero 
   gauss_pts_1: DO i=1,nip 
     CALL shape_der(der,points,i) 
     CALL shape_fun(fun,points,i) 
     jac=MATMUL(der,coord) 
     det=determinant(jac) 
     CALL invert(jac) 
     deriv=MATMUL(jac,der) 
     IF(type_2d=='axisymmetric')gc=MATMUL(fun,coord) 
     kc=kc+MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(deriv),kay),deriv)*det*weights(i)*gc(1) 
   END DO gauss_pts_1 
   CALL fsparv(kv,kc,num,kdiag) 
 END DO elements_2 
 j=0 
 kvh=kv 
!-----------------------specify boundary values--------------------------- 
 loads=zero 
 IF(fixed_freedoms/=0)THEN 
   kv(kdiag(node))=kv(kdiag(node))+penalty 
   loads(node)=kv(kdiag(node))*value 
 END IF 
!-----------------------equation solution--------------------------------- 
 CALL sparin(kv,kdiag) 
 CALL spabac(kv,loads,kdiag)   
!-----------------------retrieve nodal net flow rates--------------------- 
 CALL linmul_sky(kvh,loads,disps,kdiag) 
! WRITE(11,'(/A)')"  Node Total Head  Flow rate" 
! DO k=1,nn 
!   WRITE(11,'(I5,2E12.4)')k,loads(k),disps(k) 




 WRITE(11,'(/A)')"       Inflow      Outflow" 
 WRITE(11,'(5X,2E12.4)')                                                  & 
    SUM(disps,MASK=disps>zero),SUM(disps,MASK=disps<zero) 
  READ(10,*)nci 





WRITE(11,'(/A)')"        mean          SD" 
write(11,'(2e12.4)')mean,sd 
WRITE(11,'(/A)')"      Simulation   Random number        max      Simulation   Random 
number        min" 
write(11,'(2I16,f11.2,2I16,f11.2)')MAXLOC(kk,1),nseed-nsim+MAXLOC(kk,1) & 









! This subroutine produces a PostScript output file "*.dis" displaying 
! the deformed finite element mesh with random property field shown as grey-scale 
! 






 REAL(iwp)::xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,dmax,pt5=0.5_iwp,            & 
   opt5=1.5_iwp,fpt5=5.5_iwp,d8=8.0_iwp,ept5=8.5_iwp,d11=11.0_iwp,   & 
   ap,one=1.0_iwp,gr,huge=1.0e20_iwp,pmin,pmax,scgr 
 INTEGER::i,ii,j,jj,nn,nel,nod,nxe,nye,iq,ip,iii,rvd 
 real vf 
 character*1  dig(6) 










!                   get range in greyscales  
    IF(rvd==1)THEN  
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      pmin = dlog(prop(1)) 
      pmax = dlog(prop(1)) 
      DO i = 1, nel 
         ap = dlog(prop(i)) 
         IF( ap .lt. pmin ) pmin = ap 
         IF( ap .gt. pmax ) pmax = ap 
      ENDDO 
     ELSE 
       pmin = prop(1) 
       pmax = prop(1) 
       DO i = 1, nel 
          if( prop(i) .lt. pmin ) pmin = prop(i) 
          if( prop(i) .gt. pmax ) pmax = prop(i) 
       ENDDO 
      ENDIF 
      scgr = one/(pmax-pmin) 
! 
 DO i=2,nn 
   IF(g_coord(1,i)<xmin)xmin=g_coord(1,i)       
   IF(g_coord(1,i)>xmax)xmax=g_coord(1,i)       
   IF(g_coord(2,i)<ymin)ymin=g_coord(2,i)       
   IF(g_coord(2,i)>ymax)ymax=g_coord(2,i)       






!                       height governs the scale 
! 
   sxy=scale*d8/height 
   xo=scale*pt5*(ept5-d8*width/height) 
   yo=scale*opt5 
 ELSE 
! 
!                       width governs the scale 
! 
   sxy=scale*fpt5/width 
   xo=scale*opt5 
   yo=scale*pt5*(d11-fpt5*height/width) 




!                       start PostScript output 
! 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%!PS-Adobe-1.0' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%DocumentFonts: none' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%Pages: 1' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%EndComments' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/m {moveto} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/l {lineto} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/s {stroke} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'/c {closepath} def' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%EndProlog' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'%%Page: 0 1' 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'gsave' 
! 
!                       draw the deformed mesh 
! 
 WRITE(ips,'(2f9.2,a)') xo, yo, ' translate' 




 DO i=1,nel 
 !                  overlay greyscale of random property? 
    IF( rvd==1 ) THEN       ! map large values to black 
         gr = scgr*(pmax - dlog(prop(i))) 
     ELSE 
         gr = scgr*(pmax - prop(i)) 
    ENDIF 
    if(enom(iel)/sqrt(vf)>=ll.AND.enom(iel)/sqrt(vf)<ul)then 
    WRITE(ips,'(a)')'1.0 0.0 0.0 setrgbcolor' 
    else 
    WRITE(ips,'(f9.3,a)')1.0-gr,'   setgray' 
    endif 
   ii=g_num(1,i) 
   IF(ii==0)CYCLE 
   x=sxy*(g_coord(1,ii)-xmin) 
   y=sxy*(g_coord(2,ii)-ymin) 
   WRITE(ips,'(2f9.2,a)') x, y,' m' 
   DO j=2,nod 
     jj=g_num(j,i) 
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     x=sxy*(g_coord(1,jj)-xmin) 
     y=sxy*(g_coord(2,jj)-ymin) 
     WRITE(ips,'(2f9.2,a)') x, y,' l' 
   END DO 
!                   overlay greyscale of random property? 
      if(enom(iel)/sqrt(vf)>=ll.AND.enom(iel)/sqrt(vf)<ul)then 
      WRITE(ips, '(A)')'gsave c 1.0 0.0 0.0 setrgbcolor fill grestore' 
       else 
      WRITE(ips, '(A,F5.3,A)')'gsave c ',1.0-gr,' setgray fill grestore' 
      endif 
 WRITE(ips,'(A)')'c s' 






END SUBROUTINE dismsh1 




Input data file (P3-2) 
 
'plane'  'x' 
100  100                              !nxe nye   
1.0  1.0                              !xl  yl 
1.0  0.1  2.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0    !kx 
1.0  0.1  2.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0    !ky 
1.0  1.0 
1.0  1.0 
0.1  0.1                             !thx thy 
0.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
0.1  0.1                              !thxv thyv 
0.6                                   !porosity  
5434    1       !Seed number (same as P3-1), nsim 
dlavx2 
1  2  19 
0 
2.0982      !Flow rate output from P3-1  




Graphic output from P3-2 
 
Figure C-2 Flow lines from P3-2.con for numerical analysis of effective permeability 




Figure C-3 Three graphic outputs are combined to show a permeability block model 





Program: Numerical analysis of effective permeability of geomaterials containing 





! Program 7.5 Three-dimensional analysis of steady seepage.  
!             No global conductivity matrix assembly. 
!             Diagonally preconditioned conjugate gradient solver. + RF +iMAP 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 USE main 
 USE geom 
 USE gaf95 
 IMPLICIT NONE     
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER::cg_iters,cg_limit,fixed_freedoms,i,iel,k,loaded_nodes,nci,ndim=3, & 
   nels,neq,nip,nod,nn,np_types,nlen,nxe,nye,nze,ii,iii,s 
 INTEGER::ip,iq,maxfld,j  
 REAL(iwp)::alpha,beta,cg_tol,det,one=1.0_iwp,penalty=1.0e20_iwp,up,        & 
   zero=0.0_iwp,xl,yl,zl,dx1,dy1,dz1,small=1.0e-6_iwp 
 REAL(iwp)::ee,ei,vi,meankk,sdkk,meanqv,sdqv,pernom,porosity,ll,ul, & 
            three=3.0_iwp,two=2.0_iwp,meanpo,sdpo,kkx,kky,kkz 
 CHARACTER(LEN=15)::element='hexahedron',argv,trash 
 LOGICAL::cg_converged  
 INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE::g_num(:,:),node(:),num(:),imap(:) 
 REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE::coord(:,:),d(:),der(:,:),deriv(:,:),              & 
   diag_precon(:),disps(:),g_coord(:,:),jac(:,:),kay(:,:),kc(:,:),        & 
   loads(:),p(:),points(:,:),prop(:,:),store(:),storkc(:,:,:),u(:),       & 
   value(:),weights(:),x(:),xnew(:),x_coords(:),y_coords(:),z_coords(:),  & 
   kx(:),ky(:),kz(:),kk(:) 
 REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE::enom(:),qe(:),qv(:),perc(:) 
 integer ieplt(3)  
 real, allocatable:: cfld(:),phifld(:),psifld(:),gamfld(:),efld(:),vfld(:) 
 real  c(7),phi(7),psi(7),gam(7),e(7),v(7),R(6,6) 
 integer kseed,istat,nsim,ns,nseed,iterm,nrfx,nrfy,nrfz,nfld,jfld,ifld 
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 real dx,dy,dz,thx,thy,thz,ti,ts 
 logical verbos,debug,lxfld,dmpfld 
 character sub2*128, job*80, sub1*80,varfnc*6 
 common/dbgrfl/ istat, debug 
 common/lastym/ ti, ts 
 istat = 13  












 call flush(6)   
!-----------------------input and initialisation-------------------------- 























 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Analysis uses', nod,' noded elements' 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Overall element dimensions' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')'xl =',xl 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')'yl =',yl 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')'zl =',zl 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Number of elements used' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I3)')'x-direction =',nxe 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I3)')'y-direction =',nye 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I3)')'z-direction =',nze 
 WRITE(11,*) 








! WRITE(11,'(A)')"Correlation matrix" 
! WRITE(11,'(6f8.2)')r 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Spatial correlation length of voids' 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"x-direction =",thx 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"y-direction =",thy 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F5.2)')"z-direction =",thz 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Starting seed' 
 WRITE(11,'(I5)')kseed 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Number of simulations' 
 WRITE(11,'(I5)')nsim 
 WRITE(11,*) 




 !  dphinv(x) gives the abscissa that has the area x to its left in a normal distibution 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'Limits of porosity zone in standard space' 
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 WRITE(11,'(A,F7.4)')"lower =",ll 
 WRITE(11,'(A,F7.4)')"upper =",ul 
 CALL chkne3(istat,iterm,verbos,nxe,nye,nze,nrfx,nrfy,nrfz) 
 maxfld=9*nrfx*nrfy*nrfz/8 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I2,A)')'nrfx nrfy nrfz' 
 WRITE(11,*)nrfx,nrfy,nrfz 
 WRITE(11,*) 
 CALL mesh_size(element,nod,nels,nn,nxe,nye,nze) 
 neq=nn 
 WRITE(11,'(A,I5,A)')" There are",neq," equations" 
 ALLOCATE(points(nip,ndim),g_coord(ndim,nn),coord(nod,ndim),  & 
   jac(ndim,ndim),weights(nip),num(nod),g_num(nod,nels),der(ndim,nod),    & 
   deriv(ndim,nod),kc(nod,nod),kay(ndim,ndim),        & 
   p(0:neq),loads(0:neq),x(0:neq),xnew(0:neq),u(0:neq),diag_precon(0:neq),& 
   d(0:neq),disps(0:neq),storkc(nod,nod,nels),x_coords(nxe+1),y_coords(nye+1), & 
   z_coords(nze+1),kx(nels),ky(nels),kz(nels),cfld(maxfld), & 
   phifld(maxfld),psifld(maxfld),gamfld(maxfld),efld(maxfld),vfld(maxfld), & 


























 call propst(c) 
 call propst(phi) 
 call propst(psi) 
 call propst(gam) 
 call propst(e) 




 DO iel =1,nels 
 CALL hexahedron_xz(iel,x_coords,y_coords,z_coords,coord,num) 
   g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord) 
   g_num(:,iel)=num 
  ! CALL fkdiag(kdiag,num) 










 do i=1,nn 











 ALLOCATE(qe(nsim),qv(nsim),perc(nsim),kk(nsim))  
 CALL sample(element,points,weights)    
!----------element conductivity integration, storage and preconditioner---  




 if( ns/=1)nseed = iseed(kseed + ns - 1) 
  CALL simpl3(istat,iterm,verbos,cfld,phifld,psifld,gamfld,efld,           & 
                    vfld,c,phi,psi,gam,e,v,R,lxfld,thx,thy,thz,nrfx,      & 
                       nrfy,nrfz,dx,dy,dz,dmpfld,nfld,jfld,ieplt,         & 
                       ifld,job,sub1,sub2,varfnc,kseed,debug) 
      k = 0 
      do iii=1, nze  
        do s = 1, nxe 
          do i = 1, nye 
            k = k + 1 
            imap(k) = s + (nrfy-i)*nrfx+(nrfz-iii)*nrfx*nrfy 
          enddo 
        enddo 
      enddo   
 j=0 
 elements_1: DO iel=1,nels 
   ii=imap(iel) 
   kay=zero 
   if(cfld(ii)>=ll.AND.cfld(ii)<=ul)then 
    kay(1,1)=kx(iel)*1.0e2_iwp 
    kay(2,2)=ky(iel)*1.0e2_iwp 
    kay(3,3)=kz(iel)*1.0e2_iwp 
    j=j+1 
   else 
    kay(1,1)=kx(iel) 
    kay(2,2)=ky(iel) 
    kay(3,3)=kz(iel) 
   endif    
   num=g_num(:,iel) 
   coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num)) 
   kc=zero 
   gauss_pts_1: DO i=1,nip 
     CALL shape_der(der,points,i) 
     jac=MATMUL(der,coord) 
     det=determinant(jac) 
     CALL invert(jac) 
     deriv=MATMUL(jac,der) 
     kc=kc+MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(deriv),kay),deriv)*det*weights(i) 
   END DO gauss_pts_1 
   storkc(:,:,iel)=kc 
   DO k=1,nod 
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     diag_precon(num(k))=diag_precon(num(k))+kc(k,k) 
   END DO 
 END DO elements_1 
!-----------------------invert the preconditioner and get starting loads-- 
 perc(ns)=dble(j)/dble(nxe*nye*nze)    
 j=0 
   loads=zero 
   diag_precon(node)=diag_precon(node)+penalty 
   loads(node)=diag_precon(node)*value 





!-----------------------pcg equation solution----------------------------- 
 x=zero 
 cg_iters=0 
 pcg: DO 
   cg_iters=cg_iters+1 
   u=zero 
   elements_2: DO iel=1,nels 
     num=g_num(:,iel) 
     kc=storkc(:,:,iel) 
     u(num)=u(num)+MATMUL(kc,p(num))  
   END DO elements_2 
   IF(fixed_freedoms/=0)u(node)=p(node)*store 
   up=DOT_PRODUCT(loads,d) 
   alpha=up/DOT_PRODUCT(p,u) 
   xnew=x+p*alpha 
   loads=loads-u*alpha 
   d=diag_precon*loads 
   beta=DOT_PRODUCT(loads,d)/up 
   p=d+p*beta 
   CALL checon(xnew,x,cg_tol,cg_converged) 
   IF(cg_converged.OR.cg_iters==cg_limit)EXIT 
 END DO pcg 
! WRITE(11,'(A,I5)')" Number of cg iterations to convergence was",cg_iters 
!-----------------------retrieve nodal net flow rates--------------------- 
 loads=xnew 
 disps=zero 
 elements_3: DO iel=1,nels 
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   num=g_num(:,iel) 
   kc=storkc(:,:,iel) 
   disps(num)=disps(num)+MATMUL(kc,loads(num))  





    ENDDO 










 WRITE(11,'(A,8X,F10.4,8X,F10.3)')'SDs  ',sdkk,sdpo 
 WRITE(11,'(/A)')"      Simulation   Random number        max      Simulation   Random 
number        min" 
 write(11,'(2I16,f11.2,2I16,f11.2)')MAXLOC(kk,1),nseed-nsim+MAXLOC(kk,1) & 
  ,MAXVAL(kk),MINLOC(kk,1),nseed-nsim+MINLOC(kk,1),MINVAL(kk) 
STOP 
END PROGRAM p75 
 
 
Input data file 
 
8   8             !nod nip 
4.0 4.0 4.0         !xl yl zl 
4    4    4             !nxe nye nze 
1.0 1.0 1.0         !kkx kky kkz 
1.0e-5  200         !cg_tol,cg_limit 
Normal distribution (voids) 
0.0   1.0   1.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0  
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0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0 
Correlation matrix 
1.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
0.0  1.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
0.0  0.0  1.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
0.0  0.0  0.0  1.0  0.0  0.0 
0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  1.0  0.0 
0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  1.0  
10.0  10.0  10.0       ! thx thy thz 
0  10    !seed   nsim 
0.1    !porosity 
 
Output data file 
 
equivalent_k_3D                                                                  
Analysis uses 8 noded elements 
 
Overall element dimensions 
xl = 4.00 
yl = 4.00 
zl = 4.00 
Number of elements used 
x-direction =  4 
y-direction =  4 
z-direction =  4 
 
Normal distribution (voids) 
 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 






Number of simulations 
   10 
Target porosity 
 0.10 
Limits of porosity zone in standard space 
lower =-0.1257 
upper = 0.1257 
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 There are  125 equations 
     1    15 
     2    18 
     3    18 
     4    17 
     5    20 
     6    13 
     7    21 
     8    14 
     9    21 
    10    19 
 
Simulation       Permeability        Porosity 
    1             1.3678              0.062 
    2             7.6725              0.203 
    3             1.8154              0.109 
    4             1.2421              0.031 
    5             9.0333              0.219 
    6             1.3001              0.125 
    7             2.0319              0.141 
    8             1.2784              0.109 
    9             1.7711              0.094 
   10             5.0832              0.172 
 
Means             3.2596              0.127 
SDs               2.9318              0.059 
 
      Simulation   Random number        max      Simulation   Random number    min 
               5            5122         9.03               4            5121             1.24 
